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UNIT - Il : Ecosystems Concept of an ecosystem. Structure and function of an

ecosystem.
Introduction, types, characteristic features, structure, and function of the ecosystems:

Forest ecosystern; Crassland ecosystem; Desert ecosystem.

Aquatic ecosystems (ponds, streams, lakes, rivers, oceans, estuaries)

UNIT - III : Biodiversity and Biotic Resources: Introduction, Definition, genetics,

species and ecosystem diversity. Value of biodiversity; consumptive use, productive use,

social, ethical, aesthetic, and optional values.

India as a mega diversity nation,, Hot spots of biodiversity. Field visit.
Threats to biodiversity: habitat loss, poaching of wildtife, man-wildlife conflicts.
conservation of biodiversity: In-Situ and Ex-situ conservation. National Biodiversity act

Unit - IV : Environmental Pollution: Air pollution; Water pollution; Soil pollution,

Noise Pollution.

Definition, Cause, effects. and control measures of a) Air pollution: Prirnary and secondary

pollutants, Automobile and industrial pollution, Ambient air quality standards.

b. Water pollution: Point and non-poinlsources of pollution, Major pollutant of water and their

sources, drinking water quality standardi;rlVastewater treatment methods, ETP, STP' CETP'

c. Soil pollution: Soil as a sink ofpollutants, Impacts of modern agriculture on soil, degradation

of soil.

d. Marine pollution: misuse of international water for the dumping of hazardous waste, coastal

pollution due to sewage and marine disposal of industrial effluents

e. Noise pollution: Sources, Industrial Noise occupational health hazeuds-,.9tandards, Methods of

.'i' ,t- . -.' . '

f. Thermal pollution: Heat Island effect, Radiation effects ' '! . 'l: ^ i . :

222

UNIT - I :The Multidisciplinary nature of environmental studies
Natural Resources Renewable and non-renewable resources:

Natural resources and associated problems
a) Forest resources; b) Water resources; c) Mineral resources; d) Food resources.

e) Energy resources; f) Land resources:

Role of an individual in conservation of natural resources.

) l:,



g. Nuclear pollution: nuclear power plants, nuclear radiations, disasters and impacts, genetical

disorders.

Solid waste Management: types, collection, processing and disposal of municipal solid waste and

industrial waste, composition and characteristics of e waste and its management.

UNIT - V: Environmental Policy, Legislation & EIA: Environmental Protection act,

Legal aspects Air Act- 198 I , Water Act, Forest Act, Wildlife Act.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN:

Definition of an Impact: Classification of impacts, positive and negative impacts, reversible

and irreversible, light, moderate and severe, methods of baseline data acquisition, Impacts on

different components such as human health resources, aig water, flora, fauna and society.

Prediction of impacts and impact assessmQqt methodologies.

Environment Management Plan: technglogical solutions, Preventive methods Control

technologies, greenbelt development, rainwater harvesting, remote sensing and GIS methods.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, LEGISLATION, RULES AND REGULATIONS:

-Environment ProtectionAct. -Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act. -
Water (Prevention and control ofPollution)'Act,
Wildlife Protection Act -Forest Conservation Act , Municipal soiid waste management and

Handling rules, biomedical waste managemei.t and ,handling rules, hazardous waste

management and handling rules.

Towards Sustainable Future: Concept of Sustainable Development, Population

and its explosi on, Cr .uzy Consumerism, Environmental Education, Urban Sprawl,

Human health, Environmental Ethics, Concept of Green Building, Ecological Pootprint,

Life Cycle assessment (LCA), Low carbon life

TEXT BOOKs:

1. Textbook of Environmental Studies for Undergraduate Courses by E

Commission.

2. Environmental Studies by R. Rajagopalan, Oxford University Press

REFERENCE:
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l> Textbook ofEnvironmental Sciences and Technology by M. Anji Reddy, BS Publica

r* Environmental Studies by Anubha Kaushik C.P. Kaushik

* Y.K. Sing, Environmental Science, New Age International Pvt, Publishers, Bangalore

1F Agarwal, K.C. 2001 Environmental Biology, Nidi Publ. Ltd. Bikaner.

9 Brunner R.C., 1989, Hazardous Waste lncineration, McGraw Hill Inc. 480p

* Clark R.S.. Marine Pollution, Clanderson Press Oxford

Vision of the Department

tvti n of the Department

VISION:

"To be a center of excellence by redefining Pharmacy Education and nurture Globally

Competent Professional Pharmacists."

M ISSION:

To train and develop students into Professional Pharmacists so as to fulfill the

lndustrial and Community needs.
222



To shoulder the responsibility of reducing the suffering of mankind by providing

Ph a rmaceutica I care.

VISION,MISSION OF DEPARTMENT

VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT:

To be a recognized global leader in developing solutions for evolving healthcare

cha lle nges.

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT:

To improve healthcare quality and outcomes through educating t n a

of pharmacists and pharmaceutical scientists in an environment a

curiosity,through pursuing impactful basic and applied research

developing and evaluating bmodels of clinical practice.

/"
")
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PEOs and POs

Program Outcomes

At the end of the prograrn graduate is expected to acquire

1,01 : An abilitl ro apply knorvledge of Mathematics, Science, to solve comples problenrs of l'harnucl

PO2: An abilitl to model, simulate and design systems, conduct experiments. as uell as anallze and

Interpret data and p|epare a rcport rvith conclusions.

PO3: An ability rt design , component, ol process to meet desired needs u ithin the realistic constrril'lts

such as economic, environmental, social. political, ethical. health and sal-et1. tnan Lrfhct Lrrability and

sLrstainabilitr.

l'O{: ,,\n abilitl to tunction ott nr u ltid isciplinary tearrs involving interpersonal skills

PO5: An ability to identify, forr.nulat€..and solve engineering problems of multidisciplinary nature.

PO6: An understanding oi professional and ethical responsibilities involved in the practice of Pharmacy

prol'cssion.

PO7: An ability to communicate effectively with a range of audience on complex problems of
I

multid isciplinary nature both in oral and written form. I ,

222

PEO 2: I'o train students with problem solving capabilities such as analysis and design with adequate

practical skills wherein they demonstrate creativity and innovation that would enable them to

PEO 1: To prepare students with excellent comprehension ofbasic sciences, mathematics and

errgineering subjects facilitating them to gain employment or pursue,.l:stgraduate studies with development.

PEO 3: To inculcate positive attitude, professional ethics, effective COmmunication and interpersonal skills

ghich uouldlacilitate them to succeed in the chosen prolession exhibiting creativity and innovation

through research and development both as team member and as well as leader.



PO8: The broad education necessary to understand the impact of Pharmacy solutions in a global.

economic,environmental and societal context.

PO9: A recognition ofthe need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning and acquire the capabilit

forthe same.

PO10: A knowledge of contemporary issues involved in the practice of Pharrnacy protbssion.

POI I : An ability to use the techn iques, skills and modern engineering tools necessary fbr Pharmacy practice

),

1O3lJ
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Course Obiectives ( as pe

Course Obiectives and Outcomes

Course Obiectives ( as per JNTLI-H)

o Understanding the importance of ecological balance for sustainable development

o Understanding the impacts of developmental activities and mitigation measures.

r Understanding of environmental policies and regulations.

r colleee plan)

o To understand the importance of ecosystem.

o To understand natural resources and their usage in day-to-day life.

r To understand the concepts of concept of biodiversity and their values.

r To gain knowledge about different types of pollution and their control technologies.

o To study global environmental problems and global efforts.

Alicr the complelion ofthc course, the student uould be ablc to

CO l: (iet the infirrrration about ecoslstem and about its tunctions like Food chain.

I cologicll pl ratnid: cte ..

CO 2: (ict the knorvlcdge about the ditlerent,types olresources like land, water. rrineral and cnergy and

About thc effects of environment by the usage of these resources.

CO -i: (lain kno$ledge aboUt ecos)stem diversitl'. itsvalues and also about the importarrce o1'

r:ndemiu spccies.

CO -1: (ict the cornplete infbrnration about the different methods ofprotccting the enr ironment.

Cl( ) 5 : (iain knou lctlge about the difftrent types of pollutiort and their control techno logies.

CO 6: (iain the knorr,ledge about different types ofpollution and their treatment techniques likc

\\astc\\ater treatmertt. Bio medical \Yaste management etc..

CO 7: Ciet the complete intirrmrtion about EIA- Errvironmental lmpact Asscssrr.rent irr u,hich the student

riill get thc kno*ledge about the projects and the process involve'd in getting the projects.

CO 8: Gain kno*,lcdge about the present resources and different tgclxiqties inv.olved in its conservation

' -' tt\,
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1. Brief lmportance of the Course and how it fits into the curriculum

Environmental studies are the sciences which includes the implovement ol'the natural

ertr ironment. to providehcalthy, s,ater. air. and land tbr human habitation and lor other organisms.

ancl to clean Lrp pollution sites.

Elvironrnental studies can irlso be described as a branch of applied science that addrcsses the issue of

energr' preservation- ploduction assets and control of u,aste tiom human and animal acti\ ities.

l-urlltennorc. il i. eonccrncd\\ith lirr.ling ptausible solulions in the fietd ol puhlic health. ,uch lr'

\\atcrbolne discases. intplcmenting la*s nhich promote adequate sanitalion in urbalr. rural and

recr-eational arcas. :rr:

It irrrolres \\l\l(\\atet nlJllJqemenl arrd air pOllutitrnconlrol. reclcling. $c:te dirporrl. radiation

protection. intlLrstrial hygiene. environmental sustainability. and public health issues lts uellas a

knorrlcdge ot'environmental engineeling law. lt also includes studies on the environmental irrpact

ol' proposed constructiott projects.

a

Prerequisites if anv

'I hc dornain o I' env iront]tcntal sciencc is not completely dellned and includes malll straller

disciplines. Our existencc. lif'estyles and grouth depend entirell on ths stlll and the clrth.

-l 
hc cnergr liont the sun iscalled solar capital. In the same rvay'. the plancts. air- uatcr. tertile soil-

lirrcsts. grasslands. u,etlancls, oceans. Iakes, wildlil'e, minerals attd natural purification and recvcling

Irrocess are trcxtcd as Earth's capital.

We Lrse the terrn 'cnvironmcnt to describe, in the language o1'C.T Miller. lhe Plant's tif'e -support

srstenr for us and tbr all othcr forms of life'.

lrr cttcct. tl'rc cn\ ironmerll is me sum-total of solar capital and ea(h gapi1ill 
,,,. -

a
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2. lnstructiona! Learninq Outcomes

l-earning outcomes are the key abilities and knowledge that will be assessed

TJNIT _ I
ECOSYSTEMS:

* scope and importance ofecosystem, Concept oflecosystem

* structural componenls ofan ecosystem

* Function ofecosystem like, Food chains,food webs, And

* Homeostasis / Cybernetics

.i. ecosystems value, services and carrying capacity.

ecological py,rarr ids. Florv ol'energv

IrNt't - Il

NATURAL RESOURCES:

Renervable and non-renewable resourses

F'orest resources

Land as a resourcc.

Mineral resources

Food resources:

Enerqr resoLtrccs

Water resources

UNIT - III

BIODIVERSITY AND ITS CONSERVATION

o Definition: genetic, siiddid'i and ecosystem diversity

o Value of biodiversity

o Hot sports of biodiversity

o Threats to biodiversity

o Conservation of biodiversity

i
\
1: ll

t',?'//
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(-) Timber and non-timber fbrest products

c I'ood and lbdder resources

UNIT_IV
ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

Definition, Cause. ef-t-ects and control measures of:

. Air pollution

. Water pollution

. Soil pollution:

. Marine pollution

. Noise pollution

. Thermal pollution

. Nuclear pollution

. Solid rvaste Management

. Global environmental prrblems and global ellirrrs

UNIT - V

ENVI IIONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN:

Environmental policy, Legislation, Rules and regulation

Environment Protection Act ,l

Biomedical waste management

Haza rdous u aste management

Tou.ards sustainable future

Course mappinq with PEOs and Pos

222
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I\{apping of Course n ith Programme Educational Objectives: (Sample)

*When the course outcome weightage is < 40Yo, it will be given as moderately correlated ( l).
*When the course outcome weightage is >40Yo, it will be given as strongly correlated (2)

\7

S.No C()urs€ comp()nent codc coursc PEo I PEO 2 PEO 3

I
Environmental

Studies

*Mc500 Environmental
Studies

I

POs I 2 J I 6 12 ll l.+

c)

L)

H

Enginccring Chemistry
CO 1: Cet the

information about

ecosystem and also

about its functions

like Food chain,

Ecological pyramids

etc.,

2 2

CO 2: Cet the

knorvledge about the

different types of

2 2 I I 2 2

222
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resources like land,

water. mineral and

energy and also

about

the effects of

environment by the

usage ol these

resources.

CO3: Gain the

knowledge about the

ecosystem diversity,

its values and also

about the impoftance

of the endemic

species

CO ,l: Get the

complete

information about

the different methods

of protecting the

environment.

2

21 11CO 6: Gain the

knowledge about

different types of

pollution and their

treatment techn iques

like waste water

222

2 1

2 I

CO 5: Gain the , 
.

knowledge about the

different types of

pollutions and their

control technologies.

I 1 ,1

2
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treatment, Bio

medical waste

management etc.,

CO 7: Get the

complete

in fbrmationabout

EIA- Environmental

Impact Assessment

in which the student

rvill get the

knowledge about the

projects and the

process involved in

getting the projects.

2 1 I

CO 8: Cain the

knowledge about the

present resources

and dilferent

techniques involved

in its conservation.

2 2 I

r.l. \:
'\',.|.

li
tl
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3. Time table of concerned class
lndividual time table

4. Lecture schedule with methodoloev being used / adopted

SL.\o. Unit
No.

Week No. Topic to be covered in
One lecture

Regular/
Additional

Teaching aid!i

usrd
LCD/OIIP/BB

Remarks

I I \\ :K I Scope and lmportance of
an Ecosystem

Regular

Classification of
Ecosystem

BB

Structure and Structural
components

Regular BB

I Forest, Grassland and

desert ecosystem
Regular

B iogeochcmical cycles.
Nitrogen c1'cle and
carbon cycle.
Phosphorous cycle and

hldrological cycle

tt I] Wl,liK 2 Clarr-"-ing capac ity &
honrcostasis

Regular BB

1 Classification of
Rescl u rc es

Regular BB

s Water Resources Regular BB

Mineral Resources.

Land Resources

Regular BB

l0 Energy resources -
Reneweble, Solar energy

applications

Re!,ular BB

222

BB

Regular

BB



RegularNonrenewable

resources- Fossil fuels,

Nuclear energy,

Chemobyl Nuclear

disaster

U

Regular BBTypes of Diversity,

Alpha, Beta and Gamma

Value of Biodivcrsity.I

BBRegularRed list categories- Red

Data book.

l.l

RegularFood and fodder

resources, Timber and

Non timber resources.

WLEK ]

III

t5

BBRegularThreats to Biodiversityl()

RegularHot spotsli

B iod iversity
lu

BBRegularClassification of
Pollution

l9

BBRegularAir Pollution

\\ Iil:K l

l ( I

I\

Regular BBSo il
I)oll

.l

Nuclear Pollution &
D isasters

Regular BBWater pollution, Waste

techri

entwater

Regular BBSolid q,aste, Thermal

Pollution

l.l

RegLrlarMarine Pollulion

WLI'.K 5

l)

BBRegular26

Regular BB
Ozone Layer Depletion)'7

International
Conventions

Iti

Additional
,. . t"::Deforestation

Desertification

WEEK 6

222

BB

BB

t.l

BB

BB

Green. house Effect &
Clobal'Warming

BBl9

I
ir^ll



Regular Bu
Desertification

t0

BBRegularImpact and Types of
Impact

lt

Regular I]I]
Steps involved in EIA

RegularPrediction of Impacts

and methodologies
Regular BI]

EIS

Regular uB

WIJBK 7

EMPt5

Regular BII
Treatment technologies

l6

BBRegularNational Environmental
Policy

itBResularAir Conservation ActS

BB
rvater Conservation Actl9

BBRegular

wDuK 8

,10

Regular'1I

I}BRegularMunicipal Solid waste

management

1l

Regular I]I]Biomedical waste
management
Hazardous waste

rnanagement

ll

Reg ar uB

WEEK 9

J5

RegularConcept of Sustainab le

Der. elopment

l6

BI]RegularOver-exploitation of
Natural Resources

.11

RegularConserl ation of
Il.esources

{i

RegularGreen"brii'iding

technologies

l9

RegularTypes ofHuman
diseases

)o

\RegularSustainable f'uture\\ EI]K I I

222

BB

ll

Regular

Forest Conselation Act

BB

Regular

Water Cess Act

WEEK IO

.l.l
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5l Slip Test Regular BB

5.1 Rcvision Regular BB

)) Revision Regular

56 Crazy Consumerism Regular BB

WEEK I2

Over exploitation of
resources

Regular BB

58 Strategies for Achieving
Sustainable

Regular

59 Environmental

Education

Re.Cr{rii'' BB

6(l Conservation of
Resources

6l Regular

62 WEEK 1] Humadir:health Regular BB

63 Role o f':-IT::iii,

u"ttt"' 
@,:',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Regular

6.1 EnvironmentdltBlhiCs,,,. 
.

Regular,i-: ,.:tt,rr l
,: . i r i . .::. . - ' , , , I : ,. , i. , '. rI'

BB

6i i]Rlgqtdi BB

Regular BB

6',7 WEEK I.1 Clean develoF&.i*rt

iuec,,,1L,',',1,, ''
BB

68 Eriviriiiiiiental
Economies

Regular BB

69 Concept ofgreen
building

Regular uB

7t) Clean development

Mechanism

Regular '--

t€ll
222

BB

57

Regrlarrt', BB

Urban sprawll;lll,l,t,l.,:lll'

SustainablelrC.ities and

commuiiitidi

r,BB

.BB

Environmental

Econoiiiiesrll'i1,r,,,,.

' Co rice pt o f gididii:r.,r

building 
,.:l,,.,....

Regular

,{ t



,1) \\| K ra Revision

Previous Question paper

Discussion

-1 Previous Question paper

Discussion

S.No Topic to be covered in One lecture Dates

UNIT-I

ECOSYSTENI

1 studies&Ecosystem
Lec I

2 Scope and Importance ofan Eco
Lec 2

C lassiflcation of Ecosystem

4 StructLlrc and Structural components
Lec4

5 Forest. Grassland, and desert ecosystem
Lec5

6
Biogeochcrrical cycles, Nitrogen cycle and carbon
cycle. Phosphorous cycle, and hydrological cycle

Lec6

7 Clarrying capacity & homeostasis
Lec 7

UNIT-II

NATURAL RESOURSES

8 Classifi cation of Resources
Lec8

Water Resources
Lec9

10 Mineral Resources. Land Resources
Lec 10

a-

ri)

222
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Lec3
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Energy resources Renewable, Solar energy Lecl I
1,1,

applications

Lecl212

UNIT-III

BIODIVERSITY&BIOTIC RESOURSES

Lec l3
I'-,,-pes of Diversitl,. A lpha, Beta and Gamma

Lec l4
1,4 Value of Biodiversity,

Red list categories- Red Data book,15

Lecl6Food and fodder resources, Timber and Non timber ',. rr'

resources
1-6

Lec I7
1,7

18 Hot spots

Conservation o1' B iodiversity19

WARMING& GLOBAL
TALPROBLEMSll

UNIT-IV

oL ALBALT oP LL TIUNE I oR MN NE
N EM N

20

21, Air Pollution.

22 Soil Pollution. Noi." Pollrllll,,t,,t,::

Lec23
23

Lec24

Lec25
25 Solid waste. Thermal Pollution

26 Marine Pollution

Lec27
27

Lec28

Lec29
29 lnternational Conventions

Lec30
Deforestation Desertifi cation

222

Nonrenewable resources- Fossil fuels, Nuclear
energy. Chernobyl Nuclear d isaster

13

,,Lcoi'5

Threats to Biodiversity.

Lec l9

Lec20
C lassit'ication of Pollution

i.. ,.Lec2 I

Lec22

Nuclear

Water pollution,24

Lec26

Green lrouse tllect & Global \\ arrning

Ozone Layer Depletion

30



UNIT.V

TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

32 Impact and Types of Impact

Lec33
Steps involved in E,lA

Prediction ol Impacts and methodologies Lec34
34

35 EIS

EMP l.t.lir'iLec36
36

7
Treatment technologies

National F.nvironmental Policy38

39 Air Conservation Act

40 water Conservation Act

Lec4 I
41,

43 Biomedical waste mEiiagement

,,,.,L3!!4,rr'Hazardous waste management44

Lea45
45 Water Cess Act

Lec46
46

Lec47
Over-exploitation of Natural Resources47

Lec49
49

Lec50
Types ofHuman diseases50

51

Lec52
Crazy Consumerism, Over exploitation of resources52

Lec5353
Strategies for Achieving Sustainable, Environmental
Education

Lec3 I
31

Lec32

33

Lsqi5

37

LeC38

Lec39 ',rr,,r:

Lec40

Forest Conservation Act

Lec42
42 MLrnicipal Solid *'aste managementr :

Lec43

Conccpl ol Sustainable Development

Lec48
Conservation of Resources48

Green building technologies

Lec51
Sustainable f'uture

Desertification

.1 ^1I .-, Il(i;
,,, L



[..ec5555

Lec56Environmental Economies, Concept of green

building. clean development Mechanism56

Lec5 7
51

t-r:c58

Lec59
59 Clean developrrcnt Mechanism

Lec60
60 Revision

Lec6 I
61 Previous Question paper Discussion

Lec62
62 Prev ious QLrcstion paper Discussion

54
Conservation of Resources, Urban sprawl,
Sustainable Cities. and communities

Lec54

UNIT - l: ECOSYSTEM

Contents:

I nt rod u ctio n

Scope & concept of Ecosystcm
Kinds o1'Ecosl-stem
\trrre lrrrc & F u nct itln of'
I \'()\\ \lcIrl-ood ( hI]ill
Irood \\ieb
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Forest Ecosystem
Deseft Ecosystem
Meanings
Ref'erences

Introduction of ecology:
'[ he term "Ecology" was derived tiom Greek
words viz., Oikes means house or place and logs means a discussion or study.
So,ecology is the scientific study ofthe distribution and the interactions between organisms and
their natural environmenl.
The environment (surroundings ) consists of': living organisms ( biotic..) and
nonJiving things ( abiotic ) such as physical components ofwind, temperature. rainfall. water. humiditl,.
light, soil etc and chemical components olC,H,N,K,P,S etc..( irttirgdnic components ) and carbohydrates.
proteins (organic components ).Hence, Ecology involves studying ecos\ stcms.
According to GEORGE JACKSON, an Ecosystem is a natural unit consisting of
aII plant s. an ima ls and micro-organisms in an area l'unctioning together uith a llo I the non-lii ing rh ings.
An ecosystem is the smallest unit olthe biosphere that hai:itll:ih6:characteristiis tosupport life.
Pond ecosystem, forest ecosystem, deseft ecosyst€-m, marine ecosyslem. urban ecos\stem are some ofthe
exam p les lor ecosystems.
An ecos) stem i aries in sizes from a ferr square kms to hundreds ofsquare kms. Similarll. an e!05) slcln tTta\

be temporary like a flesh pool / agricultriit field orpermanent like a forest / ocean.

lilll,il:lllll

n agri ciillriit! crop rotation

, forestryiietq:;,biological su

ld life, sUiViys of water

. : . 

::: ...:: :........ ...:|. 
. 

: .

In an ecosystem, the interaction of life wjth,its environmetitr'teke place at manl levels. A single bacteria in the
soil interacts with water, air aroundl'if,within,,ar5rnall space while a fish in a river interacts with water and other
animalr. rivals in a large space..
Considering the operational poitit of view; the biOtiqtand abiotic components ofan ecosystem are so interlinked
such that their separation from each other is practicallyd ifficult. So, in an ecosystem both organisms ( biotic
conrmunities ) and abiotic environment ( rainfall;rlt€tnperature, humidity ) each influencing the propemies
with other for maintenance of lif'e. . ,,tl,tl.l.r ,rirl::'

Scope of ecosystem :

Ecology plays an important role i
plant ); management of grasslands

sur\els. conservation ol soil. ui
lakes:p.rntls clc...

Concept of ecosystem:

, weed contro[,,( unwanted
rveys, fishery.. . .

bodies Iike iivers,

KINDS OF ECOSYSTEMS: Ecos e natural or artiflcial
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Artificial Ecosystem: These are maintained or created artificially by man. The man tries to
control biotic community as rvell as physico chemical environment.Eg: Artificial pond, urban
area dcvelopmen ::: .._-:".

Natural Ecosystem: It consists of Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems. which are main{ained naturally.
.. t,

\\



Terrestrial Ecosystem:
This ecosystem relates to bioticcomponents living on the land.

Vegetation dorninales the community
and the types ofvegetation affect the climate, soil structure & a rapid exchangeof02, water & CO2

Aquatic Ecosystem:

o This ecosystem relates to biotic community living in water. The types of water ( fresh water,

saline water, polluted water ) dominate and affect the pH of water, depth of water, temperature

water etc-- 
"' '.1..::::::..:'o Aquatic ecosystem has been sub-divided into fr

o quality of water.

,,,,:i:i:ituitl:tiitttliitll

STI IT( TI I{E & } I \CTIO\ OF ECOSYSTEM

r and saline water basedon the

a

a

a

a

URBAN
The two
together

NATURAL ARTIFICIAL TERRE

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM ver ecosystem Marine ec
a:

oSjfitem Estuarine ecosystem

MARINE AQUATIC ES eg: SEAS

LENTIC :( stagnant waters ) eg: ponds.

ecosYsten.r Desert ecosvstem

r S

LOTIC : (Running waters) eg: riwr streams

Eg: Agricriltiri"dL:litlttl;'atifi cial po$}1i1

AREA ,,,,:;1'
major aspects of an ecosystemi,ar1Q|( 1) Structure and (2) Function
they illustrate the organization of an ecosystem.
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. Abiotic structure includes the non-living things ofthe ecosystem such as

o physical factors ( soil, temperature, light & water ) and chemical factors consisting ofthe inorganic comn()un

(N,C, H, K, P,S) & organic compounds ( carbohydrates, proteins).

Biotic structure includes plants, animals & microorganisms present in an ecosystem form the biotic compone

These organisms have different nutritionalbehavior and status in the ecosystem and are known as Autotrophs

(Producers),

Heterotrophs (Consumers) & Micro-consumers ( Decomposers) based on howthey get their fbod.

Hence. the structure of an ecosystem comprises:

. The composition of biological community species ( plaig;r,animals, m icroorganisms), their population. lit'e

cycles. distribution in space elc.

o The quantity and distribution of non-living thin{;flch as soilltil}ydler etc .

o T'he range or intensity of conditions like temperature, light, rainfall, humidity,wind & topography plays a rnaj

role in the slructure of ecosystem.

o Function of ecosystem means how an ecosystem works/ operates under naturalconditions. The rate of
biological energy flou,; the rate ofnutrient cycles ie Bio-

. Geo-Chemical cycles and Ecological regulation ( means regulation oforganisms
o b)'Environment and regulation of Environment by organisms ) plays a major role inthe function ofan

ecosvstem

Autotrophic means self nourishing. Since these 'oigditiSms are self nourishing, they are
also called producers. Eg: Algae, Green plants. Bacteria ofphoto synthetic.
Creen plants prepare their food themselves by making use ofCO2 preserrt in the air& water
in the presence ol sunlight through the process of photosynthesis.

co2 + 2H2O CH2O + OZ + H2O

( Carbon dioxide ) ( Water) ( Carbohydrates) ( Oxygen ) ( Water)
A ferv micro-organisms which can produce organic matter ( nutrients ) to some extent
through oxidation of certain chemicals in the absence of sunlight knorvn as chemo
autotrophs.
Lg: In the Ocean depths, where there is no sunlight, chemo-autotrophic bacteria make use of
the heat generated by the decay of radioactive elements for preparationof their fbod .
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Tlte Structure of an ecosystem consists of:

1. Atttotrophic compt,nents (Producers) :



2. H ete ro-t rop h ic comqonents ( Consumers) :

Heterotrophic means dependent on others for nourishment directly or indirectly
upon the autotrophs ( producers ) for their food. These are ofthe following types:
a. Herbivores ( Primary consumers ) : These animals feed directly on
livingplants or remains of plants. Eg: Rabbits, Deer's, Insects.
b. Carnivores ( secondary consumers ): These carnivores (flesh eating) feed
onthe herbivores. Eg: Snakes, birds, Lizards, fox.
c. Tertiary consumers (or) Tertiary carnivores: These feed on the primarl
&secondar-v- consumers. Eg: Lions, Tigers.
d. Omnivores: These consumers feed on both plants & animals. Eg
Hurnanbeings, Birds ( hawk ) etc...
3. Decomposers or Micro consumers: They feed on otganic compounds of
deador living plants and animals for their food and energy.
They absorb some of the products fr,om decomposed material and release organic
compounds ( nutrients ) making themlavailable to producers.
Eg: Bacteria, Fungi, Flagellates. The decomposers are also called
as"Sa p rotrophs".

Fool t'lt uitt:
The transfer of food energy from ihe producers ( plants ) through a series of
organisms (Herbivores, Camivores) successively with the repeated activities of
eating and being eaten is known as food .huit, 

,,,,,,,,,,,

In an ecosystem(s),, one organism is eaten by *ie,'second which in turn is eaten by
the third and so on... This kind offeeding relationship is called food chain.

I.)xamplcs o/ .food ch n:

1. Grass Grasshopper Frog Snake Hawk.
2. Grass Mouse Snake Hawk.
3. Crass Rabbit Man.
4. Crass Mouse Hawk.

5. Plant leaf Caterpitlar Sparrow Hawk.
Explanation: A caterpillar eats a plant leaf, a sparrow eats the caterpillar, and a hawk
eats the sparrow. When they all die, they are all consumed by microg-rgaqisms like
bacteria (or) fungi which break down the organic matter and convertilioqlsiNple
inorganic substances that can again be used by the plants. -. .\i,' ,s,-' \

. 
r;,;lj,) i:}

' .,.,r... ;-"' j/
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In nature, there are two basic types of food chains viz:
l. Grazing food chain and (2) Detritus food chain
Grazing food chain: This food chain starts with green plants (primary producers

)and goes to herbivores and on to camivores.
1. Phltoplankton's Zooplanktons Small fish Tuna.

2. Phyoplankton's Zooplanktons Fish Man.
3. Grass Rabbit Fox Tiger.
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Detritus food chain: This food chain starts from dead organic matter ( dead leaves

/ plants / animals ) and goes to Herbivores and on to Carnivores and so on. .Leaves or dead plants Soil mites lnsects Birds .

Dead organic matter Bacteria lnsects .dead leaves Algae Fish Man

The dead remains of plants and animals, dead leaves and flowers & fruits are degraded by decomposers( Fungi, Bacteria) a

convert the orBanic matter.

,nto simple substances whichare then taken up by the primary producers as nutrients.

FOOD WEB:

1. Grass

2. Grass

3. Grass

4. Grass

5. Grass

Food web is a net work of food chains where different types of olganisms are

connected at different trophic levels so that there are a num.b..tq1lrf:o,plions of
eating and being eaten at each trophic level. ( A trophic levei refers to an

organisms position in the food chain ) . ,,

In the above figure, it may be obser-ved that there are 5:tline?r food chains in the foodweb

of a rrass land ecosystem.

Grasshopper Hawk

Grasshopper Lizard Hawk

Rabbit Hawk

Mouse Hawk

Mouse Snake Hawk

t.('OLOCICAL PYRAMID: ,,]t:l.it,,.i:,.

Ecological plramids were first studied by a British ecologist CHARLES ELTAN 11927).

Ecological Pyramid is a graphical representation consisting various rrophic levels with
producers foming the base and lop occupy the camivores.ln an ecological pyramid the hu

number oltiny individuals lorm a[ the base and a few Iarge individuals occupy the top / ap

This forrnation is known as ecological pyramid.

Hence, atl proalucei,s (micro & macro plants) belong to the I trophic level; all primary

consumers belong to II rrophic level and organisms feeding on these consumers belong to
tlt trophic /eue1 and so on.

The ecological pyramids are of three types. They are :

The pyramid of Numbers ( showing population ).

ge

ex

rh
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The pyramid of Biomass ( showing total mass of organisms ).
The pyramid of energy ( showing energy flow ).

The pyramid of Number:

It shows the relationships among the producers,, herbivores and carnivores at successive troph

levels in

TCITN S

of their number. Mostly the pyramid of number isstraight (or) upright with number of
individuals in

successive

higher trophic levels goes on decreasing from base to apex.

The maximum number of individuals occur at the producers level. They support a small

number of herbivores.

The herbivores. in turn, suppoft a fewer number-oftrimary carnivores and so on. . ... Top

camivores are very .. ...:.:..:

lew in number.

For eg: (1) In a grass land ecosystem.

Grass Grasshoppers Frogs Snakes Peacock / Hawk.

For eg: (2) in a pond ecosystem:

Phytoplankton Zooplankton Fish Crane

The pyramids may be inverted in a few cases :

A single plant may support the growth of many herbivores and each herbivore in tum provide

nutrition to several parasites which support many hyper-parasites. Thus, from the producer

towards consumers. there is

a reverse

position i.e., the number of organisms gradually shows an increase making the pyramid inve

inshape.

For eg: (3) in a Forest ecosystem

Tree Birds / deer Parasites Hyper parasitesTree Birds eagle

The Pyramid of Biomass: The amount of organic matter present in the environment is called

biomass.

ln pyramids of biomass, the relationship betweendifferent trophic levels is mentioned in term

of weight of organisms.

The pyramid may be upright for grassland ecosystem and inverted for pond ecosystem.

Eg: A vegetation produces a biomass of 1000 kg. Out of this 100 kgs of biomassfor herbivore

which in
turn only i0 kg of biomass for primary.

carnivores that give rise 1 kg of biomass for second order carnivoresand so on. . .
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1000 kgs 100 kgs l0 kgs 1 kg

Vegetation Herbivores primary camivore's Secondary camivores
HENCE, A VEGETARIAN DIET CAN SUPPORT A LARGER POPULATION THAN ANON _

VEGETATION DIET.
The pyramid of energy: The amount of energy trapped per unit time andarea at different

trophic levels of a food chain with producers forming the base and the top camivore at the ap

is called pyramid of energy.

The energy content is generally expressed as K cal lm2 /year or $ /m2 / Year
Large Fish ---126 ru / m2 / year

Small Fish 840 - 126 fi I mZ / year
Zooplankton 7980 KJ / m2 /year
Phytoplankton (producers ) 31080 KJ / m2 /year
Energy flow /Transformation of energy in Ecosystem

The movement of energy (or) transfer of energy through a series of organisms in

an ecosystem from the external environmg,n! and back to the external environ mentagain is kno

a s energy flow.
ln the universe, the main source of energy is 5UN that produces energy in the formof light or sol

radiation.
Different ecosystems in the world receive variable quantities of solar energy depending upon the
location on the globe.

The other chief factors that control the amount of solar energy received by an ecosystem are

Latitude and Longitude;Slope; Cloud formation; Pollutants in theatmosphere
The transformation of energy in an ecosystem begin first with the input of energy from the sun

the process of photosynthesis. Carbon dioxide is combined with hydrogen (derived from the
splitting of water molecules) to produce ca rbohydrates(CH2O) and the energy is stored in the hig

energy bonds ofAdenosine Tri Phosphate lATP ).
Herbivores obtain their energy-by consuming plants or plant products, cornivores eat herbivores

and micro-organisms consume the droppings and carcasses ( dead bodies). ln an ecosystem, the

utility of energy is taken place inthe
following manner:

The SUN provides heat to maintain the re-quired temperature in which properPhysical and

chemical processes can

take place. Certain bacteria obtain usefulenergy by oxidation of a few elements such as sulphur

and iron.
BIO - GEO-CHEMICAL CYCLES: ln every ecosystem sunlight
or solar radiant energy is accepted by producers ( green plants ) and the eneigydoesn't recycle

through an ecosystem. But nutrients like Carbon; Nitrogen; Oxygen, Hydrogen;Water, Sulphur;

Phospho

th rough

rous etc move in circular paths

biotic and abiotic components and they are known as Bio-geochemicr-ilgycles.
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THE WATER CYCLE OR HYDROLOGIC CYCLE ,,,"

Due to the solar heat, water evaporates or water is lost to the atmosphere as vapour from the seas /
oceans
which is then precipitated back in the form of rain,snow, frost etc.. The evaporation and
precipitation continues
for ever, and thereby a balance is maintained between the two. This process is known as Hydrolog
cycle.

THE CARBON CYCLE:
All lit'e is based on the element carbon and

hence carbon is the main constituent of living organisms.. Carbon may be present in most organic
matter from
fossil fuels to the complex molecules (riDNA& RNA ). In fact, the lithosphere is only 0.032%
carbon by weight.
ln comparision, oxygen and silicon make up 45.2%o and 29.4%o respectively of the
cart h's sul'lace rocks.
Plants absorb CO2 during photosynthesis.whereas animals emit CO2 during respiration. Animals
obtain all their carbon through their ftod,and thus, all carbonin biological systems ultimately conr
lrom plants 1 autotrophs ).
The dead bodies of plants and animals as well as the body wastes are decomposed by
rricro-organisms which release carbon in the form of CO2.
Even plant debris if buried a longer time cause for the formation ofcoal, oi[, natural gas and these
releases carbon when they burned. Otherwise, the carbonin limestone or other sediments released
the atmosphere when they are subducted ( using forces ) or undergo chemical reactions. The
weathering of rocks also contribute CO2 into the environment .

OXYGEN CYCLE: Oxygen is present in CO2, CH2O (carbohydrates) and H2O. Oxygen is
released into the atmosphere by plants during
photosynthesis and taken up both autotrophs and Heterotrophs duringrespiration.
All the oxygen in the atmosphere is biogenic ie., it was released from waterthrough the process of
photosynthesis.
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About forty chemical elements are considered to be essentialfor living organisms.
They are macronutrients of C, H, O, P, K, l, N, S, Mg, Ca etc.. and micro
nutrients of Cu, Fe, Co......While all inorganic nutrients have cycles, we focus onthe following:
WATER CYCLE

CARBON CYCLE

OXYGEN CYCLE

NITROGEN CYCLE

POTASSIUM CYCLE

PHOSPHOROUS CYCLE



Because of the vast amounts of oxygen in the atmosphere, even if all photosynthesis cease it woul
take 5000
million years to strip out rlore or less alloxygen.

NITROGEN CYCLE: Nitrogen is used by living organisms to produce a

number of complex organic molecules like Amino acids; Proteins ; Nucleic acids ;Enzymes;
Chlorophyll etc..
he largest reservoir of nitrogen is the atmosphere where it exists as a gas mainlyN2. But
atmospheric nitrogen
is not utilized directly. However, nitrogen gas undergoes many otanges in the nitrogen cycle like:
N ITROGEN FIXATION; AMMONIFICATION ; NITRIFICATION
Nitrogen fixation or conversion of free nitrogen into biologically acceptableform is referred to as

N itrogen
Fixation.

N2 + 2(O) electric discharge 2 NO
N itrogen gas oxygen radical nitrogen oxide
In physico chemical process; nitrogen combines with oxygen during lightning orelectrical
discharges in the clouds and produces different nitrogen oxides (N2O5 ).

These nitrogen oxides get dissolved in:lrain water and react with mineralcompounds to form Nitrat
and
Nitrogenous compounds on the earth.N20s +HzO 2HNO3
2HNO3 + CaCO3 Ca (NO3)2 + CO2 + H2O
Nitrogen fixation is also carried out by biological process by means of blue - greenalgae in the
oceans. (l) Eg: rhizobium bacteria fix nitrogen in the roots of Leguminous plants (2) Eg: Blue -
green algae ( Nostoc, Anabena )
fix
Nitrogen
Ammonification: when plants or animals die or release waste, the nitrogen is retumed to the soil
ammonia. The bacteria ( nitrite bacteria ) in the soil and inthe water which take up ammonia and

convert it to Nitrite ( NO2). Another bacteria ( Nitrate bacteria ) take nitrite and conveft it to Nitra
(N03) which
can be taken up by plants to continue thg cycle.
Nitrification means conversion of ammonia into nitrite by some of the bacteria such as

N itrosmonas, Nitrococcus
in oceans and soils.
POTASSIUM CYCLE: The major role of potassium in living organisrns
is osmotic control and potassium is taken up, retained and excreted in ionic forn(K+). The amoun
of potassium
in soil solution is relatively small.
Soils contain potassium in more slowly exchangeable forms which act as. sources for crops. In so

soils, for example clays, this source of potassium is adequate tomeet.the requirements ofcereals
t S Th hcl ecad S w1thou Supp cII t]ntat on th fert tze r
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plant and soil are lnentioned below :

Plant K: Potassium is an essential nutrient in maintaining the osmotic regulation ofplant cells. It
will constitute between I .6 and 2.5Yo of the leaf dry matter in healthyleaves.
Fertilizer and manure: The principle sources of potash are manures and sulphatesalts. In animal
manures, the
potash is not biologically fixed to other compounds unlike nitrogen and phosphate, and thus is
readily available to plants. Common fertilizers utilize the muriate (chloride) and sulphate salts of
potassium. Chloride, which is not toxic at agronomic applications, should not be confused u,ith
chlorine which is a poisonous gas. Manure and fertilizer potassium contribute to potassium insoil
solution.
Soil Solution (K+): Potassium in solution is immediately available to plants. The amount of

potassium in solution varies with fertilizer application. and cropping history but the amount is

generally not enough to meet the requirements of the crop.Leaching: Where the amount of

potassium added to the soil in fertilizers or manures exceeds,the exchange capacity ofthe soil,

potassium can be lost by leaching.

THE PHOSPHOROUS CYCLE: Phosphorous is present in roCks

in the form ofphosphate. When rocks containing phosphate are exposed to water, the phosphate

goes into solution. Plants and Fungi have a symbiotic relationship . Plants get phosphates frorn fu

and give them sugar in return. Phosphorous is an imporlant constituent of cell membrane, DNA,

RNA and ATP. Animals obtain phosphorous from plants through food. Phosphorous is acorrrpone

of bones, teeth and shells. When animals or plants die, the phosphates are letumed to the soil or

water by the decomposers. Most of thephosphates escape into the sea through the waters, where p

of phosphate is deposited in the sediments. This phosphorous will be released when the rock is

brought to the surface and weathered.

Marine birds consume phosphorous containing fish from the oceans, their

guano ( Guano is a natural manure composed chiefly of the excrement of sea birds) .which fallso

land as a high content of phosphorous. Thus marine birds and fish play

an important role in returning phosphorous to the cycle.

Aquatic eco system

Eco system that exists in water is known as aquatic ecosystem
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for life in biological community. The aquatic ecosystems rangefrom a small pond'to a large ocean.
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Varying quantities of nutrients are carried from terristrial ( land ) ecosystem by themovement of

water and deposited in aquatic ecosystems. The life in aquatic communities is influenced mostly

physical factors like:

Water depth; amount light; temperature; salinity of water and

amount of oxygen and Carbondioxide.

Aquatic ecosystems are broadly classified into fresh water and mqrine

water ecosystems. In some regions, the marine and freshwater,,,g,,{rylronments

overlaps creating " Estuaries".

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM

FRESH WATER MARINE ESTUARIES

Eg: lakes, ponds, eg: salt lakes, seas eg: water bodiesstreams, rivers oceans mix of fresh & sea

water

I. PONDS & LAKE ECOSYSTEMS: A pond is a small area of still water,

especially is arlificial whereas a lake is a large area of water body and the water isnatural. The life

span ofponds range from a few weeks or months and whereas the life span tbr lakes depend upon

their location, size and depth.

Depending upon lemperalure. the upper part of the lake becomes warm and iscalled eplimnion an

tlre lorver part of the lake becomes cold which is called ashypolimnion. These two zones ale

separated by thermocline zone which acts as a barrier to exchange ol material / nutrients n,ithin

l)und.

During rainy season, entire water body gets same temperature due to rnixing ofivater while in non-

rainy season very small amount of mixing occurs by surface waves due to wind blow.

The non-living ( abiotic ) componenls of a pond include Heat; light, pH value of water; organic

compounds ( water, COz, 02, Ca, N, P ..) and living

(biotic) components ofAutotrophs or producers ( green plants, bacteria, rootedplants ofTrapa,

Typha, Sagi Haria );Consumers ( Herbivores, insects and large fish ) and o cosumers (

bacteria, fungi,. . .).

STREAM & RIVER ECOSYSTEMS.'Rivers and stt'earns are' re terbodies. Out of
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natural ecosystems, rivers are the most intensively used ecosystems by man. The organization of

river and stream ecosystem include: ABIOTIC COMPONENTS include volume of water, speed o

water flow,

dissolved oxygen content, temperature etc.. The energy flow usually the organicmatter which is

being imported from adjacent terrestrial ecosystems.

BIOTIC COMPONENTS include Producers ( algae, grass, amphibians ); consumers ( leaches, wa

insects, snails, fishes, crocodiles, reptiles ) andDecomposers ( bacteria, fungi, protozoa).

OCEAN OR MARINE ECOSYSTEMS: The marine envirq,lui{ent is

characterized by its high concentration of salts and minerals. The major oceans of the world are

Atlantic; Pacific; Indian, Arctic and Antarctic. These are deep and lifeextends to all its depths. Th

sea water contains salt content in the form of NaCl and rest:are Mg, Ca, K . Temperature ranges

lrom 0o to 30o C and pressure

of I ATM at surface and I 000 ATM ,i,,$tt"rn of oceans.The ocean ecosystem consists of the

lollou ing:

Biotic componezrs of Producers ( phytoplanktons, marine plants , Ruppia,

Zostera, Halophile are true marine angiospers ); Consumers of Molluscas, hshesetc and

Decomposers of bacteria and Fungi.
.-..11:iir:lil:l:..

Abiotic componenls include Na, Cl. Mg, Ca, Sulphur. Di$ned oxygen content,light , temperatur

pressure variations etc.

IV. ESTUARINE ECOSVSTEM: Estuary is the area at the mouth of the river joins the sea and

continents. It has a free connection with the open sea and is thus strongly affected by tidal action.

Estuaries are mixed with fresh water from landdrainages. River mouth, coastal bay etc are the

examples for estuarine ecosystem,ri"lrl:ur:il'r,'.

Estuaries are one among the naturally fenile in the world. The components o{Estuarine ecosystem

are given below:

Abiotic components: Estuaries have their own ecological characteristics. Physical factors such as

salinity, temperature, tidal activity etc are variable inesfuaries when compared to the sea or ocean.

Biotic componerls include Producers, consumers and Decomposers. Producers: Three major life
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fbrms of Autotrophs play a significant role in grassproduction. They are (a) macrophltes ( sea

weeds, sea grass, spartina, Thalassia, marsh grass, nagrove trees ) (b) Phltoplankton and (c) Bent

flora(algae ).

Consumers include a number of zooplankton, oysters, crabs and some species offishes capable of

surviving in estuarine conditions form primary, secondary, tertiary consumers of the estuarine

ecosystem.

Decomposers include bacteria and fungi which actively take p4rt in the breakingdown the comple

and dead organic matter ( Fungi of actinomycites ). rt,

Forest ecosystem

Introduction: Fore

vegetation occupy

st is a type ofterrestrial ( land ) eco . It consists of f trees, shrubs or wood

ing an extensive area of land..,Forests

A different types of forests are see

upon its geographical location and ctors ( Temperafure and moisture

) that influence the kind ol vegetation that occur in an area.Types ol lorests:

Savannas: These forests develop *qry u seasonal rainfall occurs. The grass

ale kror,r n as sa\ annas. Eg: North Africa" America. Burma &lndia.

lands of NorthAfric

Tropicalforesls: These exits in areas olgood rainlall 1>200cm per year) with unilorm r,rarrn

lemperature. The Soils lound in there lorests are old, acidic in nature& poor in nutrients. Eg:

Amazon rain forest (South Amerieu:,I1.,{Q

Deciduous forests (or) Temperate foresrts':,,,Deciduous forests consists of

Broad leaved trees & occur where rainfalliiSiplenty (750 - 1000 cms per year). Eg:Europe & No

East America' 
.,.rr.....:lll

Coniferous forest: These occurin:areiiS with long winters with heavy snowfall.

In other words, where moisture is limited & rainfall is low. Herbivores (animals eatingplants) &

insects exist in these forests. Eg: Moscow.

(5) Tundras: These are the large flat Arctic regions of Northem Er.op";

and North America where no trees grow and where the soit below thg sulfac: '. e ground is alw

frozen. The growing season is short and plants grow very slowly.,

j.
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Following are the types of forests present in INDIA:

Tropical, forests present in Westem Ghats of Maharashtra, Kamataka,Kerala.

Deciduous forests present at Dehradun, Eastem Ghats of AndhraPradesh, Tamil Nadu, M.P., U.P

Littoral and swamp forests present at Sunderbans in West Bengal andAndaman islands.

Tropical Thorn forests present in New Delhi, Punj ab and Guj arat.

Mountain wet temperature forests present at Nilgiri and Palani hills.

Alpine scrub forests present at Ladakh and Sikkim. 
..,,,,i, :,. ,

The characteristic features ofa forest ecosystem are as follows:

Abiotic components include inorganic and organic compounds and dead organic debris. Further,

natural light conditions are different in forests due to complexstratification in the vegetation.

Consumers:The primary 
"orr.,r*"ri,a* 

Ants, beetles, leaf hoppers, bugs,spiders, deers, squirrels

etc. The secondary consumers are Sn6kes, birds, lizards, foxes etc are the examples. The tertiary

consumers are 1ion, tiger,hawk etc. 'ltt,,t.1.,,1,,t.,,

Biotic components include Producers, .orl"r*lll,9"d Deco.lpposers. Producers: These are plants

and trees and produce the food through,plioioiynihesis. The dominant species of trees are Quercus

Acer, Betula,Thuja, Picea, Abies, Pinui;'Cedrus etc...

Decomposers include micro organisms lih,lbaderia, fungi etc.. consume thede

Tropical rain forests are found in the hot and,:bumidt!g-A!.66S''near the equator:

abundant rainfall ( 2000 - 4500 mm per year ) that occurs almost daily. These

South and Central Ameriia;rrrWestem andeelrtral Africa , SE Asia and some isl

da or e L)ddec dv b

Th S r glonS ah

S d

f
fo ts ate foun n

and o the In anS d

Pacific C)ceans

These rain forests are marked by a vari@fftall trees and a dense canopy. Thesoils are thin and

acidic with poor nutrients. A tea&bi$iriilian scientists

Conducted a research and found that a forest could return as much as 7 5Yo of the moisture it

received back into atmosphere. Hence, more trees are meant for morerain.

Temperate forests are very cold in winter and warm or huttitl"in sum!::.er. Theseforests grow wh

the annual rainfall is about 750 -2000 mm per year aai.;fhef6[nd ir-rrWS,6ftn and Central Europe,

Eastern Asia, EastemAmerica. i.1:l*..,.-:;:,,;'..1\!1:-,i\, ,',r.,,,,_;;; * 
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Soil is rich in temperate forest areas. oaks, maples, beech, pine trees, ferns,lichens, mosses etc are

found in these forests.

Temperate forests contain abundant micro - organisms and mammals ( squirels,porcupines.

chipmunks, raccoons, hares, deer, foxes, coyotes, bears. Birds like warblers, wood peckers, owls,

hawks are seen. Snakes, frogs are also common these forests.

Coniferous forests derive the name from the abundance of coniferous trees like spruce, fir, pine,

hemlock etc. Coniferous tree produces dry fruits .u11.d .on:1,,,lgfon1{erous forests, winters are

usually long and cold. The soil in these forests is acidic and humus rich.

The main animals found in these forests are deer, m9,,,o$e;:elk, caribon, rnice,hares, squirrels, foxes

bears and birds.
lrr;lrri::l':r,, ... ,..,.-

Status of Forests in India: 
''r':l::it:l':::l:il:ilt:::: 

"" ..i1"""t't'1""t'' 
..''.1' 

:

Forest Survey of India ( FSI ). Dehradun estimated. the country's forest coveras 6.76,000 sq km

Of this 6,76,000 sq km; 259000 sq kriiri5"open forest,

4l 7000 sq km is covered by dense lorest and mangroves occupied 4490 sq kms. Madhya Pradesh

accounts for the largest forest coveltiifthe country with77265 sqkrn followed by Arunachal Prade

e of250 to 500rnm and evaporatio

rate is high. Des

and below south

Desefis are characterized by extremely hoirdiys and cotd nights. The largest

deserts are found in the interiors of coL!,iyts where moisture bearing winds do notreach. The

desert soils has very little organiilrnadei but rich in minerals. The

deserl plants have adapted to the dry conditions and conserve water by having fewor no leaves

eg: (1) A plant namely Saguaro cactus has a stem that can e

Many deserl plants have thoms or toxins to protect themsel

Some deserl plants have wax - coated leaves that minimize

xpand to stordwgter

ves frombei ng by animals

the loss

q?hd
.,,r.i'il
:,i. :l

\

!\

//

h

68045 sq km and Chhattisgarh with km.

are found 30 above
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of moisture.

Some desert plants have deep roots that reach the ground water.

A few desert plants have shallow roots that collect water after any rainand store it in spongy tissu

Desert ecosystem is characterizedby scanty flora and fauna. The organisms which with stand the

extreme temperatures can survive here. Desert animals areusually small in size and come out duri

the nights for food.

Human impact on deserts.:

Slow rate of growth of vegetation if topsoil is eroded du

the desert. Desert cities, depletion of ground water, la.udiSturbance, pollu-tion from mining, storag

of toxic wastes are some of the human activities that"dtdiileldamage.

Abiotic components include temperature, ra!q&ll, soil, wat€i etc plays a major roleto control the

desert ecosystem.

Biotic components include proOuceqSri(:shrubs, bushes, grasses, alftr* trees and plants namely C

Acacias, Euphorbias ); Consumers,,oflinsects, reptiles.

rodents of rats & rabbitsl birds. camels which are capable of living under desen conditions and

Decomposers include Bacteria. Fungi due to poor vegelation andthe less quantiry ofdead organic

matter. .

A Case study of Desert ecosystem:

The Thar desert ( the Great Indian Desert ) is spread over lour states in lndia

Punjab; Haryanal,tfujr*&d'and Guj,airi!:qnd two states in Pakistan. Thardesefi covers an area

of about 4.46.000 sq kms.

Though the Thar deserl is smaller tha4 ihe;lSahara deseft in Africa and the Gobidesen in Russia,

Thar desert is most populated in,,the:world with about 13 million people.

The average rainfall is between 100 mm and 500 mm. The only river in the regionis the Ghaggar

which enters Raj asthan from Punj ab and dries up in the forest.

The Thar deserl has no Oasis. Flowering plants like shrubs, grasses, trees (Khejra, Babul, Rohida

fruit trees ( Ber; Pilu ) are found in Thar desert.

Sheep, goats, camels are the common animals found in the Thar desert. Idaddition, wild ass, black

]il

s

1()_ -;i

vehicle transportation across
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buck deer, hare, red lynx, Jackal, Wild dog etc..

About 23 species of Lizard and25 species of snakes are found in Thar desertregion.

ECOSYSTEM ( UNIT - I ) meanings

Abiotic Non - living organisms ( soii, temp, light, water, inorganiccomponents of N,C,H,K,P,S )

Algae Simple plant with no leaves. Stems or roots that grow in waterBacteria Simple and smallest

form of life exist in water, air, soil and

Causes of d iseases

BiomassAn organic material from living beings or its residues ( wood,animal manure )

Biome A characteristic plants & animals that exist particular type ofenyironment

Biotic Living organisms

lizards ) Chemo autotrophs

Micro organisms ploduce organic matter through oxid ls in the absence of sunlight

compounds of dead or living plants & animalsEcologica I Succession Development olecosystem

Fauna Animals

Feeding levels (Trophic ievels ) A tro&iq,bvel refers to an organisms position in the food chain

Flora Plants . ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,iii

Fungi (mushroomE,Mildew ) Any plant without leavei;:,flOwiis or green colouring growing onoth

plants or decaying matter
' I .,: . .. ,.t:,t: . t.,i r'.._ rr.rir.r. ...r'... 1

Herbivores Depends on plants.( rabbit, deers,)

Humus A substance made from dead I plants added to soil tohelp plants grow

lnorganic Not consisting of or comi y living substancesLentic Standing water

Nourishing To keep a person / animal or plant alive with foodOasis An area in the desert where

there is water

Omnivores Depends on plants & animals ( human beings, birds ) ,

Organic Produced by or from living things (proteins, carbohydrates, fats)Plankton Very small pl

/ insects

222

Consumers ( Heterotrophs ) Depends on others for nourishing lood Decornposers Feed on

Lotic Running water



Producers ( Autotrophs) Self nourishing (algae, green plants )Puddle A small place where rain wat

accumulates

Sea weed A plant that grows in the sea or ocean or on rocks at the edgeof the sea.

Tertiary consumers Depend on primary & secondary consumers (lions ,, tigers )

Weed control To remove unwanted plants

osmosis The tendency of fluids to diffuse in such a manner DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IIABITAT

ANDNICHE

In ecology, a niche is a term describing the relational positiorr ofa species in

its ecosystem to each other. A definition of niche is how.an organism makes living.A niche is the

totality of all biological and environmental factors that,,aff$g!, a

Population. It encompasses every4hing one q,q4ttthink of *iei,,1lf9ws nopulations to live,grow, and

reproduce.

The niche of an animal is all the condiiibns it can tolerate and where it lives. There are two types

niches. A broad and narro\\r niche. An.animalthat has a broad niche can tolerate rnore conditions

rather than an animalthat t u, u ,ruo6*jii

The ecological niche describes how an

resources and competitors.

A niche is the functlonal rqle

example. the tanager lives in

community provides the habi

parlicular plants or animals li

che. An example of an animal that has a broad niche is

w niche is a,panda bear.

populatigll:rqesponds to thedistribution of

a narTo

9f'A..,qp..egieq,,il a communrty that isr,'its occ orits living. For

Ltsp insects. The

tat-the pl

bitat, organisms occupy different n ches.Habitat - IS

the specific place where something

Niche - is the role of a specie plays in a community suchas feeding relationships, space, and what

the organism needs to survive in the environment. It includes how a species uses and affects its

envrronment.

Encompasses - ( to enclose within a circle; surround) Gleaning - To gather (grain) left behind by

reapers andto collect bit by bit
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Opossums - live in the tree canopies, feeding solely onfruits .

Tanager is a type ofbird

Different species of organisms may appear to have the same habitat but each has adifferent niche

that they can survive in that habitat.

A frog generally tends to have a broad niche. It can live in areas that havelittle water sources to

areas that have a vast region as water sources.

Non-renewable rcsource

A coal mine in Wyoming. Coal, produced over millions of years, is a hnite and non-

renewableresource on a human time scale.

A non-renewatrle resource (also known as a finite resource) is a resource that does not renew
itself at a sufficient rate for sustainable economic extraction in meaningful human timeframes. An
example is carbon-based, organically-derived fuel. The original organic material, with the aid of
heat and pressure, becomes a fuel such as oil or gas. Fossil fuels (such as coal, petroleum,, and
natural gas), and certain aquifers are all non-renewable resources.

Metal ores are other examples of non-renewable resources. The.metals themselves are plesent in
vast amounts in the earlh's crust, and are continually concentrated and replenished over millions o
years. Hou,ever their extraction by humans only occurs where they are concentrated by natural
processes (such as heat, pressure, organic activity, weathering and other processes) enough to
becorne econornically viable to extract.
These processes generally take lrom tens ofthousands to millions olyears. As such; localized
deposits ol metal ores near the surface which can be extracted economically by humans are non-
reneu,able in human timeframes, but on a world scale, metal ores as a whole are inexhaustible,
because the amount vastly exceeds human demand, on a1l timeframes.
Though they are technicalll non-renewable. just like with rocks and sand. hurnans iould never
deplete the world's supply. In this respect, metal ores are considered vastl) greafer in suppll'to
fossil fuels because metal ores are formed by crustal scale processes which make up a much large
portion of the earth's near-surface environment than those that form fossil fuels, which are limited
to areas where carbon-based life forms flourish, die, and are quickly buried. These fossil fuel-
forming environments occurred extensively in the Carboniferous Period.
In contrast, resources such as timber (when harvested sustainably) and wind (used to power
energy conversion systems) are considered renewable resources,,'f argely because their:localized
replenishment can occur within timeframes meaningful to humats,.
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FOSSIL FUEL
Natural resources such as coal, petroleum (crude oil) and natural gas take thousands of years to
form naturally and cannot be replaced as fast as they are being consumed. Eventually it is

considered that fossil-based resources will become too costly to harvest and humanity will need

to shift its reliance to other sources of energy. These resources are yet to be named.

An alternative hypothesis is that carbon based fuel is virtually inexhaustible in human terms, if
one includes all sources of carbon-based energy such as methane hydrates on the sea floor, whi
are vastly greater than all other carbon based fossil fuel resources combined. These sources of
carbon are also considered non-renewable, although their rate of formation/replenishment on

the sea floor is not known. However their extraction at economically viable costs and rates has

yet to be determined.

At present, the main energy source used by humans is non-renewable fossil fuels. Since the daw
of internal combustion engine technologies in the 17th century, petroleum and other fossil fuelr
have remained in continual demand. As a result, conventional infrastructure and transport
systems, which are fitted to combustion engines, remain prominent throughout the globe. The

continual use of fossil fuels at the current rate is believed to increase global warming and cause

more severe climate change. '

odiooctive fuel

An open pit uranium .in. i, Nu.lbiu.,,,,,

annual release of uranium and thoiiirm'iadioisotopes from coal combustion, predicted by ORNL I

cumulatively amount to 2.9 million tons over the 1937 -2040 period, from the combustion of an

estimated 637 bittion tons of coal worldwide.

Further infbrmation: Uranium depletion

The use ofnuclear technology requires a radioactive fue1. Uraniilm ore is present in the ground at

relatively low concentrations and mined in 19 countries. This mined uranium is used to fuel
energy-generating nuclear reactors with fissionable uranium-235 which generates heat that is
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ultimately used to power turbines to generate electricity

Nuclear power provides about 6Yo of the world's energy and l3-l4yo of the world's electricity.
The expense ofthe nuclear industry remains predominantly reliant on subsidies and indirect
insurance subsidies to continue. Nuclear energy production is associated with potentially
dangerous radioactive contamination as it relies upon unstable elements. ln particular, nuclear
power facilities produce about 200,000 metric tons of low and intermediate level waste (LILW)
and 10,000 metric tons of high level waste (HLW) (including spent fuel designated as waste) each
year worldwide.

The use ofnuclear fuel and the high-level radioactive wast industrl,' generates is

of containment. The storage of was
to be a topic of debate, resulting in

t6,:,health implications and dangers of radioactive fuel continue
alliontroversial and unresolved industry.

enewuble res?urces

replac tural processes and forces
persistent in the natural environment. There d reoccurring renewables, and

ss a certain amount of time. and can be

ing products in economic systems creates
consumer has made use of it. The material is

then either incinerated, buried in a landflrll::rdi:recycled for reuse. Recycling turns materials of valu
that would otherwise become waste into valuable resources again.

,,,r,,.r-ili.:.r trirr,lil,

The natural environment, with iOii;:,,waier, forests, plants and animals are all renewable
resources, as long as they are adequately monitored, protected and conserved. Sustainable
agriculture is the cultivation of plant materials in a manner that preserves plant and animal
ecosystems over the long term. The overfishing ofthe oceans is one e of where an
industry practice or method can threaten an ecosystem, endanger s S ibly even
determine whether or not a fishery is sustainable for use by hum 6,rre industry
practice or method can lead to a complete resource depletion. +*

:-t.)

The renewable energy from the sun, wind, wave, biomass and geo
,.222
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highly hazardous to people and wildlife. Radiocontamin4ritSrin'the environment can enter the
chain and become bioaccumulated. Intemal or extemal exposure can cause rnutagenic DNA
breakage producing teratogenic generational bith defects, cancers and other damage. TheUnited
Nations (UNSCEAR) estimated in 2008 that average annual human radiation exposure includes
0.01 mSv (milli-Sieverl) from the legacy of past atmospheric nuclear testing plus the Chernobyl
disaster and the nuclear fuel cycle. along with 2.0 mSv from,natural radioisotopes and
0.4 mSv from cosmic ra1 s; all exposures vary by location. Some radioisotopes in nuclear u aste
emit harmlul radiation lor the prolonged period of 4.5 billion years or more. and storage has risks

. r ._l'.li' .,t it ,

Natural resources, called renewable resources, are
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The potential wave energy on coastlines can provide 1/5 of world demand. Hydroelectric power

can supply 1/3 ofourtotal energy giobal needs. Geothermal energy can provide 1.5 more times

the energy we need. There is enough wind to power the planet 30 times over, wind power could
power all of humanity's needs alone. Solar currently supplies only 0. I % of our world energy

needs, but there is enough out there to power humanity's needs 4;000 times over, the entire global
projected energy demand by 2050.

Renewable energy and energy efficiency are no longer niihe sectors that are promoted only by
govemments and environmentalists. The increasing levels of investment and that more of the

capiral is from conventional financial actors, both suggest that sustainable energy has become

mainstream and the future of energy production, as non-idnewable resouices decline. This is
reinforced by climate change concems, nuclear dangers and accumulating radioactive waste, high
oil prices. peak oil and increasing goverrlment suppon for renewable energy. These factors are

commercializing renewable energy, enlarging the market and growing demand, the adoption of
new products to replace obsolete technology and the conversion of existing infrastructure to a

renewable standard.r'l

Economic models

In economics, a non-renewable resource isr:defined as goods, where greater consumption today

implies less consumption tomorrow. David Ricardo in his early works analyzed the pricing of
Exhaustible resources, where he argued that the price ofa mineral resource should increase over

time. He argued that the spot price ii always determined by the mine with the highest cost of
extraction, and mine owners with lower extraction costs benefit from a differential rent. The first
model is defined by Hotelling's rule, which is a I 93 1 economic model of non-renewabie resource

management by Harold Hotelling. It shows that efficient exploitation of a nonrenewable and

nonaugmentable resource would, under otherwise stable conditions, lead to a depletion of the

resource. The rule states that this would lead to a net price or "Hotelling rent" for it that rose

annually at a rate equal to the rate of interest, reflecting the increasing scarcity ofthe resources.

The Hartwick's rule provides an impoftant result about the sustainability of welfare in an econom

that uses non-renewable source.

However, nearly all metal prices have been declining over time in inflation adjusted terms,

because of a number of false assumptions in the above. Firstly, metal resources are non-

renewable, but on a world scaie, largely inexhaustible. This, is because they are present throughor"rt

the earth's crust on a vast scale, far exceeding human demand on all time scales. Metal ores
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renewable resources. Renewable resources such as the movement of water (hydropower, tidal
power and wave power), wind and radiant energy from geothermal heat (used for geothermal

power) and solar energy (used for solar power) are practically infinite and cannot be depleted,

unlike their non-renewable counterpafis, which are likely to run out if not used sparingly.



The main reason he was wrong is that he assumed that metals are exhaustible on a world sca1e, an

he also misunderstood the effect of globally competing markets; in human terms the amountof

metal in the earth's crust is essentially limitless. It is only in localized areas that metal ores can

becorne depleted, as these local areas compete with extraction costs of resources elsewhere, whic

does have ramifications for the sustainability of local economies.

UNIT III:
RIODII,'ERSITI'

CONTENTS
Topic Content
Introduction: Genetic diversity
Species diversity
Ecosystem diversity
Value Biodiversity Consumptive
valueProductive value
Social value
Ethical value
Aesthetic value
India as a mega diversity Biogeographic regionHot spots of Biodiversity
Major threats to Biodiversity Bio geographiCal classificationFactors to control the biogeographic

classifi cation climate Wetlands
Marine environment Endangered & endemiC' speciesAsiatic Lion description.

Conservation of biodiversity In-situ cor-rservationEx-situ conservation

Food & fodder resources Timber & nofi''timber forest

The word biodiversity is a combination of two words'. "biological and diversity" and refers to the

variety of life on the Earth which includes many livingthings that exist in a certain area ( in the air

on land or in water). The area may beconsidered as small as a heap or as big as the whole planet.

Hence. Biodiversiry
means " the existence of a large number of different kinds of animals andplants which make a

balanced environment" (or) 
.',;-1\,i,

" the totality of oll species ond ecosystems in a region" is called biodiversity. Biodiversity de

22?

however, are only extracted in those areas where nature has concentrated the metal in the crust to

level whereby it is localty economic to extract. This also depends on the availabletechnology for
both finding the metal ores as well as extracting them, which is constantly changing. If the

technology or demand changes, vast amounts of metal previously ignored can become

economically extractable. This is why Ricardo's simplistic notion that the price of a mineral

resource should increase over time has in fact tumed out to be the opposite, nearly all metal ores

have decreased in inflation adjusted prices since well before the early 20th century.



with a large variety of flora and fauna on this earth. For eg: a wide variety of plants and animals

find in a part of forest. The plant life range from a small herb to a large tree and the animal life v

from a tiny insect to a large mammal in addition to micro-organisms ( algae, bacteria, fungi etc

Biodiversity is usually considered at three different levels:

Genetic diversity means the variation of genes within the species. For eg: in human species, gene

variation between an Indian and African and genetic variations within a population ( eg: within

Indian population) can be seen . In simple terms, genetic matter dictates whether the persons h

blue or brown eyes, brown or black hair and tall or short.. -

Genetic diversity can be identified by using a variely of DNA based and other techniques.

estimate is that there are 1000 crores of different genes distributed across the worlds biota tho

they do not all make an identical contribution to overall genetic- diversity.

Species diversity means the richness of species in all ecosystems. It

is measured on the basis of number of species in a region. So far I .75 rnillion

Species havc been described world wide.

Warmer areas tend to support more species than colder ones and wetter areascontain more species

than drier ones. Topography and climate of the areas support and control the species ofa region.

Ecosystem diversity means the study of difference between ecosystem types. Ecosystem diversi

is dilficult to measure since the boundaries of varioussub ecosystems are overlap each other. An

example for ecosystem diversity is Godavari - Delta ecosystem which consists of grassland
''ll''

ecosystem, , river ecosystem, esiuarine ecosystem, fresh water aquatic ecosystem, marine water

aquatic ecosystem .

lmportance of biodiversity: Biodiversity performs a number of ecological seriesfor human kind

that have economic, and aesthetic valueS. As an example, the contribution of biodiversity to huma

health is given below:

One out of 125 plant species produce a major drug as per Herb Research Foundation. Of the 118

drugs in the US, 74Yo are based on plants; 18% on fungi;05% on bac 3oZ on vertebrates
I.,1S,\ Q

t
'ql-

80% of the world population relies ontraditional plant medicine.

Value of biodiversity: The value of biodiversity (in terms of its cqlnn.r

//

cological
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services, social and aesthetic values) is

enonnous. There are several ways that biodiversity and its various forms are valuable to humans.

We get benefits from organisms in an innumerable ways. .Sometimes, one realize the value of the

organism only after it is lost from this Earth.

Every year numerous species are lost before we have a chance to know anythingabout them. The

biodiversity value may be classified as follows:

CONSUMPTIVE VALUE: Biodiversity is an essential requirement for the maintenance of global

food supply. The main sources of human food includesanimals, fish and plant produces.

A large number of plants are consumed by human beings as food. A few animalspecies are

consumed by people which comes from cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, buffaloes, chickens, ducks, gees

and turkey species.

Fislr: Many lresh water fish can be grown in ponds. lsrael and China already getabour half ol their

fish lrom aqua culture.

Drugs & medicines'. About 7 5%o of the'worlds population depends upon plants orplant extracts for

medicines. The drug Penicillin ,."d *,:T antibiotic is derived from a fungus called, Penicillium.

Likewise. Tetracycline lrom a bacteria which

is used to cure malaria is obtained from the bark of cinchona trqe. .

Frr.'1: The lossil fuels like coal, petroleum products and natural gas are theproducts olbiodiversiry

Y
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MC4OO: GENDER SENSITIZATION LAB

Il. Pharm. ll Year II Sem

Course Objectives:
. To develop students' sensibility with regard to issues of gender in contemporary

India.

o To provide a critical perspective on the socialization of men and women.
. To introduce students to information about some key biological aspects ofgenders.
o To expose the students to debates on the politics and economics ofwork.
o To help students reflect critically on gender violence.
o To expose students to more egalitarian interactions between nren and women.

Course Outcomes:
. Students will have developed a better understanding ol important issues related to

gender in contemporary India.

. Students will be sensitized to basic dimensions of the biological, sociological,
psychological and legal ispects ofgender. This will be achieved through discussion of
materials derived from research, facts, everyday life. literature and fllm.

. Students will attain a finer grasp ofhow gender discrimination works in our society

and how to counter it.

. Students will acquire insight into the gendered division of labour and its relation to
politics and economics.

. Men and women students and professionals will be better equipped to rvork and live
together as equals.

. Students will develop a sense olappreciation of women in all walks ollifb.

. Through providing accounts of studies and movements as well as the new laws that

provide protection and relief to women, the textbook will empower students to

understand and respond to gender violence.

IINIT-I
I]NDERSTANDING GENDER
Gender: Why Should We Study lt? (Towards a ltorld of Equals: Unit -1)

Socialization: Making Women, Making Men (Tov,urds a World oJ Equals: Unit -7)

Introduction. Preparing for Womanhood. Growing up Male. First lessons in Caste. Different

Mascu linit ies.

UNIT-II
GENDER AND BIOLOGY
Missing Women: Sex Selection and Its Consequences (Toward.s u World of Equals: Unit -4)

Declining Sex Ratio. Demographic Consequences.

Gender Spectrum: Beyond the.Bjlary (Towards a World of Equuls: Unit -10)

LT PC
1000
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l wo or Many'? Struggles with Discrimination
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UNIT.III
GENDER AND LABOUR
Housework: the lnvisible Labott (Towurds a Ilorld o/ Equals: Unit -3)
"My Mother doesn't Work." "Share the Load."
Women's Work: Its Politics and Economics (Towards a l4torld ol Equals: Unit -7)
Fact and Fiction. Unrecognized and Unaccounted work. Additional Reading: Wages and

Conditions of Work.

UNIT.IV
ISSUES OF VIOLENCE
Sexual Harassment: Say No ! (Towards a World o/' Equals: Unit -6)
Sexual Harassment, not Eve-teasing- Coping with Everyday Harassment- Further Reading:

''(hupulu".
Domestic Violence: Speaking Out (Toward,s u World o/ Equals: Unit -8)
.ls Home a Safe Place? -When Women Unite [Film]. Rebuilding Lives. Additional Reading:

New Forums for Justice.

Thinking about Sexual Violence (Towards a World ol Equals: Unit -1 I)
Blaming the Victim-"I Fought for my Life.. .." - Additional Reading: The Caste Face of
Violence.

UNIT-V
GI'NDER: CO - EXISTENCE
Just Relationships: Being Together as Equals (Towards a World of Equolr: Unit - l2)
Mary Kom and Onler. Love and Acid.lust do not Mix. Love Letters. Mothers and Fathers

Additional Reading: Rosa Parks-The Brave Heart.

TEXTBOOK
All the five Units in the Textbook, "Towards a ll/orld of Equals: A Bilingual Texlhook on

Gender" written by A. SLrneetha. Uma Bhrugubanda. Duggirala Vasanta, Rama Melkote,
Vasudha Nagaraj, Asrna Rasheed, Gogu Shyamala, Deepa Sreenivas and Susie Tharu and

pLrblished bl Telugu Akademi, Hyderabad.Telangana State in the lear 2015.

[9.!g: Since it is an Interdisciplinary Course, Resource Persons can be drawn fiom the flelds

of English Literature or Sociology or Political Science or any other qualified faculty who has

expertise in this fleld from engineering/pharmacy departments.

Rf,FERENCE BOOKS:
l. Menon. Nivedita. Seeing like a Ferninist. Nerv Delhi: Zubaan-Penguin Books- 2012

2. Abdulali Sohaila. "l Foughr For My Li/e...and Won." Availal:le online at
ght-fbr-my-lit'eand-won-sohai la-abdu lal/l.rttt.r:r'l'* u u .thcalte rnat i\ e. rni litcstylei i-
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VISION MISSION OF INSTITUTION

VISION:

.'To be a center of excellence by redefining Pharmacy Education and nurture Globally

Competent Professional Pharmacists."

\I ISSIO\:

To train and develop students into Professional Pharmacists so as to fulfill the

Industrial and Community needs.

To shoulder the responsibility ofreducing the suffering ofmankind by providing
Pharmaceutical care.

VISION,MISSION OF DEPARTMENT

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT:
) To improve healthcare quality and outcomes through educating the next

generation of pharmacists and pharmaceutical scientists in an environment

foresting intellectual curiosity,through pursuing impactful basic and applied

research.and through developing and evaluating bmodels of clinical practice.
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VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT:
F To be a recognized global leader in developing solutions for evolving healthcare

challenges.
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Self- Exploration As The Process Of Value Education

Content of Self-Exploration

Realization and Understanding:

Continuous Happiness and Prosperity

Prevailing notions of Happiness and Prosperity

Lack of Employment Facilities

Harms or injures or endangers the health, safety, life, limb or well-being

t \l I-l: Sc ll- li r p lot rt t ion

Self- Exploration As The Process Of Value Education

Self-Exploration:

It is the process of finding out what is valuable to me by investigating within myself.

Exploration : Observing Outside

Self-Exploration = Observing Inside

Purpose of Self-Exploration:

. It is a process ofdialogue between 'what you are' and 'what you really want to be'.

. lt is a process ofselfevolution through self-investigation.

. lt is a process of knowing oneselfand through that, knowing the entire existence.

. It is a process of recognizing one's relationship with every unit in existence and fulfilling
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. It is a procass of being in harmony with oneself and in harmony with entire existence.

. tt is a process of identifying our innateness(Svatva) and moving towards Self-

Organization(Swantantrata) and Self-Expression(Swarajya)

C0ntent 0f Sell'-Erploration:

It involves finding answers for the following -
. My Desire (Aspiration)

. My Program (Process to fulfill my aspirations)

Process of Sell-Exploration:

The following points are to be kept in mind regarding the process of Self-Exploration:

. Whatever is stated is a proposal

. Don't start by assuming it to be true or false

. Verify it on your own right

. Don'tjust accept or reject it on the basis ofscriptures, instruments or on the basis of

others.

. The following two steps are involved in the process of Self-Exploration.
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Firstly, verify the proposal on the basis of your natural acceptance

- Secondly, live according to the proposal to validate it experientially'

Narural Acceptance: lt is the process of seeing and observing attentively and then using your

inner conscience to get the answer from within. lt is a way to bring out the goodness in

everything naturallY.

. It does not change with time/age

. It doesn't depend on Place

. It does not depend on our beliefs or past conditioning

. It is always there within us

. It is the same for all of us.

Re aliz:rtion and I nderstanding:

1-he process of Selt--Exploration results in 'Realization' and 'Understanding' in us. This

realization and understanding leads to the following answers -
. Assuring

. SatisfYing

. Universal with respect to Time, Space and Individual.

( ontinrrous Ilappiness antl l)rospcritv

All human beings basically aspire for/ want the following in their [ife:

i. ContinuousHaPPiness

ii. Prosperity

. If all ofus happen to prepare a list ofour aspirations. we will find that all our aspirations

have an underlying basic desire - the basic aspiration to be happy. Through his lit'e, every

human being is continuously trying to do things that make him/her happy. In other words,

we always look for continuous happiness in our life.

. In addition to happiness, we also aspire for adequate fulfillment of our bodily needs i.e.

the need lbr physical facilities. These Physical Facilities are the mateiial things we use in

order to fulfill the needs ofour body. Having enough physical facilities gives us a feeling

of prosperity. we want to have a continuity of this feeling too. Hence prosperity is

another basic aspiration of every human being '.\
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Happiness: Happiness may be defined as being in harmony/ synergy in the states/ situations that

we live in. Happiness is being in a state of liking. Unhappiness is a lack ol this synergy or

harmony. To be in a state of disliking is unhappiness.

Happy situations comprise of feelings such as trust. respect. confidence etc. All these feelings

carry an element of harmony in them. Hence they make us f'eel relaxed and happy.

On the other hand, feelings like failure, disrespect, lack of confidence, doubt etc. lack the

element of harmony and hence make us unhappy.

Prosperitv: It is the feeling of having more physical facilities than required. Prosperity creates a

desire to share rvhat one possesses. However. since the need tbr physical facilities is limitless,

the feeling ofprosperity cannot be assured.

Wealth: Wealth is a physical thing. It means having money, or having a lot of physical facilities,

or having both.

Prosperity Vs Wealth: Wealth means possessing more number of physical things while

Prosperity is a feeling of possessing more than required physical facilities.

Following are the possibilities:

. A person may not possess required physical facilities, so he may not feel prosperous.

. A person may accumulate more and more wealth but still he may be deprived of the

l'eeling of prosperity.

. A person may have required wealth and feel prosperous.

Prevailing notions of Happiness and Prosperity: In the modern world, the desire for physical

tbcilities has become unlimited. The physical facilities are no longer seen as objects fulfitling

bodily needs but as a means of maximizing happiness. This unlimited desire for physical

f'acilities has become anti-ecological and anti-people endangering human survival itsell'.

The false notions ofhappiness and Prosperity have affected human living at all four levels:

At the level of Individual: Problems of depression, psychological disorders, suicides, stress,

insecurity, psycho-somatic diseases, loneliness etc.

At the level of family: Breaking of Joint families. mistrust. conflict between older and younger

generations, insecurity in relationships, divorce, dowry tortures, tamily f'euds, wasteful

expenditures in family functions etc.





At the level of Society: Terrorism, naxalism, communism, casteism. racial, ethnic struggles,

rars betu,een nations. genocide. nuclear genetic warfare.

At the level of Nature: Global Warming, pollution. depletion of mineral resources,

deforestation, loss of soil femility.

Right Understanding: Right Understanding helps us to maintain proper relationships with other

human beings and also helps us to make a proper choice ofphysical facilities. Hence the needs of

all hurnan beings consist of the need for - Right Understandirrg. Relationships and Physical

Facilities in the right order.

Following is a set of three Proposals based on the need for Physical Facilities:

. Physical Facilities are necessary for human beings

. Physical Facilities are necessary for human beings and they are necessary for animals

For e.g. : Human Beings need food, water, TV, bike, MBA degree, Relationships with family

and society etc.

For e.g.: Animals need food, water, shelter from extreme climatic conditions etc.

. Physical Facilities are necessary and complete for animals. while they are necessary but

not complete fbr human beings

For e.g.: Animals need food to survive. Once an animal receives the necessary grass or fodder,

its need is complete. But for human beings, the needs are incomplete. If they are hungry they

want food. but they look for something tasty. Once their hunger is satisfied, they need some

recreation/ physical facilities, followed by the need for relationships etc. This list ofhuman needs

is almost endless and mostly incomplete.
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The three basic requirements to ensure happiness and prosperity for human beings are -
i. Right Understanding

ii. Relationships

iii. Physical Facilities

(Living only with Physical Facilities is Animal Consciousness and living with all these three

is Human Consciousness)

ln the modern times, we are mostly not paying attention to(i) and (ii) and are focusing largely on

(iii) most ofthe time. As human beings. all the three are needed for us.

Importance/ Need for Right Understanding:

Right Understanding helps to create harmony at all four levels of human living. Right

Understanding enables us to -
. Resolve the issues in human relationships

. Be prosperous

. Work out our requirements for physical facilities

. Correctly distinguish between wealth and prosperity

. Understand the harmony in Nature

Right Understanding forms the basis on which we can work for relationships and also acquire

Physical Facilit ies.

Two kinds of people in the world today:

1. SVDD - Sadhan Viheen Dukhi Daridra

(Materially deficient, unhappy and deprived)

2. SSDD - Sadhan Sampann Dukhi Daridra

(Materially atfluent. but unhappy and deprived)

These two states are unwanted by all human beings. With the help of Right Understanding,

human beings can move to a third category:

3. SSSS - Sadhan Sampann Sukhi Samridh

(Materiall), affluent. happy and prosperous)

Priority Order:

Hence fbr a continuous happy living, we need to work for three in the given order
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Solution to Our Present State - The Need for Risht Understanding:



i. Right Understanding

ii. Relationships

iii, Physical Facilities

Right Understanding + Relationship : Mutual Fulfillment

( givcs u lbcling ol sati:;lactian and happines.s)

Right Understanding + Physical Facilities = Mutual Prosperity

( leads to enrichment ol our lives as well as enrichment of Nature)

I-ir ing in l larnrunr ut all lercls of Iir ing rvith the hclp of Il.ight Untlerstanding:

l. At the level of Myself: Self-Exploration with the help of Natural Acceptance and

Experiential Validation helps to develop a sense of Right Understanding. This right

understanding helps me to understand myself clearly, and helps me to develop a feeling of

Satisfaction , Prosperity and Happiness(Harmony) in Myself.

2. At the level of Family: Right understanding helps me to understand others feelings and

expectations in a better way. This ensures harmony in family.

t the level of Society: Our family is a part ofa large group ofpeople called the Society. As

we understand our relationships with others in our family, we also start understanding

others in the society and can maintain fulfilling relations with everyone.

3. At the level of Nature/ Existence: We live in a large eco-svstem called Nature. Existence

refers to all the things that exist in Nature. Once we learn to maintain harmony with the

society, we also develop a feeling of concern towards the plants, trees, animals etc. in

Nature. Hence right understanding leads to mutual fulfillment with Nature.

lfule ol \ltur:rl .\ccol)taocc lirr tler eloping Harmonl- at all [.er els of our Lir ing

llar
Family is the Basic Unit of all Interaction: Each of us is born into a family which includes a

number of relationships. These relationships are the reality ofour life. We recognize and identify

these individuals. We share our f'eelings. tastes. interests and understanding with these people

and have an allinity for them.

Beginning with our family as the basic unit of interaction, we extend our interactions to the

immediate neighbourhood such as the shopkeepers, servants, classmates, teachers, colleagues

etc. Thus we extend our interactions from beginning from our family to a bigger social order and
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Set of proposals to verify Harmony in the Family:

l. Relationship lS and it exists between the Self ('I') and the other Self ('I'): In a family,

we do not create relationships. Instead we are embedded into relationships that are already there

and all that we need to do is to recognize them and understand them.

2. The Self ('I') has feelings in a relationship. These feelings are between ('I') and

('I'): In any relationship. it is the person's Self (l) that is related to the other person's Self (l).

The body is only a means to express our relationship. For example, in a mother and a child, it is

the Selfofthe mother and the Selfofthe child who feel connected. Their bodies are incapable of

understanding or having feelings.

3. These feelings in the ('I') are definite. i.e. they can be identified with definiteness: The

t'eelings in a relationship between "1" and "1" such as Trust, Respect. Affection etc., can be

identitied with clarity. These feelings are the values which characterize any relationship.

4. Recognizing and Fulfilling these feelings lead to Mutual Happiness in a relationship:

Once we recognize the values essential for any relationship. we start working and

behavingaccording to these feelings. We begin evaluating ours' and others' t'eelings in the relationship.

Thus Iiving u'ith tlrese values Ieads to mutual fulfillment and happiness in allour relationships.

Justice (Nyaya): Justice is the recognition of values (the definite feelings) in relationship, their

fulfilment, the right evaluation of the fulfilment resulting in mutual happiness. Justice concerns

itself with the proper ordering of things and people within a society. There are four elements:

Recognition ofvalues. t'ulfilment. evaluation and mutual happiness ensured. When all the four

are ensured. justice is ensured. Mutual fulfilment is the hallmark of justice. And justice is

essential in all relationships. Justice starts from family and slowly expands to the rvorld family.

The child gets the understanding ofjustice in the family. With this understanding, he goes out in

the society and interacts with people.

Ilthe understanding of.lustice is ensured in the family, there r.vill be.justice in all the interactions

we have in the world at large. lf we do not understand the values in relationships, we are

governed by our petty prejudices and conditionings. We may treat people as high or low based

on their body (parlicular caste. or sex or race or tribe), on the basis of wealth one possesses or the

belief systerns that one follows. AII this is source of injustice and leads to fragmented society

while our natural acceptance is for an undivided society and universal human order. Having

explored the harmony in the human beings, we are able to explore the harmony in the family.

This enables us to understand the harmony at the level of society and nature/existence. And this

S etence to live in harmonv
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with all human beings.

Present Sccnario: Dil'lcrcntiation (DisresPect) in rclationships on lhe basis ol bo<Iy. ph] sical

l ae ilitics. or bcliclls -
Respect means accepting individuality and doing right evaluation (to be evaluated as I am). Our

basis for respect today is largely quite contrary to our discussion above. lnstead of respect being

a basis of similarity or one of right evaluation, we have made it into something on the basis ol

which we differentiate i.e. by respecting you mean you are doing something special, because you

are special or have sornething special or are in some special position. Thus, all of us are running

around seeking respect tiom one another by trying to become something special.

Today, we are differentiating in the name of respect. We either differentiate people on the basis

oftheir body, on the basis oftheir wealth and possessions or on the basis oftheir beliefs. There is

no notion of respect in terms of right evaluation. Thus. there is no real t'eeling of relationship,

on Ir one of difl'erenLiation.

On the basis of body

. Sex/gender: We ignore the fact that being male or f'emale is an attribute of the body, and

not an attribute at the level of'l'. And differentiate in giving respect on the basis of

gender called male and females. In many countries, people even prefer a male child to a

female child, and in some other societies, the other way round.

. Race: lf the person is of the same race as oneself. then rve treat them differently. For

example, we differentiate on the basis of skin colour - rvhite, brown, black etc. or on the

basis ofwhether the person is ofAryan race, Mongolian race etc. or on the basis ofcaste.

Again here, we don't do the evaluation on the basis of'l', but on the basis ofthe body

. Age: We have notions such as 'one must respect elders'. There is no such notion as

respect )'oungsters. Here. we see that we are again evaluating at the level ofthe body -
age is related to the body, and not to 'l'.

. Physical slrength: If someone is stronger, we again treat him/her differently. This is

again at the level ofthe body. In fact, we think that we are respecting the other while it is

t'ear: the fear that if we do not treat them like this. rve will be harmed.

On the basis of physical facilities

. lYealth: We differentiate people beca th than others- What we term
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as a "rich person" gets idolized. We don't even bother to tind out whether such people

are feeling prosperous, or if they just have wealth. This way, we are over-evaluating

physical facilities first, which are just meant to fulfil the needs ofthe body, and then on

this basis. we are wrongly identitying our relationship.

. Post: \\'e tr1 to respect on the basis of a person's position. The post is wrongly

evaluated as the mark of a person's excellence and differentiation sets in. The post is

considered important either on the basis that it gives more physical facilities or on the

basis that certain positions are assumed to be important. ln our education, we are trained

directly or indirectly to earn posts for us to fetch respect.

On the basis of beliefs 'lsrzs': '[sm' means any belief in terms of a 'thought-system' that
we have, or that we have adopted. There are also many modern'isms'such as capitalism,
socialism, communism, etc. The people following these sets of beliefs are called capitalists,
socialists, communists, and so on. The people that have adopted them or are following them
have been exposed to them since childhood. Believing theirs to be the right belief. However,
all beliefs, as we have seen are at the level ofdesires, thoughts and expectations (selections) in
'I'. There is no definiteness at this level, and hence, this hecomes a cause for differentiation.

. Sscls: People of one sect onll consider those riith a sinrilar belief systenr to be their

'orvn' and worthy of respect. Following a particular tradition, or what we call as religion.

becomes the basis of respect and disrespect in relationship.

Thc Prolrlcms Fuccd Duc To Differentiation ln llclationships:

Dffirentiation based on sex/gentler: Issue of women's rights. and women protesting and

demanding for equality in education, in jobs, and in peoples' representation. People are insecure

and afraid ofone another based on their gender.

Dffirenlialion based on race: there are many movements and protect against racial

discrimination and demands for equality. racial attacks, movements against casl discrimination

has people living in l-ear of-such racism. racist attacks. casticism and discrimination.

Dffirentiation basetl on age.' Protests and movements demanding for equal rights for children

on the one hand and for rights for elderly people on the other, generation gap

Differentiation based on wealth: Class struggle and movements to do away with class-

dilferentiation. Many people suftering fiom a lack of self'-esteem and some even committing

su ic id e.

Dffirentiation based on posl: Protests against high handed government officials. At the level of

,the individual, leads to depression, etc.

Dffirenliation based on 'isrzsr Fights, turmoil,

lsm to another in order to be able to get more res

terro ar, people converting from one
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Differentiation based on secrs.. Countless religions and sects and each sect has its own

movement to ensure that there is no discrimination against people oftheir beliefand demands for

special provisions in jobs and in education.

Foundation Value and Complete Value in Human Relationship:

There are certain basic and important values in maintaining relationship. These values, we all

knou,. are the backbone ofhealth and happy family relations. The feelings, emotions, sentiments

and respect all are of real importance. These values lead to elimination of friction and

establishment of total harmony in relationship on long term basis. Values that are important in

any relationship are:

Feelings / Values in Relationships

Fcel in g

I l'rust / Visvasa

z

Affection / Sneha

+ Care / Mamata

l Cuidance / Vatsalya

6 Reverence / Shraddha

7 Glory / Caurava

ti Gratitude / Kritagyata

o [-ove / Prema

1. Trust: Trust or vishwas is the foundational value in relationship. "To be assured that

each human being inherently wants oneself and the other to be happy and prosperous." If
we have trust in the other. we are able to see the other as a relative and not as an adversarv.

There are two aspects in trust:

i. Intention (wanting to - our natural acceptance)

ii. Competence (being able to do)

Both intention and competence are the aspects oftrust. Intention is what one aspires for (our

natural acceptance) and competence is the ability to f'ulfil the aspiration. ln intention every

human being wants to do what is right, only

developed through proper understanding and

thc may be lacking which needs to be

,4o
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Respect / Sammana
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Differentiation

l. Respect is right evaluation I . Differentiation is lack of understanding of respect
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we are judging ourself we are judging on the basis of our intention, whereas, when we are

judging the other we arejudging him on the basis of his competence.

" If you trust everybody, people will take undue advantage of you". What is the basic

error

in this statement?

The basic error is that if we trust everybody people will not take undue advantage ofme. On the

contrary. it gives us inner strength and we become far more effective in interacting with and

"dealing with diffelent people". This is simply because. we already are sitting with the

knorvledge of n,hat the person truly wants. truly intends. even though the person may not know

this himselflherselfl Hence, our ability to interact with people becomes far more ef'fective and in

the process, we don't get hurt, we don't get disturbed, we end up becoming an aid to the other. In

other words. becoming aware, having the right understanding, living with the assurance in

relationship does not mean becoming "stupid"! [t only makes us. more competent. Further. what

is being said here is that we have trust on the intention of everyone, but, when it comes to

making a program with someone, I evaluate my competence, I evaluate his competence and

make the program accordingly. This makes me more effective.

2. Respect: Respect means individuality. The sense of individualitl- is prime object. This is

the llrst basic step to$,ards respect (sammana). Once rve realized that ue are individual then only

we can see our selfdifferent from others. In other words, respect means right evaluation, to be

evaluated as I am,

Difference between Respect and Differentiation / Disrespect:

Ilespect

2. Respect for others is generated by the

right evaluation and understanding which

leads to fulfilment in relationships. This

further creates a sense of respect among

people

2. This differentiation can take the form of:

o Gender bias

o Generation gap

o Caste struggle

o Power play and domination

o Communal violence

o Clash ofrace, religion, etc.

o class struggle.
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society which further lowers the respect shown to

others in society.

3. Affection: Affection is the feeling of being related to the other. Affection comes when I

recognize that we both want to make each other happy and both ofus are similar.

4. Care: The feeling of care is the feeling to nurture and protect the body of our

relative. Or in other words a state oflmind in which one is troubled; worry, anxiety, or concern is

called care.

5. Guidance: The feeling of ensuring right understanding and feelings in the other (my

relative) is called guidance. We understand the need of self ('l') for right understanding and

feelings. We also understand that the other is similar to me in hisiher laculty of natural

acceptance. desire of wanting continuous happiness and the program of living in harmony at all

the Ibur leve ls.

6. Reverence: The feeling of acceptance of excellence in the other is called

reverence. When we see that the other has achieved this excellence- which means to understand

and to live in harmony at all the levels of living ensuring continuity of happiness, we have a

feeling of reverence for him/her.

7. GIory: Each one of us wants to live with continuous happiness and prosperity. Each one of

us has the similar faculty of natural acceptance, has the same goal and program and we have the

same potential to realize this, Glory is the feeling for someone who has made efforts for

excellence.

8. Gratitude: Gratitude is the feeling of acceptance for those who have made efforts for

my excellence. Gratitude is an emotion that occurs after people receive help. depending on how

they interpret the situation.

9. Love: Love is the emotion of strong affection and personal attachment. In other

words, love is a feeling of warm personal attachment or deep affection, as for a parent,

child, or friend. This f'eeling or value is also called the complete value since this is the feeling of

relatedness to all human beings. lt starts with identilying that one is related to the other human
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being (the feeling of affection) and it slowly expands to the feeling of being related to a[[ human

beings.

The word kn;e can ret'er to a variety of different feelings, states. and attitudes, ranging from

generic pleasure ("1 loved that meal") to intense interpersonal attraction ("[ love my wife").

"Love" can also refer specifically to the passionate desire and intimacy of romantic love, to the

sexual love of Eros (cf. Greek words for love), to the emotional closeness of familial love, or to

the platonic love that defines friendship, to the profound oneness or devotion of religious love.

This diversity of uses and meanings, combined with the complexity of the feelings involved,

makes love unusually difficult to consistently define, even compared to other emotional states.

The above mentioned values are the core ofall relations. One has to fotlow all to gain on the day

to day problems. These values are intrinsic and available in every person. We need to tind out in

ourselves and implement. Without implementation, one cannot think of a strong family relation.

The Basis of Undivided Society (Akhanda Samaja) - The World Family:

The feelings of being related to every human being leads to our participation in an undivided

society. By living in relationship in the family, we get the occasion to gain the assurance that the

other person is an aid to me and not a hindrance. The family is a laboratory of sorts, in which we

live our understanding and relationship. With the understanding ofvalues in human relationship,

we are able to recognize the connectedness with every individual correctly and fulfil it. On

getting assured, it becomes easy to see that society is an extension of family and that it is

possible to live in harmony with every human being- thus laying the fbundation fbr an undivided

societt- fiom lamilv to world t-arnily.
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UNIT.II

Ikrot Causes lirr gender discrinrination

Attaining gender justice is not an easy task in lndia. From time immemorial, a girl child has been

considered as an unrvanled entity and a burden whom the parents rvould not mind doing away

with. Discrimination against women begins even before her binh. The gruesome evils of female

leticide and infanticide prove how brutal the world could be to women.

Though the lndian constitution provides equal rights and privileges for men and women and

makes equal provision to improve the status of women in society. majority of women are still

unable to enjoy the rights and opportunities guaranteed to them.

Traditional value system, low level of literacy, more house hold responsibilities lack of
awareness, non-availability of proper guidance, low mobility, lack of self confidence family

discouragement and advanced science and technology are some of the factors responsible to

create gender disparity in our society.

The most important causes of gender disparity such as poverty, illiteracy. unemployment, social

customs, beliefand anti-female attitude are discussed here.

1. Poverty:

ln India of the total 30 percent people who are below poverty line. 70 percent are women.

Women's poverty in lndia is directly related to the absence of economic opportunities and

autonomy, lack of access to economic resources including credit , land ownership and

inheritance, lack of access to education and support services and their minimal participation in

the decision making process. The situation of women on economic front is no better and men

still enjoy a larger share of the cake. Thus poverty stands at the root of gender discrimination in

our patriarchal society and this economic dependence on the male counterpaft is itself a cause of
gender disparity.

2. Illiteracy:

Despite the notable efforts by the countries around the globe that have expanded for the basic

education . there are approximately 960 million illiterate adults of rvhom two thirds are women

.Educational backwardness ofthe girls has been the resultant cause ofgender discrimination.

The disparities become more visible between male and female literacy rate, during 2001. The

literacy rates for males increased from 56% in l98l to nearly 7 6Yo in 2001. The corresponding
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change in t'emale literacl rate iiom 30 to 54%. On the rl'hole the decline on gender gap peaked in

l98l at 26.60h and was 2l .7o/o in 2001 is less impressive. The interstate variation in literacy rate

for males was much lower in comparison to females, At the state level female literacy rate varies

from 35% in Bihar to 88% in Kerala ln states like Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Jammu and

Kashmir and Rajasthan, the female literacy rate is below 50%.

The progress to*'ards education by girls is very slow and gender disparities persist at primary,

upper primary and secondary stage of education. Girl's account for only 43.7o/o of enrolment at

primary level, 40 .9 o/o at upper primary level, 38.6% at secondary level and 36.9%o at degree and

above level. More over girl's participation in education is still below 50% Gender difTerences in

enrolment are prevalent in all the state at all levels. Thel'are not able to realize f'ull identity and

power in all spheres of life only due to illiteracy.

3. Lack of Employment Facilities:

Women are not able to resolve the conflict between new economic and old domestic roles. In

both rural and urban India. women spend a large proportion of time on unpaid home sustaining

work. Women are not able to respond to new opportunities and shift to new occupations because

their mobility tends to be low due to intra-house hold allocation of responsibilities.

Rights and obligations within a house hold are not distributed evenly. Male ownership of assets

and conventional division of labour reduce incentives for women to undertake new activities. In

addition child bearing has clear implications for labour force participation by women. Time spent

in bearing and rearing of children often results in de-Skilling. termination of long term labour

contacts. Thus women are not being able to be economically self sufficient due to unemployment

and their economic dependence on the male counterpart is itself a cause ofgender disparity.

4. Social Customs. Beliefs and Practices:

Women are not fiee from social customs. beliefs and practices. The traditional patrilineal joint

family system confines women's roles mostly to the domestic sphere, allocating them to a

subordinate status, authority and power compared to men. Men are perceived as the major

providers and protectors of a family while women are perceived as playing only a supponive

role. attending to the hearth. Boys and girls are accordingly drained tbr difTerent adult roles,

status and authority. In lndian culture since very early periods, men have dominated women as a

group and their status has been low in the family and society.

I
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The preference for sons and disfavour towards daughter is complex phenomenon that still

persists in many places. Sons especially in the business communities are considered to be

economic. political and rirual assets where as daughters are considered to be liabilities. Thus anti

female social bias is the main cause of gender disparity in our society.

The boy receives a ceremonial welcome on his birth where as everyone is sad at the birth of a

girl child. The pref'erence for male child is due to lower female labour participation, prevalence

of social evils like dowry and many others causes. The typical orthodox mentality is present even

in this modern era leading to sex determination tests and abortion in an illegal way.

Parents often think that teaching a girl child to manage the kitchen is more impo(ant than

sending her to school. Many feel that it is an unnecessary financial burden to send a girl child to

school as subsequently she will be married off and shifted to some other t'amily. This orthodox

beliefofparents is responsible for gender disparity.

5. Social Altitude:

Though many social activists and reformers carried their crusade against all social odds to restore

honour and dignity to women, attitudinal disparities still hunt our rural masses. Despite

pronounced social development and technological advancement, women in our society still

continue to be victims of exploitation, superstition, illiteracy and social atrocities.

The social stigma that women are housekeepers and should be confined to the four walls of the

house is perhaps a viable cause of gender disparity. They should not raise their voice regarding

their lortune for the sake ofthe prestige olthe family. In patriarchal society a lot of weightage is

given to men.

In the health and nutritional field, male members of family are supposed to take fresh and

nutritious food in comparison to women because either they are earning members or head ofthe

family or they are supposed to be more important than female members. This type oi social

attitude is conducive to create the problem ofgender discrimination.

6. Lack of Awareness of Women:

Most ofthe women are unaware oftheir basic rights and capabilities. They even do not have the

understanding as to how the socio-economic and political forces affect them. They accept all

types of discriminatory practices that persist in our family and society largely due to their

ignorance and unaw areness.
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Article l5 ofthe Indian constitution states that the state shall not discriminate any citizen on the

grounds of only sex. The irony is that there still is widespread discrimination which is a form of

injustice to women. Hence at the onset of the new millennium let this generation be a historic

erample b1 putting an end to the gender - based discriminations by unlurling the flag of gender

.iustice in all our action and dealings'

What is tl stercot) Pc?

A stereotype is a fixed general image or set of characteristics that a lot of

pople believe represent a particular type of person or thing.

whot are gender stereotlpes?

A gender stereotype is a widely held belief or generalisation about the behaviours, characteristics

and roles performed by women and men. Female stereotypical roles include being emotional,

caring and in need of protection. Male stereotypical roles include being rational, career driven

and strong. These assumptions can be negative (eg women are irrational. men are insensitive) or

seemingly benign (eg women are nurturing, men are leaders). However. all stereotyping can be

limiting.

Where do gender slereotltpes come from?

Gender stereotypes originate from local culture and traditions. Children learn what constitutes

fbmale and male behaviour tiom their thmily and fiiends, the media. and institutions including

schools and religious bodies. The prevalence of gender stereotypes in our culture can have an

adverse effect on both girls and boys, who are constantly bombarded with messages about how

they should look, behave and play according to their gender. These socially accepted and often

unconscious ideas start to form in infancy

What are lhe negalive impacts of gender stereoupes?

Cender stereotypes shape self-perception, affect wellbeing, attitudes to relationships and

influence participation in the world of work. [n a school environment they affect a young

person's classroom experience, academic performance or sub.iect choice. The assumptions we

make about boys and girls may be conscious or unconscious and can result in different treatment

of one group compared to another.

lYhat is the rlifference belween sex and gender?

Sex and gender are different concepts.
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Serisdeterrninedatbirth.isbasedonphysiologicaldifferences.andisusuallyfixed
a person IS

born as a man- woman or lntersex.

(;cn(lcr relr'r\ l(, \tl\ ()l lcarnccl hChlriourS lhese arc- sociatlv dellned characteristics and

e\l)cetltion\ ilttribrltcd to bcillg nrale or lcmale Cender is fluid and can change'

The challenge comes if we confuse sex and gender and start to view gender as innate' Gender is

not fixed and should not prevent girls or boys from participating in an activity or making a life

choice. ln rcalitl rhcre arc ver\ letr aclivities or choices that are not open to both boys and girls'

MasculinitY to rcler to cerlain cultural norms that are associated with harm to society and

to men themselves.

l'raditional stereotypes of men as socially dominant, along with related traits such

r\ nri\(ll\ r't\ urr,i horrtophohia. can br.' considered "tosic" due in part to their promotion of

r i.lcncc. inclir,.lins scrrral assaLrlt ancl dornestic violence. The socialization of boys often

normalizes violence, such as in the saying "boys will be boys" with regard to bullying and

aggression.

Selt'-reliance and emotional repression are correlated with increased psychological problems in

nrcn sLreh as clcp|cssi0rr. increased stress. and substance abuse. Toxic masculine traits are

characteristic ol the unspoken code ol'behavior among men in American prisons, where they

exist in part as a response to the harsh conditions ofprison life'

Other traditionally masculine traits such as devotion to work, pride in excelling at sports, and

prrrr itiinu l0r onc's t'arnilr. are not considered to be "toxic". The concept was originally used by

;1111111r1... 11:roeilrtetl rrith tlrc tlirtllopoetic tnen's tlovetttcttt srtch as Shepheld BIiSS to COntrast

stereotl,pical norions of masculinity with a "real" or "deep" masculinity that they say men have

lost touch with in modern societY'

-foxic masculinitl,is thus defined by adherence to traditional male gender roles that restrict the

kirrcls ol cntotions allouable fbr boy,s and men to express. including social expectations that men

seek r0 bc domirrant (the "alpha male") and limit their emotional range primarily to expressions

of anger. Some traditionally prescribed masculine behaviors can produce such harmful effects as

violence (including sexual assault and domestic violence), promiscuity, risky and/or socially

irresponsihle behaviors including substance abuse. and dysfunction in relationships.
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(ienderbinarl(alsoknorvnasgenderbinarism'binarism.orgenderism)istheclassificationof

gender into two distinct, opposite, and disconnected forms of masculine and feminine' whether

by social system or cultural belief'

ln this hinarl model. .scr. gantler. and sexuali4; mav be assumed by default to align' with aspects

oione,sgenderinlrerentll,linkedtoone,sgeneticorgamete-basedsex.orwithone'ssexassigned

at birth. For example, when a male is bom, gender binarism may assume the male will be

masculineinappearance.charactertraits,andbehavior'includinghavingaheterosexual

attractiontofemales.Theseaspectsmayincludeexpectationsofdressing'behavior'sexual

oricntation. names ol'pronouns. pret-erred restroom' or other qualities'

Theseexpectationsmayreintbrcenegativeattitudes,bias,anddiscriminationtowardspeople

whodisplayexpressionsofgendervarianceornonconformityorwhosegenderidentityis

incongruent with their birth sex'

111i. l'1's-\et:rl l)iagnostie 'fcchniques (PND'I) -'\ct & Ilulcs 199{

. l.l]e Pre.l]atal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994'

wasenactedandbroughtintooperationfromlstJanuary,lgg6,inordertocheckfemale

foeticide. Rules have also been framed under the Act'

. The Act prohibits determination and disclosure ofthe sex of foetus . tt also prohibits any

adlcrrisements relating to pre-natal determination of'sex and prescribes punishment for

its contraventlol'1.

The person who contravenes the provisions of this Act is punishable with imprisonment

and fine.

Offe n c es a n d P e na I tie s. -

( l) Any rnedical geneticist. gynaecologist' registered medical practitioner or any person who

ownsaGeneticCounsel[ingCentre,aGeneticLaboratoryoraGeneticClinicoris

employedinsuchaCentre,LaboratoryorClinicandrendershisprofessionalortechnical

services to or at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic. whether on an honorary basis or

otheruise. and u'ho contravenes an1' of the provisions oi this Act or rules made

tlrcreunder shall hc punishable u'irh imprisonment fbr a term $hich may extend to three

years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees and on any subsequent

l.i
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conviction. with imprisonment which may extend to five years and with fine which may

ertend tu tilil thousand ruPees.

(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner who has been convicted by the court

under subsection (l), shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the respective

State Medical Council for taking necessary action including the removal of his name

ti.om the register of the Council fbr a period of tw,o years tbr the first offence and

permanently tbr the subsequent offence.

(3) Any person who seeks the aid of a Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or

Genetic Clinic or ofa medical geneticist, gynaecologist or registered medical practitioner

fbr conducting prenatal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman (including such

uonran unless she rvas compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques) for purposes

other than those specified in clause (2) of section 4, shall, be punishable with

imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may

extend to ten thousand rupees and on any subsequent conviction with imprisonment

rlhich ma1 extend to five years and with fine which may extend to fifty thousand rupees.

Cross ret'etences

clause (2) of seclion 4: no pre-notol diognostic techniques sholl be conducted except for the purposes

of detection of any of the fotlowing obnormalities, namelyi- (i) chromosomal obnormolities; (ii) genetic

metobolic diseases; (iii) hoemoglobinopothies; (iv) sex-linked genetic diseoses; (v) congenitol onomolies;

(vi) ony other obnormolities or diseoses os moy be specified by the Central Supervisory Boord;

Beti lhchao lleti l':ttlhao

. Beti Bachao Beti Padhao (BBBP) Scheme was launched in

January. 2015. The scheme is aimed at promoting gender

equalitl and the signiticance ofeducating girls.

. The Scheme is targeled al improving the Child .Sex

Ratio through multi sectoral interventions including prevention

of gender biased sex selection and promoting girls' education and her holistic

empowerment.

. It is a tri-ministerial efforl of Ministries of Women and Child Development. Health &

Family Welt'are and Human Resource Development.
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The trend ofdecline in the child Sex Ratio (cSR) has been unabated since 1961. The decline

from 945 in l99l to 927 in 2O0l and further to 918 in 20ll is alarming. The social construct

discrimination against girls on one hand. easy availability. atfordability and subsequent misuse

of diagnostic tools on the other hand, have been critical in increasing Sex Selective Elimination

of girls leading to low Child Sex Ratio.

chitd sex Ratio is defined as number of girls per 1000 ofboys between 0-6 years ofage. Hence,

a decline in the CSR is a major indicator of women disempowerment. The ratio reflects both,

pre-birth discrirnination rnanif'ested through gender biased sex selection and post birth

discrimination against girls.

The government has formed a National Executive Committee to promote Beti Bachao Beti

Padhao (BBBP) across the country. The committee is organising a number of programs to

promote "Save Girl Child" and "to Educate Girl Child" since January 201 5. Dr. Rajendra

Phadke is the National Convener of BBBP Abhiyan.

Strategies employed to successfully carry out the scheme are:

. lmplement a sustained social mobilization and communication campaign to create equal

value fol the girl child and promote her education.

. PIace the issue oldecline in child sex ratio/sex ratio at birth in public discourse,

improvement of which would be an indicator for good governance.

. Focus on gender critical districts and cities.

UNIT.III

t YI. l-1.. \\l\(;
r Eve teasing is a euphemism used throughout South Asia, rvhich includes (but is not

limited to) lndia, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal, for public sexual harassment or sexual

assault of women by men.

. The name "Eve" alludes to the Bible's creation story concerning Adam and

Eve. Considered a problem related to delinquency in youth. it is a form of sexual

aggression that ranges in severity irom sexually suggestive remarks, brushing in public

places and catcalls, to groping.

o Eve teasing usually occurs in public spaces and streets and on public transport.
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Remedial measures

Efforts were made to

) Sensitize the police about the issue, and police started to round up Eve teasers.

- The deplor ment of plain-clothed f'emale police ot'ficels fbr the purpose has been

particularl)' et-tbctive.

) Other measures taken in various states by the police

o setting up ofdedicated women's helplines in various cities,

o police stations staffed bY women

o special police cells.

Legal redress

Although Indian law doesn't use the term Eve teasing, victims earlier usually seek recourse

through

)> Section 294 of the Indian Penal Code, which sentences a man found guilty of making a

girl or rioman the target of obscene gestures, remarks, songs or recitation to a maximum

jail sentence ofthree months.

) Section 292 of the IPC clearly spells out that showing pornographic or obscene pictures,

books or papers to a woman or girl results in a fine of t2,000 (US$29) with two years'

imprisonment tbr first ottenders. ln the case ofa repeated offense. the offender may have

a fine of {5,000 (US$72) with five years' imprisonment imposed.

! Under Section 509 of the lPC, obscene gestures, indecent body language and negative

comments directed at any woman or girl or exhibiting any object which intrudes upon the

privacy ofa woman, carries a penalty of imprisonment for one year or a fine or both.

i The Crirninal Law (Amendment) Act,20l3 introduced changes to the lndian Penal Code,

making sexual harassment an expressed offence under Section 354 A, which is

punishable up to three years of imprisonment and or with fine. The Amendment also

introduced new sections making acts like disrobing a woman without

consent. stalking and sexual acts by person in authority an offense. It also made acid

attacks a specific offence with a punishment of imprisonment not less than l0 years and

which could extend to life imprisonment and with fine.
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'l he Natiorral Commission fbr women (NCW) also proposed No 9. Eve Teasing (1rlew

Legislation) 1988. The Indian Parliament has passed the Sexual Harassment of Women at

workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,20l3, which adds protections for

female workers in most workplaces. The Act came into force from 9 December 2013.

Stalking is dellned as harassing or threatening behavior that is engaged in repeatedly. Such

harassment can be either physical stalking or cyber stalking.

Physical Stalking is committed when a person intentionally and for no legitimate purpose,

engages in a course of conduct directed at a specific person. and knows or reasonably should

know that such conduct is likely to cause 1'ear ol material harm to the physical. mental, or

ernotional health. saf'et1,or propeny of such person. a member of such person's immediate family

or.a third party with whom he or she is acquainted. This could include creating reasonable fear

that such person's employment, business or career is being threatened. This is typically

accomplished by following someone or appearing at their home, school or place of business,

making harassing phone calls. leaving messages or objects. or vandalizing the person's property.

Cyber Stalking is similar behavior through the use ofthe internet or other electronic means to

accomplish the same end. The fact that cyber stalking doesn't involve physical contact doesn't

mean that it is less dangerous than physical stalking. An experienced Internet user can easily find

the victim's personal infbrmation such as phone number, address or place of business to locate

their whereabouts. This can then lead to more physical behavior. Stalking is defined as a crime

UNIT.IV
Ntbluya. Act

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act,2013 (Nirbhaya Act) is an lndian legislation passed by

the Lok Sabha on l9 March 2013. and bl the Rajya Sabha on 2l March 2013. which provides for

amendment of Indian Penal Code, Indian Evidence Act, and Code of Criminal Procedure,

1973 on laws related to sexual offences.

This new Act has expressly recognised certain acts as offences which were dealt under related

laws. These new off'ences like, acid attack, sexual harassment. voyeurism. stalking have been

incorporated into the Indian Penal Code:

Section Offence Punishment Notes
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Sexual

harassrnent

Act with

intent to

disrobe a

woman

Rigorous imPrisonment uP to

three years, or with fine, or with

both in case of offence

described in clauses (i). (ii) or

(iii)

Imprisonment up to one year, or

with fine, or with both in other

CASCS

Imprisonment not less than three

years but rvhich maY extend to

seven years and with fine.

Only protects women. Provisions are: l

i. physical contact and advances

involving unwelcome and I

explicit sexual overtures; or l

ii. a demand or request for

sexual favoursi or

iii. tbrcibly showing

pornographys; or

iv. making sexually coloured

remark; or

v. any other unwelcome

physical, verbal or non-verbal

conduct of sexual nature. l

Only protects women against anyone

who "Assaults or uses criminal force

to any woman or abets such act with

the intention of disrobing or I

compelling her to be naked."

Only protects women. The prohibited

action is dellnes thus: "Watching or

capturing a woman in "Private act", 
'

which includes an act of watching;

carried out in a place which, in the

circumstances. would reasonably be

expected to provide PrivacY, and

where the victim's genitals, buttocks :

or breasts are exPosed or covered

only in underwear; or the victim is

using a lavatory: or the Person is

354C Voyeurism

ln case of first conviction.

imprisonment not less than one

year, but which maY extend to

three years, and shall also be

liable to fine, and be Punished

on a second or subsequent

conviclion, with imprisonment

of either descriPtion for a term

which shall not be less than

three years, but which may

extend to seven Years. and shall
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also be liable to fine.

lmprisonment not less than one

year but which maY extend to

three years, and shall also be

liable to fine

doing a sexual act that is not ofa kind

ordinarily done in public."

Only protects women from being

stalked by men. The prohibited action

is defined thus: "To follow a woman

and contact, or attempt to contact

such woman to foster Personal

interaction repeatedly despite a clear

indication of disinterest bY such

woman; or monitor the use bY a

woman of the internet, email or anY

othcr lorm of electron ic

cornmunication. There are exceptions

to this section which include such act

being in course of preventing or

detecting a crime authorised by State

or in compliance of certain law or

was reasonable and justified."

354D Stalking

Serual Harassntcnt of Wonten at Workplace (Prt'r'cntion, I'rohibition anrl Ilcdrcssal) Act,

l0t-l

The Sexual Harassmenr ol Women at Workplace (Prevention. Prohibition and Redressal) Act,

2013 is a legislative act in lndia that seeks to protect women from sexual harassment at their

place of work. It was passed by the Lok Sabha (the lower house ofthe Indian Parliament) on 3

September 2012. lt u,as passed by the Rajya Sabha (the upper house ofthe Indian Parliament) on

26 Februarl 2013.

The Act will ensure that women are protected against sexual harassment at all the work places,

be it in pubtic or private. This will contribute to realization of their right to gender equality, life

and liberty and equality in working conditions eve nse ol security at the
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\\orkplace will irnprove wor.nen'S participation in work. resulting in their economic

empowerment and inclusive growth.

Major features

. The Act defines sexual harassment at the work place and creates a mechanism for

redressal of complaints. It also provides saf'eguards against false or malicious charges.

. The Act also covers concepts of 'quid pro quo harassment' and 'hostile work

environment' as forms of sexual harassment if it occurs in connection with an act or

behaviour of sexual harassment.

. The definition of "aggrieved woman", rvho will get protection under the Act is

exl.remelr u'ide to cover all ltomen. irrespective of her age or employment status.

whether in the organised or unorganised sectors, public or private and covers clients,

customers and domestic workers as well.

. An employer has been defined as any person who is responsible for management,

supervision. and control of the workplace arld includes persons who tbrmulate and

administer policies of such an organisation under Section 2(g).

. While the "workplace" in the Vishaka Guidelines is confined to the traditional office set-

up where there is a clear employer-employee relationship, the Act goes much lurther to

include organisations. department. office, branch unit etc. in the public and private sector.

organizcd and unorganized. hospitals. nursing horres. educational institutions, sports

institutes, stadiums, sports complex and any place visited by the employee during the

course of employment including the transportation. Even non-traditional workplaces

which involve tele-commuting will get covered under this law.

. The Committee is required to complete the inquiry within a time period of 90 days. On

completion of the inquiry, the report will be sent to the employer or the District Offtcer,

as the case may be, they are mandated to take action on the report within 60 days'

. Every employer is required to constitute an Intemal Complaints Committee at each office

or branch with l0 or more employees. The District Officer is required to constitute a

Local Complaints Committee at each district. and if required at the block level.

. The Complaints Committees have the powers of civil courts for gathering evidence.

. The Complaints Committees are required to provide nciliation before initiating anc

inquiry. if requested by the complainant.

Nr(.
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. The inquiry process under the Act should be confidential and the Act lays down a penalty

of Rs 5000 or'r the person who has breached confidentiality'

. The Act requires employers to conduct education and sensitisation programmes and

develop policies against sexual harassment, among other obligations'

. Penalties have been prescribed for employers. Non-compliance with the provisions ofthe

Acr shall be punishable ,uvith a fine of up to { 50.000. Repeated violations may lead to

higher penalties and cancellation oi licence or deregistration to conduct business'

. Government can order an officer to inspect workplace and records related to sexual

harassment in anY organisation.

. Under the Act, which also covers students in schools and colleges as well as patients in

hospitals. employers and local authorities will have to set up grievance committees to

investigate all complaints. Employers who fail to comply will be punished with a fine of

up to 50,000 ruPees.

1r N l't-\,
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The Prorection of Women liorn Domestic Violence Act 2005 is an Act of the Parliament of

India enacted to protect women from domestic violence. It was brought into force by the Indian

government from 26 October 2006. The Act provides for the first time in Indian law a definition

of ,,domestic violence", with this definition being broad and including not only physical

violence. but also other forms of violence such as emotional/verbal. sexual. and economic abuse'

tt is a civil law meant primarily tbr protection orders and not lbr meant to be enfbrced criminally'

Definition of domestic violence.-For the purposes of this Act, any act, omission or commission

or conduct ofthe respondent shall constitute domestic violence in case it-

a)Harmsorinjuresorendangersthehealth,safety,life,limborwell-being'whether

merrtal or ph1.'sical. of the aggrieved person ol tends to do so and irrcludes causing

physical abuse, sexual abuse, verbal and emotional abuse and economic abusei or

b) Harasses, harms, injures or endangers the aggrieved person with a view to coerce her

or any other person related to her to meet any unlawful demand for any dowry or other

propen\ or valuable securitl: or

c) Has the eff'ect of threatening the aggrieved person or any person related to her by any

d ( SC EOFcond uc [l gl') t o t1 I1 c a TI SE a or c lau
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d) otherwise injures or causes harm, whether physical or mental, to the aggrieved person.

Explanation I.-For the purposes of this section'-

(i) ,.Physical abuse" means any act or conduct which is of such a nature as to cause bodily pain,

harm. or danger to lif'e. limb, or health or impair the health or development of the aggrieved

person and includes assault, criminal intimidation and criminal force;

(ii)..Sexuat abuse" includes any conduct of a sexual nature that abuses, humiliates, degrades or

otherwise violates the dignity of woman;

( iii) "Verbal and emotional abuse" includes-

(a)tnsults.ridicule,humiliation.namecallingandinsultsorridiculespeciallywithregard

to not having a child or a male child; and

(b) Repeated threats to cause physical pain to any person in whom the aggrieved person

is interested.

( iv) "Economic abuse" includes-

a\ Deprivolion of all or any economic orJinancial resources lo which the aggrieved person

isentitledunderanylaworcustomwhetherpayableunderanorderofacourtor

otherwiseorwhichtheaggrievedpersonrequiresoutofnecessityincluding'butnot

limited to. household necessities for the aggrieved person and her children, if any,

stridhan, property, jointly or separately owned by the aggrieved person' payment of rental

related to the shared household and maintenance;

b\Disposalofhouseholdeffects'gn!aliendtionofassetswhethermovableorimmovable.

valuables. shares. securities. bonds and the like or other property in rvhich the aggrieved

personlrasanillterestor.iSentitledtousebyvirlueoftlredomesticrelationshiporwhich

maybereasonablyrequiredbytheaggrievedpersonorherchildrenorherstridhanorany

other property jointly or separately held by the aggrieved person; and

c) Prohibition or restriction lo conlinued dccess to resources or facilities which the

aggrievedpersonisentitledtouseorenjoybyviftueofthedomesticrelationship

including access to the shared household' Explanation II'-For the purpose of

determining whether any act, omission, commission or conduct of the respondent

constitutes 
.,domestic violence" under this section, the overall facts and circumstances of

the case shall be taken into consideration

d,
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*MC60O: HUMAN VALUES AND PROFESSIoNAL ETHIcS

B.Pharm, lll Year ll Sem. L T/P/ C

1 0l0t 0

course objective: To enable the students to imbibe and internalize the values and Ethical Behavior
rn the personal and Professional lives

course outcome: The students w ll understand the importance of values and Ethrcs in their personal
Ives and professional careers. The students will learn the rights and responsibilities as an employee,
team member and a global citizen.

UNIT . I

lntroduction to Professional Ethics: Basic concepts, Governing Ethics. personal & professional
Ethrcs, Ethical Dilemmas, Life skills, Emotional lntelligence, Thoughts of Ethics, value Education,
Dimensions of Ethics, Profession and professionalism, professional Associations, professional Risks
Professional Accountabilittes. Professlonal Success. Ethics and profession.

UNIT - II
Basic Theories: Basic Ethicar principres, Morar Deveropments Deontorogy, utiritarianism, virtue
Theory, Rights Theory, casuist rheory Moral Absolution, Moral Rationalism, l\,4oral pluralism, Ethical
Egoism Feminist Consequentialism, Moral lssues, Moral Djlemmas, Moral Autonomy.

uNtT -

Professional ethics in pharmacy: generar introduction to code of pharmaceuticar ethics, objectives,
pharmacists in relation to his job, his trade, to his profession and reration to medicinar professions.
Pharmacists oath.

UNIT - IV
Work Place Rights & Responsibilltres, Ethics in changing domains oF Research, Engrneers and
Managers: organrzationar compraint procedure, difference of professionar Judgment within the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) the Hanford Nuclear Reservation.
Ethics in changing domains of research - The us government wide definition of research misconduct,
research misconduct distinguished from mistakes and errors, recent history of attention to research
misconduct' the emerging emphasis on understanding and fostering responsibre conduct. responsibre
authorship, reviewing & editing.

UNIT . V
Global issues in Professional Ethics: Introduction - current scena.o, Technology Grobalization of
MNCs' lnternationar rrade, worrd summits, rssues. Business Ethics and corporate Governance,
sustainable Development Ecosystem Energy concerns, ozone Deflection, pollution, Ethics in
Manufacturing and Marketang, r\.4edia Ethics; war Ethicsi Bio Ethics, rnteflectuar property Rights.

TEXT BOOKS:
1. Professional Ethics: R. Subramanian, Oxford University press, 2015.
2. Ethics in Engineering practice & Research, carorine whitbeck, 2e, cambridge university press

2015.
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REFERENCE BOOKS
l. Engineering Ethics, Concepts Cases: Charles E Harris Jr., Nrichael S Pritchard, L4ichael J

Rabins 4e, Cengage learning, 2015.
2. Business Ethics concepts & Cases: Manuel G Velasquez,6e, PHl, 2008.
3. Forensic Pharmacy by Dr.Kokate
4. Forensic Pharmacy by Bhaskar Chaurasia
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PROFESSTONAL ETHTCS lMC600l
COURSE PLANNER

cotrRSE ovEItvtEw

'fo enable the students to imbibe and internalize the Values and Ethical
Behavior in the personal and Professional lives.

PREREUISITES.

[-lnderstand the professional Rules olconduct lbr Engineers.

Appreciatc codcs of conduct. professional Rules olcondi"rct.
Rccognize the cont'lict of interest and Develop strategies

&

-)

IV. COURSE OUTCON{E

Ljnderstanding basic purpose ol prof-ession.
professional ethics and various moral and social
issues.

Acquiring knowledge ofvarious roles of Entrgineer
In applying ethical principles at various professional
levels

V. HOW PROGRAMME OUT COME ARE ASSESSED.

Blooms Taxonom y ler"el

(Level 4)

Analyze (Level 4)

-€'r..-"

Analyze (Level 4)

:.&.

3 Assignment

-)

PO1 Ettgineerins Knowledge: Apply the knouledge of
nlathematics. science. engineering fundamentals, and an
engineering specialization to the solution of complex
engineering problems.

l)

!11..' '

..i'

it,

.2..

1 Students will understand the importance ofValues and Ethics in theii"'"t
Personal lives and professional careers
The students il ill learn the rights and responsibilities
Responsibilities olemployee" team member and a global citizen

SL No Description

) A'uvareness of prof-essional rights and responsibilities
ofa Engineer, saf'ety and dsk benefit analysis of,a
Engineer

Analyze (Level 4)

.1 Profi'ssional Irthical lalues and colttern pofar\'lssLles
l Excelling in competitive and challenging environment

to contribute to industrial groil.th. Analyze (Level 4)

I Proficiency
l,evel assessed bv

Problem Andvsis: Identily. formulate. review research
literalure. and analyze complex engineerir.rg problems

Jreaching substantiated conclusions using first princi
mathematics. natural sciences, and en

les of
Ilec

PO3 Design solutions fbr con.rplex engineerin
design system components or process

,DL'
eet thf '

.!;
Assignment

o2

ra ,'. .- 'i..R&:

&
t.

tI.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

III.

Understand the importance of communication u,ith all stakeholders.

Appll practical strategies fbr handling ethical dilemrlas.
COURSE OB.IECTIVE.

I

2

I

PO'S Programme outcomc PO

I

I

Rs.ignment 
I

I

I



P()4 Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-
based
knowledge and research methods including design of
experiments,
analysis and interpretation ofdata, and synthesis ofthe
infbrmation to
provide valid conclusions.

specihed needs with appropriate consideration fbr the public
health and safety. and the cultural, societal. and environmental
considerations.

Assignrnent

PO6 The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the
contextual
knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural
issues and
the consequent responsibilities relevant to the Cornputer
Science and
Engineering prol'essional engineering practice.

Assignment

Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact ofthe
Computer Science and Engineering professional engineering
solutions
in societal and environmental contexts. and demonstrate the
knowledge

PO7

of. and need fbr sustainable development
POII Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional

ethics and

es and nonns olthe engineerin ractrce.IES onsibiliti
PO9 Individual and team work: Function effectivelv as an

individual. and
as a member or leader in diverse teams- and in
multidisciplinary
settings.

PO10 Comntunication: Contmunicirtc ellectivelv on complex

PO]1 Project mirnagement and finance: Demonstrate knowledge
and
understanding olthe engineering and management principles

these to one's own u,ork. as a member an

enY

fn

ancl appl_.'-'

nlanage
ects and in multidisci lin gnts

ii

-_t't+

I
I

I

I eos ] Modem tool usage: Create. select. ard apply appropriar. T - 
_l__-- 

- 
-

I ltechniques. ] ffi |

I 1 resources. and modern Ethical Tools ] I

l-

I

I

I

I

engineering 
Iactivities with the engineering community and with society at i

large. 
I

such as. being able to comprehend and write effective reports 
I

and design 
I

documentation, make effective presentations, and give and 
I

receive clear
instructions. 

1

I

to
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SUGGESTED BOOKS:
Text books:
1. Professional Ethics: R. Subranlanian. Oxford University Press. 2015. ffi.
2. Ethics in Engineering Practice & Research. Caroline Whitbeck. 2e. CarnBiiflge
University Press 2015.
REFERENCES:
l. Engineering Ethics. Concepts Cases: Charles E Harris Jr., Michael S Pritchard.
Michael J Rabins. 4e . Cengage learning, 2015.
2. Business Ethics concepts & Cases: Manuel G Velasquez, 6e, PHI. 2008.
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I ntroduction to Prol'cs5ional Ethics tfi}rat rre
Piiifrissional

ethics
Basic Concepts Govel.ring Etl.rics ('oncepts

Personal &
Professional Ethics. Ethical Dilemmas

Claritl o1'

I:th ics

I

Life Skills. Emotional Intelligence s ki lls
Thoughts of
Ethics. Value Education

Ethics.
\r&he
Education
EthicsDinrensions of Ethics.

. Prol'ession and professionalism. Professional. Associations.
Professional Risks

-)

Proi'essional Accountabilities. Professional Success. Ethics
and Profession. lfle5

4Dlc

r\ccounlabil

UNIT-II

Deontology. Utilitarianism J'heories

Virtue Theory. Rights Theory. Casuist Theory l l.reorie s

NIoral Ahsolution Morals
l\{oral Rationalism Morals
Moral
Pluralism.

t4lnt.

Ethical Egoism Overcoming

ii.

I

I

I I uNrr-r
I

I

!
RS
an cl

CWI

] Basic Ethical Principles. Moral Developments I Principles I

E
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9

Work Placc Rights & Rcsponsibilities Rishts &!fit
Res*iFsibi

lities
RS
and

CW

Ethics in changing domains ofResearch. Engineers

Managers: Organizational Complaint Procedure.
diff'erence ol Professional .ludgment

Nuclear Regulatory Comn.rission (NRC). the Hanfbrd
Nuclear Reserl ation.

Britlge class #5

C'h4gmg
S c elultt o

Ditferent
Complianc
CS

Di1-feeent

Coffianc
cs

l0

within the Ethics in changing domains of research Ethics and
different
domains

The US government wide definition of research LJS

S

misconduct. research misconduct distinuuished f'rom
mistakes and emors

Enqtff.j,
procedure

recent history ol
attention to lesearch misconduct.

I-nquitl
procedure

Bridgc class #6

the emerging emphasis on understanding and tbstering

11

lmplement
alion

emphasis on understanding and fbstering
responsible conduct

r1.r)FftF4]cltt

ation
responsible authorship Setting an

Example
reviewing & editing Regular

Developm
ent

llridgc cl:rss #7

TINIT-V
.:_
lulr

"-{p;,
n

l

I

I

I
I

u

I
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I
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Ego

valuesFeminist Consequentialism

NIOCK'TEST-I
Moral lssucs Prol'ession4[

\,4hes '
Moral Dilemmas P?ffi6ssional

values

Moral Autonomy Prot'essional
values

Revision of Unit-2

f

Bridge class #l

T]NIT-III

Professions tudies

Professional Conduct.

Norms of Norms olProfessional Conduct

6 Professional

tDi

Professionl Responsibi lities.
llridge class #2

Kansas City Hyatt Regency
Walk au'av Collapse.

norms o1'

Conduct

Obligations
and Values
Co{ffiana
predictability
Rolc ol'
Ensineer'

Role of
Engineer

Professional codes ofethics. the limits of predictability

responsibilities of the engineering profession

Central Responsibilities olEngineers -

Ilridge class #3

Obligations and Moral '
Values in Professional Ethics

The Centrality of Responsibilities of Prol'essional

Ethics: lessons liont I 979

American Airlines DC- 10 Crash

MID EXAMS.I

Bridge class #.1

Role. of
Ll rgt0oer

Kansas City FIvatt Regehcy
Walk away' Collapse

Case
Studies

Case
Studies

Case
Studies

t k P

RS

and C

w
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e

H
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E

I

I

I
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POl2 Life-long leaming: Recognize the need for, and have the
preparation
and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in
the
broadest context of technological change.

2

NONE
SLICI.IT (LOW) 2. MODERATE (MEDIUM) 3. SUBSTAN'IIAL IIIPH)

Vl. Propram Snecific Outcomes IPSOs)

Levcl

PSO2 Assignments.
semlnars

I. SLIGHT( LOW) 2, MODERATE (MEDIUM) 3. SUBSTANTIAL (HIGH)
:NONE

YII. SYI,L,\BL'S:
( oURSI.] (',O\1'E\T:

Introduction to Professional -Ethics: Basic Concepts, Goveming Ethics. personal &
Prof'essional Ethics, Ethical Dilemmas, Life Skills. Emotional Intelligence, Thoughts of
Ethics. Value Education, Dimensions of Ethics, Profession and professionalism. Professional
Associations. Prof'essional Risks, Professional Accountabilities. Prof-essional Success. Ethics
and Prof'ession.
T\I -lt:

_ _i:.t_
lcglr, [J tllltariani sm.
Rationalism. Moral

Pluralism. Ethical Egoism. Feminist consequentialism. Moral lssues. Moral Dilemmas.
Moral Autonornv.
UNIT - III:
Professional Practices in Engineering: Professions and Norms of professional conduct.
Nonns of Profbssional Conduct vs. Profession: Responsibilities. Obligations and Moral
Values in Prol'essional Ethics. Professional codes of ethics. the linrits of-.predictabiliry and
responsibilities ol the engineering profession, central Responsi bilities df.$ngineers - The
Centralit"v of Responsibilities ol Professional Ethics; lessons liom 1 979 Arnerican Airlines
DC- I 0 Crash and Kansas City Hyatt Regency Walk away Collapse.
UNIT - IV:
work Place Rights & Responsibilities. Ethics in changing domains of Research. Engineers
and Managers; organizational Complaint Procedure, dilrerence ol' prof'essior.ral Judgment
uithin the Nuclear Regulatorv commission (NRC). the Hanfbrd Nuclear Reservation. Ethics

i$i
-_r

Basic Theories: Basic Ethical Principles. Moral Developments. f)eonto
Viltue 'fheory. Rights Theory. Casuist Theory. Moral Absolution. Moral

Program Specifi c Outcomes Proficiency
assed bv

PSO I

Design and development of high voltages and
current equipments to know the perfbrmance of
electrical equipments by testing.

Assignments.
sellr lnaIS

Testing techniclues lbr research and advanced
studies in Electrical and Electronics engineering

lo.*-.nl
,6.
€Ei

tINIT - V: Globnl issues in Prolessional
Globalization of MNCs. International Tradi:.

1

TINIT _ I:

in changing domains of research - The US govermrent wide of research
misconduct. research misconduct distinguished from and historv of
attention to research ntisconduct. the and tbstering
responsible conduct. responsible authorship. \

Scenario. Technologl
Business Ethics and

,l!nerg1, Concems. Ozone
Ethicsr War Ethics: Bio9od

+

Corporate Governance. Sustainable

1r r.jl:*.,\ 
9 ;*+_
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Global issues in Professional Ethics:.
, intellectual Propertl Rights

InteIlectual Property
Rights

e
Introduction Current Scenario. Cu[ent

Scenario.
Iechnologl Teclmology

i{s
an

d
C

W
Globalization olMNCs.

Intemational 'l'rade International Trade

Bridge class #8
World Sumn.rits. World Surnrni
Business Etl.rics Business Ethics
Corporate Governance Corporate Governance
Sustainable Development Ecosystem Ecological Awareness
NIOCK TEST-2
Energy Cloncerns Energv Concerns
Ozor.rc

Pollution.

Ecological Awareness
: {!,,

Ecological Awareness

Balance of lile

l-+

Bridge class #9

Ethics in Marketing Ethics ir.r N4arketing
Media Ethics Media Ethics
War F.thics War Ethics

Bio Ethics Bio Ethics

15

Ilridge class #10

hrtellectual Property Intellectual Property
Intellectual Rights Intellectual Rights
Rer,isitu 01' lrnit l" II and III
Revision of Llnit VI and V

l6

Bridge class #11

MID EXAMS.2

I

l,,l
l

1

I

L tt

I

I

I

! MNC Culture

i
fl 13

E

tlr

I

I

I

Ethics in Manufacturing
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IX.
ND

L
l. Understanding of Prof'essional Ethics.
2. Diflerent Tlreories of Ethics.
3. Professional Responsibilities.,1. National and International scenario ofEthics.
5. Our contribrrtitrn to thc societl.
XI, OI,]ESTIONS UNTT WISE-
QUESTIONBANK: (JNTT]H) DESCRIPTIVEQUESTIONS:
UNIT _ I
TNTRODUCTION TO PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
Sno

LONG ANSWEII TIESTIONS:

F

x.

)

\
t!

Programme Outcome

co
I I

PO
2

PO
{

I'o
6

lro
7

PO
8

PO
9

PO1
0

POr
1

POI
)

PSO I PSo
., 1.t' 2

CO
2

2 ffi I

CO
2 2 I 2

CO
J

I -l 2

CO
5

I ) I

,{V
(; I l 1.2 0.6 0..1 0.6 0.2

**ti. I 0.{
F( T

Questions Blooms
Taxono
mJ-

Leyel

Course
Outco
mes

1 Defi ne prof'essional ethics? I,,nuVI5flsc l
l What are called goveming ethics? understancl 1

J What are ethical d ilen.rntas analyze I
.+ Defi ne value education'l understand I

Whal are called lilL. skills knowledge I

Sno Questions Blooms
taI&!om
y lEicl

Course
outco
mes

I Elaborate tl.re concept of value education? Knouledqe 1

What are various dimensions of ethics evaluate I
Explain hovu prot-essional associations help
prol'essionals in orgun izations

eValuate l

+ Bring the basic dif'ference between the ethics and
prof'ession

analvze 1

Explair.r the basic concepts gl-peolbsqlgnal ethics 1anal

ilstt

CO

PO Pol PO

i Programm 
I

] e specific 
I

0utcome I

f,
I

&.
1..'-:,.

2l

l

I

I
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1. Disclosure of infomration about unethical acts in an organization to an authoritl

with in or outside the organization which help to prevent such an unethical acts by an

motive of an employee is knom as-(whistJe blowing) "r* .'

2. Right to ref'usal bound to confidentiality .right to talk tieelffio ut prof'essional

matters professional judgments are known as-(rights of professional)

3. Appreciation of professional expefiise commitment to prof-ession ,shared vision are

said to be-(colleliality of professions)

4, Reflecting on experience, get more from work lif'e and recreation and matching

the ambitions is known as 

-(reviewing).

5. -__-(c(litir)g) process carl inrolve conec,llg!. cottdcnsatiott.

olganization, erncl manv othcr modilications pertbrmed uith an intentlffi ol producing a

correct. consistent- accurate anri complete work

6, _(Professional judgment) means the application of relevant training.

knowledge and experience. within the oontext provided by auditing. accounting and ethical

stanclards. in making informed decisions about the courses of action that are appropriate in

the circumstances ofthe audit engagelnent.

7. a wrong action attributed to bad judgment or lsnorance' ,t.- ..is_(mistake)
8. An (error) is something you have done u,hich is considercd to be

trade

(wTo.GATT,rPR)

or inattention

(global issues).

agreements

incorect or wrong, or which shoyld not have been done.

9. _(Ethical standard) in research also garner public support

for turther funding based onthe usefulness quality and integrity ol research.

10. The_( Nuclear Regulatory- Commission (NRC) 
_ )is an

independent agency of tl.re United States govemment tasked with protectl[g public hEalth and' rH,.'
safety related to nuclear energy.

UNIT-5
l. Infbrmation. entertainment. education. and analysis are part of

(media ethics).

2. Which can be never iustified and can bring term to humanity and completely

ravaging the countries which u'ill leave no winner rel'emed to (war

ethics).

J.

4.

(bio-ethics) deals with ethics in medicine and bi&ogy.
(intellectual property rights) eniures that others

cannot exploit some body's creation without his,/her consent or making some financial or

other arrangements with use of their invention

) (code olethics) in a prof'essional societies acts as a guides

for an engineer to perform his/her prof'essional duties.

6. The impact of globalization ,privatization and economic interdependence are'eivident

8

today which we live a life in globalized is

7. International

are

(rvorld summits) manv countries to discuss on

rO''

intemational issues.
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lnota8. People have rights and these form the basis for deciding the

is_( right theory).

litv of .actior.rs

9. Compare a present ethical problem with a similar problem of the past to find

solution is

10.

believe in one conect perspective which is the one held b1'them .

1 1 . Impartial justice can come in to conl'lict with merry

(casuist theory)
(moral absolution) is a kind ol clogmatism. which

(moral pluralism ).

4d iompassion is

,..fitfirgenerall!"''categorized in
by individuals and group generally

12. The theory deals with self interest does not respect the rights of others is

(ethical egoism).

13. Morally correct actions tend to foster comradeship and harmony Among people is
said to be as lfeminist consequentialism).

l.+. (rnoral dilenrmas) are problcms with a moral bearing either
of individual or a community.

15. Micro and macro ethical
(moral issues) which

categorized as social issues .

UNIT-3

factors

laced

1. The professionals has to create his/her own norms and standards for professional
conduct and follow- them scrupulously is known as_(professional
responsibility t.

2. As an employee prof'essional gets a lot of infomrarion ..orF.o.t inlbrmation
may have to be kept conildential which is krown as_(prolessional
confidentiality).
3. An employee needed to bound to obey orders issued 1o employee and perform the
duties assigned by superiors is called__(respect for authority).
4. One must lead. inspire. inf'luence. encourage the team members to strive better is
kno',vn as

5. Companies. having good business practices And strong ethicai

(pr-o1i:ssional accountabilitl,)
9$i,,",., do wen by

gaining investor confidence is_(corporate govemance).

6. One must have right to get a compensation with his/her qualifications is
(professional rights) .

7. you must feel_(accountable) tbr your own actions And
the actions ol vour team-

8. 'fhe art of getting the things to be done by others isi..Jxlanagement. the
(manager) is one who get the things done by others iri time .

9. The practical regime to enforce the right of citizens to information is called
(right of information)

10. The_( codes) help in promoting ethical business and .also show that
ethics in business is not a constrirint .but rather promotes the business.

IrNIT-4 
tr,t
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Explain what are the reasons for pollution and

ozone deflectitin?
Knoul

OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS
UNIT-I

l.EthicSisveryimportantfbrtoday,senvironmentof-(conflicts
&stress)in prof'ession.

2. Professional has knowledge and skills that he/she keeps updating with the.dme

through reading and practicing innovating is rg{i[ged
(professional success)

3. _(accountability) is a concept used in ethics to

Undersland 5

to as

denote an

organization or individual's ability to shoulder the responsibility oftheir actions.

4. Ifthe risks arises because ofun ethical practices or conduct. the professional is to

blamed it is known as_(professional risks).

5. _(governing ethics) concerned with a set of
moral conduct rules against whictr behaviors are judged 

i!$B
6.-(professionalassociations)istopromoteadvancetheprofessionby
bringing prot-essionals practicing the profession under one umbrella.
7. Code ofconduct, courage. and dependability duty and efficiency. creativity are some

(ethical skills).

8. Create an awareness and appreciate of the right values to be imbibed for a

peacelul and harmonious coexistence is called ialuc
education) '.i$*-

9. Show concem for the well being of others is_(personal
ethics).

10. (ethical dilemma) is a situation where a decision is very difficult
to take oradecision taken becomes controversial.

UNIT-2
I . _( proflession) a type of job that requires special
training and skill especially one that needs a high level of education glefr as medical
legal, teaching. lcer'
2. Ethics is the only means to an end is a thought given by_(swami
Vivekananda).

is high standard that you expect liom a person w,ho is
well trained in a particularjob.
4. Respect the rights ofothers is_(moral autonomy).
5-(deontology)definedasdutyethicsbyCD:'Boardthetheory
u,hich is created b (ln.rmanuel Kant).

J,

6. (utilitarianism) which is greatest

principle, ofthat an action is judged by eonsequences ofthe action.
7. Good judgment and wisdom are at the core of rational life

(virrue theory).

happiness

is called

1

)What are the terms business ethics and energy
concerns?

5
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lln6ffidge l:) What are the central responsibilities of engineering
prolession l

TJNIT-,1

WOII.K PLACE AND RESPONSTBTLTTIES
SHOITT ANSWER QUESTIONS

Sno Qucstion Blooms
Taxono.
IiRe.
I'ittiel

Course
..' outco

mcs

I What are the changing domains olethics'l knowledge 4

l What is prof'essional .jLdgnrent? rurderstand .1

What is nuclear regulatory commission? knowledge
.l What is research misconducl? understand 4

l Deflne the term errors? evaluate 4

LONG ANSWER TIESTIONS

LON(; ANSWEIT QU ESTIONS

Blo

UNIT-5
GLOBAL ISSUES TN PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

SHORT ANSWER UESl'IOL.'S
B looms
Taxono
Level

Taxono
m]'
Level

m1'

Sno Questions Course
outco
mes

I What are the rights and responsibilities of rvork place? understand :l

Bring out the basic dif-ferences between managers and
engineers'7

-)
Evaluate 4

) What is compliant? Explain the organizational
complaint?

knowledge
1+$ -

4

.+ Explain the US government wide definition ofresearch
misconduct'?

knorvledge -1

5 Bring out the basic diff'erence between errors and
mistakes?

uateIlval 4

Sno Question Course
0utcome

I What is globalization Understand 5

2 What is world sun.rmit knowledge j
) IJ r.rderstand 5

.+

What is international trade'l
Deline corporate governance? Knowledge 5

What is ozone deflection? knowledgr;,. 5

Sno Questions Blooms
T:uonomv
Levcl

Course
Outcomes

l Explain the global issues in professional ethics Kr.rou-ledge
l I:rplain hos MN(" s carre ir1 to cxistence 'l L,lnderstand

What are intellectual property rights? Explain its
importance?

K n()\\ IL.dgE- '\

I

L

4

L

L

I

l

I
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TiNIT.2
SHoRT A\SWEIT T]ES'TIONS

T]NIT.3
PROFESSIONAL PIIACTICES IN ENGINEERING
SHORT ANSWER QT]ESTIONS

ffi

+.1.'*,.

Blooms
'f aron

,,,s&
r#-qly

l,er r:l

Crturse' Outc
otn e

QuestionS.Ntr

Knou'ledge )What are called ethical principles?l

2Knowledge) What are called moral developments
Knou,ledge 2') Define deontolouy'?
Analyze )What is casuist theorl'?-1

Knouledge 2-) What is moraI absolution?

I knowledge

,#.-.

2

) I ixplain valior"rs theories ol' prof'essional ethics? knowled{e' ')

Deline feminist consequentialism in detail? understand ).

.+ What are called moral issues and how thev
influence prolession?

create 2

5 Elaborate moral rationalism? create ''ri; 2

SNo Question Blooms
Taxono
my

Level

Course
Outco
mcs

I Define the norms ofprofessional conduct? knowledge -1

2 W}rat are prof'essional responsibilities? know_lgdge l
What are prof-essiona) codes olethics? eval qige

.1 What are prof'essional obligations'? knovil6dge
l What are moral values in prof'essional ethics? . '. r: gyaluate

S

No
Question BIooms

Tuonomv
Levcl

course
Out
come

Define various norms of prot'essional ethics? .Unde4stand
KJr()wlgdge

-)

Bring out the basic diff'erences betw'een responsibilities and
obligations?

.-evaluate
-J

Explain the diflerences betw'een the moral and ethical
values?

er aluatc -)

-+ Elaborate the professional codes ofethics? understand

2

S.no Question Blooms Course I

Taxonomv Outco 
I

I I Levet mes 
I

I Deline basic ethical principles. hon principles 
I

I gouern prolession.' 
I

I

I

LONG ANSWEIl OUESTIONS

I

I

I

I

I
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9. Techrology revolution leads to

information. nanotechnologl'.)

(communication.

10. Trading with multi nations is referred to as-(intemational
trade).

WEBSITES:
1 . uww.universalhumanvalues.info
2. www.uptu.ac.in
3. www.storyofstuf t.com
EXPERT DETAILS:
1. Prof. RR Gaur. Prof'essot' ol Mechanical Engineering (Rekt.). PhD. llT Delhi
2. Prof-. Rajeev Sangal, Professor & Director. IIIT Hyderabad
3. Shri Ganesh Prasad Bagaria. Associate Professor. HBTI Kanpur
JOURNALS:
1. 'fhe Journal OlEthics
2. The Joumal of Management Development - Emerald
3. Intematkrnal Journal of Hun.ran Values
LIST OF TOPICS FOR STUDENT SEMINAR:
l. Ethicat Living in a county like India
2. Women professional more ethical than men
i. Ethical values in dif'ferent cultures
4. Professional values like companies like infosys, Wipro, GE and Tata
ASSTGNMENT I
l. As a professional Engineer how do 1ou implement ethical values;iglyour organization
inespective olthe problems you face fiom the management and other stakib'holders.
2. Explore the education. life changing events and human values ofa leader you admire.
ASSIGNME,NT II
l. Reasons for the unethical behavior in the company and how do you plant to
encounter them
2. Three things you learned in HVPE course and how do you apply them in three
dilferent situations.
Cases: Relevant CDs, Movies, Documentaries & Other Literature: ,.g
1. Al Gore. An Inconvenieni Truth. Paramount Classics. USA
2. Charle Chaplin. Modern Times. United Artists, USA
3. llT Delhi. Modern Technology - the Untold Story
PROJECTS:
l. Ethical practices in IT industries.
2. Ethicat Practices in Banls
3. Good governance in government inan companies
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HUMAN VATUES

A human value is defined as 'd principle that promotes well being or prevents halm'.
The various factors responsible for evolving human values are our religious Leaders,
Gurus and Saviors' teachings and practices, need and judgment of fulfilling individuals
need in the society. Human values can be assured of a happy and harmonious human
society.

The core human values are:

1. Right conduct

2. Peace

3. Truth

Love

Co-operation

6. Honesty

4

5

7. Trust

B. Non-violence

9. Wisdom

1 . Right Conduct:
It encompasses the following values-

a) Self- Hetp Skills: Care of possessions, diet, hygiene, modesty, posture, self reliance, and
tidy a ppeara nce

b) Social Skills: Good behavior, good manners, good relationships, helpfulness, no wastage
and good environment.

:I.

4:

O

o

I I

c) Ethical Skills: Good
initiative, perseverance,
responsibility.

conduct, courage, dependability, duty,efficiency,
punctullitV, resou rcefu lness, respect for all, and

ingenu ity,
sense 

rof
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2, Peace:

It encompasses the following values-

lr
Attention, calmness, concentration, contentment, dignity,d iscipline, equality, equanimity,
faithfulness, gratitude, happiness, harmony, humility, inner silence, optimism, patience,

reflection, satisfaction, acceptance, control, self-esteem, tolerance, and understanding.

3. Truth:
It encompasses the following values-

Accuracy, curiosity, fairness, fearlessness, honesty, integrity,intuition, justice, optimism,
purity, quest for knowledge, reason, self-analysis, sincerity, synthesis, truthfulness, and
determination.

4. Love:

It encompasses the following values-

"Love conquers all" says Geoffrey Chaucer. lt has immense value. Acceptance, affection,
care, compassion, consideration, dedication, devotion, forgiveness, friendship, generosity,
gentleness, interdependence, kindness, patience, patriotism, reverence, sacrifice,
selflessness, service, sharing, sympathy, tolerance and trust are the segments of love.

5. Co-operation:

Co-operation is the process of working together to the same end. lt is undeniably are
of the most vital assets one can have when working through a problem. Having the opinion
and voice of another person will not only draw out a discussion of the topic, but also lead
to a well rounded solution. Co-operation has been in its high importance and held high
in regard.

6. Honesty: I I
Honesty in the realm of human values is extremely important. The idea of staying true
to oneself can often feel intimldating and impossible, but what most people felt to realize is
that it is not the act of simply telling the truth that makes someone honest rather the
quality of person who is being honest. An honest man is often straight forward,
upright, sincere and fair.

T rust:

Trust can be interpreted in many ways. But ultimately it comes down to reliability and
truth. Without trust, the world simply would not function. We create documents,
money and bullet proof glass because we have lost faith which is why the most
important human values. Learn to trust and be trusted, is not anleasy task, butits
important is beyond measure. ln short, one cannot serve in a world without trust.

7. Non -Violence
It encompasses the following values-

a) Psychological: Benevolence, compassion, concern for others, consideration,
forgiveness, morality, loyalty and happiness.

I
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[)Social: Appreciation of other cultures and religions,, brotherhood, care of environment,
citizenship, equality, harmlessness, national awarenessr perseverance, respect for property,
and social justice.

!t

intelligence. But wisdom is defined as the quality of having ment.
Wisdom becomes necessary when society gets cramp with ion of
knowledge based society, wisdom becomes the necessity.

I

8. Wisdom:

Wisdom is the most important human value in many ways. lts value is very important
while living the lives. Wisdom is often confused with the words like knowledge and

ln

I
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Professional ethics

Professional ethics refers to the ethics that a person must adhere to in respect of their
interactions and business dealings in their professional life.

Personal Ethics:

F These involve your morals and values.

! They are instilled generally, during childhood, by your parents, family, and friends.
F They relate to your deep-rooted principles, and how religiously you follow them

determines the kind of person you are.
F The nature of your personal ethics depend on whether your principles have an

optimistic effect on the people surrounding you, i.e., your strict adherence to your
principles must not spoil someone else's life; a negative impact on society due to
your principles violates the very reason you are following them.

) These involve a strict code of conduct laid down at the workplace.

) Your ethics here involve adherence to rules and regulations.

) Non-compliance to such rules may risk your reputation, as your behavior will
immediately be reported as brash and unprofessional.

! Your personal views and concerns about any topic will not be of much help in a

corporate setting, how well you follow the protocol of the company is what will
matter here.

ln some cases, personal and professional ethics may clash and cause a moral conflict.
For example: I

A police officer may personally believe that a law that he is required to enforce is
wrong. However, under the Code of Conduct for the New Z_e.a lq.nd Police,he is
required to obey all lawful and reasonable instructions to enfoice'that law unless there is
good and sufficient cause to do otherwise. .7'...r"' -

l[ .. :
I

1,' ' ':

\

I

Personal ethics refers to the ethics that a person identifies with in respect to people and
situations that they deal with in everyday life.

Professional Ethics:

I
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Life Skills

F The term 'Life Skills' refers to the skills you need to make the most out of life.

ar
F Life skills are usually associated with managing and living a better quality of life. They

help us to accomplish our ambitions and live to our full potential.

) Any skillthat is useful in your life can be considered a life skill. Tying your shoe laces,

swimming, driving a car and using a computer are, for most people, useful life skills.

F The World Health Organization in 1999 identified the following core cross- cultural
a reas of life skills:

F Decision-making

F Problem-solving

Creative thinking

Critical thinking

Communication skills

lnterpersonal skills

Self -awareness

Empathy

Assertiveness

Equantimity I

Resilence and coping with stress

I

I I
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Dimer;sions of ethics :

! The different dimensions to study the ethics help in arriving at ethical decisions during
complex situation. These varied approaches to ethics look into the question of how
ethical action is determined during a particular situation.

F Human beings are confronted with situations wherein their decisions about actions may
lead to opposed and perhaps equally unwelcome alternatives.

! There are many dimensions of ethics

l. Utilitarian approach: Utilitarianism was conceived in 19th century by Jeremey
Bentham and John Stuart Mill to help legislators determine the law which were morally
correct and better. According to them, ethical actions are those that offers the greatest
ba lance good over evil.

ll. The right approach: This approach is rooted in the philosophy of lmmanuel Kant and
others who focused on the individual's right to choose actions based on his or her free
will. These philosopher stated that people have dignity based on their capabillty to
choose freely what they will do with their lives and they have fundamental moral right
to have these choices respected. The Rights Approach focuses on respect for human
dignity.
lll. Fairness or justice approach: Aristotle and Greek philosophers have contributed the
idea that all equals should be treated equally.ln tasic term, The Fairness Approach
focuses on the fair and equitable distribution of good and harm, and/or the social
benefits and social costs, across the spectrum of society. lt starts with the principle that
all equals should be treated similarly, and those who are unequal due to relevant
differences, should be treated differently in a manner that is fair and proportionate to,
or commensurate with, their difference.
lV. Common goods approach: Greek philosophers have contributed the notion life in
community is a good in itself and that our actions should contribute to that life. The
comrnon good concept was originated in ancient time by many philosophers like plato,
Aristotle, Cicero. More recently, contemporary ethicist, John Rawls defined the common
good as certain general conditions those are equally applicable to everyone,s
advantage. This approach to ethics assumes a

society comprising individuals whose own good is inextricablf linked to the good of
community.

I
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Ethical dilemmas and professional risks

) lf you have concerns at work-you .o., OrJb.bly have a dilemma.the longer you
leave resolving it.

F The more chance there is for there to be repercussions for the
organization, yourself and the standing of the profession.

> Practices resolving the dilemmas in the five case studies with help from your
professional code and the checklist below.

F Decide which principles of the code are affected and the steps you should take
to resolve the dilemma.

F CIMA does not supply legal,investment,or career advice.

F lf you consult the professional standards and department, whether by
telephone or in e mail in writing.

F The information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and
for the purpose of general guidance only.

F You are financial director of a large multinational organization and have been privy
to information about a takeover bid to acquire a rival firm.

) This situation has a clear impact on your integrity-fair dealing and truthfulness.

F Your obligations in this instance are to confidentiality.

Basic ethical principles

) General ethical principles

F There are five general principles that serve as the ideals to which psychologists
should aspire within the profession. The principles represent ethical goals but do
not explicitly inform or instruct adherence to the goals; instead, the principles
aim to influence and to guide professional behavior with respect to the
psychologist, research subjects, students, and the individuals who seek
psychological services.

I

Principle A: Beneficence ond nonmoleficence

I

t I

) The beneficence and non maleficencp principle of the APA general principles
guides psychologists to perform work that is beneficial to others yet does not
hurt anyone in the process of carrying out that work. Psychologists are to remain
aware of their professional influence and the potential consequences therein on
individuals and groups who seek counsel with the psychologist, especially with
respect to preventing misuse or abuse, while additionally maintaining awareness
of how the psychologist's own physical and mental health may.lnfluence their
work. Among professional interactiot and research, psyclqlDgists ought to
respect and protect the rights and welfdre of patients and par$cipants.

Principle B: Fidelity ond responsibility

F The fidelity and responsibility principle of the APA general piincipl", inrpir"l
psychologists to cultivate a professional and scientific environment built upon
trust, accountability, and ethical considerations. Psychologists are bound to the
community by way of their profession and must conduct themselves in a

(I
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responsible and ethical manner while also maintaining a similar check on
colleagues. Furthermbre, psychologists are expected to altruistically devote'some
of their time to the community.

Principle C: tntegrity I I

> The integrity principle of the APA general principles aims to encourage
psychologists to engage in honest, transparent practices within all aspects of the
field of psychology.

Principles of deontology.

! ln moral philosophy, deontology is the normative ethical theory that the morality of
an action should be based on whether that action itself is right or wrong under a

series of rules, rather than based on the consequences of the action.
> lt is sometimes described as "duty"- or "obligation" or "rule"- based ethics, because

rules "bindone to one's duty".
F Deontological ethics is commonly contrasted to consequentia lism, virtue ethics, and

pragmatic ethics.

> ln this terminology, action is more important than the consequences.

F The term deontological was first used to describe the current, specialized definition
by C.D. Broad in his book, Five Types of Ethical Theory, which was published in 1930.

F Older usage ofthe term goes back to Jeremy Bentham, who coined it before 1816 as

a synonym of Dicastic or Censorial Ethics.

L The more general sense ofthe word is retained in French, especially in the term code
ded6ontologie, in the context of professional ethics.

F Depending on the system of deontological ethics under consideration, a moral
obligation may arise from an external or internal source.

F lmmanuel kant's theory of ethics is considered deontological for several reasons.
First,Kant argues that to act in the morally right way,people must act from duty.

Principles of utilitarianism

F Utilitarianism gets its name from the term "utility," which in this context does not
mean "useful" but, rather! means pleasure or happiness. I

F A world ln which this thing exists, or is possessed, or is experienced, is better than a

world without it.
F Now Mill admits that we seem to value some things other than pleasure and

happiness for their own sake. I

F E.g. we value health, beauty, and knowledge in this way

> Actions Are Right lnsofar as They Promote Happiness, Wrong lnsofar as They
Produce U n happin ess

F This principle is controversial. lt makes utilitarianism a form of consequerlti3lism
since it says that the morality of an action is decided by its consequencer/--..,f UI .r, ' ..

D That can seem quite sensible. But the principle is controversial Oecaffifijtii o"Tgfd.i;r.
would say that what rdecides the morality of an actiohi-r/ the mgtfud \';'_r.
behind it. i;: I t, -.", 

,-'t ' -
F So in Bentham's time, this principle of equality was decidedly plt&i"ttU"lii fU\';;:;i

behind calls on the government to pass policies that would benefit.'Sf$;]'r:Z' ;just the ruling elite. \..1 -..-f .z:
> lt is also the reason why utilitarianism is very far removed from any t<iniEF4olfm.

The doctrine does not say that you should strive to maximize your own happiness.

t I
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> Most moral philosophers before him had held that human beings have no particular
obligations to animals since animals can't reason or talk, and th'ey lack free will.

Principlesbf Virtue Theory of Ethics

) Virtue ethics are normative ethical theories which emphasize virtues of mind
and character. Virtue ethicists discuss the nature and definition of virtues
and other related problems. These include how virtues are acquired, how they are
applied in various real life contexts, and whether they are rooted in a universal
human nature or in a plurality of cultures.

) The western tradition's key concepts derive from ancient Greek philosoohv. These
theories include arete (excellence or virtue), phronesis (practical or moral
wisdom), and eudaimonia (flou rishing

> A virtue is generally agreed to be a character trait, such as a habitual action or
settled sentiment.Specifically, a virtue is a positive trait that makes its possessor a

good human being. A virtue is thus to be distinguished from single actions or
feelings. Rosalind H u rsthouse says:

> A virtue such as honesty or generosity is not just a tendency to do what is honest
or generous, nor is it to be helpfully specified as a "desirable" or "morally
valuable" cha racter trait.

It is, indeed a character trait-that is, a disposition which is well entrenched in its
possessor, something that, as we say "goes all the way down", unlike a habit such
as being a tea-drinker-but the disposition in question, far from being a single
track disposition to do honest actions, or even honest actions for certain reasons,
is multi-track.

> It is concerned with many other actions as well, with emotions and emotional
reactions, choices, values, desires, perceptions, attitudes, interests, expectations
and sensibilities.

) To possess a virtue is to be a certain sort of person with a certain complex
mindset. (Hence the extreme recklessness of attributing a virtue on the basis of a

single action. )

) Practical wisdom is an acquired trait that enables its possessor to identify the
thing 1o do in any given situation. U n like theoretical wisdom, practical reason
results in action or decision.lrl As John McDowell puts it, practical wisdom involves
a "perceptualsensitivity" to what a situation required.

The Salient Featqres of Theory of Ethics

+

I

I

F ln moral philosophy, deontological ethics or deontology (from Greek 6iov, deon,
"obligation, duty'' is the normative ethical theory that the morality of an action
should be based on whether that action itself is right or wrong under a series of
rules, rather than based on the consequences of the action.

> lt is sometimes described as "duty-" or "obligation-" or "rule-",based ethics, because
rules "bin(l one to one's duty".Deontologica I ethics is comm$rly contrasted to
consequentia lism, virtue ethics, and pragmatic ethics. ln this terminology, action
is more important than the consequences.

} The term deontological was first used to describe the current, specialised definition
by C. D. Broad in his book, Five Types of Ethicol Theory, which was published in.1930.
Older usage of the term goes back to Jeremy Bentham, who coined it before 1816 as

a synonym of Dicostic or Censoriol Ethics (i.e. ethics based on judgement).

t
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F The more general sense of the word is retained in French, especially in the term
code de ddontologle (ethical code), in the context of professional ethics.

I F Depending on the system of deontological ethics under consideration, a moral
obligation may arise from an external or internal source, such as a set of rules

inherent to the universe (ethical naturalism), religious law, or a set of personal or
cultural values (any of which may be in conflict with personal desires).

! Deontological philosophies mmanuel Kant's theory of ethics is considered
deontological for several different reasons. First, Kant argues that to act in the
morally right way, people must act from duty (Pflichtl. Second, Kant argued that it
was not the consequences of actions that make them right or wrong but the motives
of the person who carries out the action. Kant's argument that to act in the morally
right way one must act purely from duty begins with an argument that the highest
good must be both good in itself and good without qualification.

F Something is "good in itself" when it is intrinsically good, and "good without
qualification", when the addition of that thing never makes a situation ethically
worse

fundamentals of casuist theory of professional ethics

> Casuistry is a process of reasoning that seek to resolve moral problems by
extracting or extending theoretical rules from a particular case, and reapplying
those rules to new instances.

> This method occurs in applied ethics and jurisprudence The term is also
commonly used as a pejorative to criticize the use of clever but unsound
reasoning, especially in relation to moral questions .

> Casuistry describe either a form of reasoning that is presumed to be
acceptable, or a form of reasoning that is inherently unsound and of reasoning that
is inherently unsound and deceptive.
> The Oxford English Dictionary says that the word "[o]ften (and perhaps

originally) applied to a quibbling or evasive way of dealing with difficult cases of
d uty."

> lt's textual references, except for certain technical usages, are consistentl
pejorative ( e.g.,"Casuistry destroys by distinctions and exceptions,all morality

,and effaces the essential difference better right and wrong").

> The word casuistry derives from the Latin ntorn ..rr, ("case"or "occurrence ")

Features of moral absolutism and moral rationalism

d.'
Moral absolutism is an ethical view that all actions are intrinsicall!'right or wrong.
Moral absolutism stands in contrast to other catesories of norm'ative ethical theories
such as consequentia lism, which holds that the Brorality of an act depends on the
consequences or the context of the act.
Moral absolutism is not the same as moral universalism. Universalism holds merely
that what is right or wrong is independent of context or consequencCs-\- ,

Ethical theories which place strong emphasis on rights and duties, such as the
deontological ethics of lmmanuel Kant, are often forms of moral absolutism, as are
many religious moral codes.

I
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Principles of Moral Pluralism and Ethical Egoism.

Moral Pluralism

) Moral pluralism is the idea that there can be conflicting moral views that are each
worthy of respect.

F Moral pluralists tend to be open-minded when faced with competing viewpoints.
They analyze issues from several moral points of view before deciding and taking
action.

F Moral pluralists believe that many moral issues are extremely complicated. Thus, no
single philosophical approach will always provide all the answers.

Ethical Egoism

An action is morally right if and only if it is to the advantage of theperson doingit
Arsuments For Ethical Egoism

1. An altruistic moral theory that demands total self-sacrifice is degrading to the
moral agent.

F Objection: This is a false dilemma: there are many non-egoistic moraltheories that
do not demand total self-sacrifice.
2. Everyone is better off if each pursues his or her self-interest.

F Objection: (a) This probably is not true in practice; and (b) True egoism isn't
concerned with what will make eGryone better off.

L Arguments Aeain st Ethical Esoism

't. Provides no moral basis for solving conflicts between people.

2. Obligates each person to prevent others from doing the right thing if it is not in
accord with the subject's thinking-.
3. Has the same logical basis as racism.

t

I 4. The egoist cannot advise ottl|" r, to be egoists because it w I
egoist's interest
5. No one person can expect the entire world's population to a

produce the most benefit (pleasure) for that one person

Priniciples of Feminist consequentialism?

6,1 l,

st the.first

t

! Moral rationalism, also called ethical rationalism, is a view in meta-ethics according
which moral principles are knowable a priori, by reason alone.

F Some prominent figures in the history of philosophy who have defended moral
rationalism are Plato and lmmanrEl Kant.

F Perhaps the most prominent figure in the history of philosophy who has rejected
moral rationalism is David Hume.

> Recent philosophers who have defended moral rationalism include Richard Hare
Christine Korsgaard,, Alan Gewirtch and Michael Smith.

F Moral rationalism is neutral on whether basic moral beliefs are known via inference
or not

F A moral rationalist who believes that some moral beliefs are justified non-
inferentially is a rationalist ethical intuitionism.

II
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) Conseq uentia lism is the class of normative ethical theories holding that the
consequences of one's conduct are the ultimate basis for any .iudgmdnt about the
rightness or wrongness of that conduct.

F Thus, from a corseq uentia list standpoint, a morally right act (or omission from
acting) is one that will produce a good outcome, or consequence.

> Conseq uentia lism is primarily non-prescriptive, meaning the moral worth of an
action is determined by its potential consequence, not by whether it follows a set of
written edicts or laws.

! One example would entail lying under the threat of government punishment to
save an innocent person's life, even though it is illegalto lie under oath.

F Conseq uentia lism is usually contrasted with deontological ethics (or
deontologyl, in that deontology, in which rules and moral duty are central, derives
the rightness or wrongness of one's conduct from the character of the behaviour
itself rather than the outcomes of the conduct.

F lt is also contrasted with virtue ethics, which focuses on the character of the agent
rather than on the nature or consequences of the act (or omission) itself, and
pragmatic ethics which treats morality like science: advancing.

F socially over the course of many lifetimes, such that any moral criterion is subject to
revision

ts Conseq uentia list theories differ in how they define moral goods.

F Some argue that conseq uentia list and deontological theories are not necessarily
mutually exclusive.

F For example, T. M. Scanlon advances the idea that human rights, which are
commonly considered a "deontological" concept, can only be justified with reference
to the consequences of having those rights.t'; Similarly, Robert Nozick argues for a

theory that is mostly conseq uentialist, but incorporates inviolable " sid e-con stra ints,,
which restrict the sort of actions agents are permitted to do.t1t

F Conseq uentia lism is controversial. Various nonconseq uentialist views are that
morality is all about doing one's duty, respecting rights, obeying nature, obeying
God, obeying one's own heart, actualizing one's own potential, being reasonable,
respecting all people, or not interfering with others-no matter the consequences.

Moral autonomy

F Moral Autonomy is the philosophy which is self-governing or self-determ in ing, i.e.,
acting independerltly without the influence or distortion of others Ability to relate
the problems with the problems of law, economics and religious principles - lt is

essential to have the ability to analyse a problem and finding the relation with the
existing law.

> lf the moral issues are not fulfilling and needs to be, then the t.o,lu
autonomy reflects the concept of individuality. This relates to F
one's self with the moral values one has while developing p

suggested accord in
E

to the moral issues based on the facts a

) Tolerance while givtng mora ljudgment, which may cause tro
analysis is made considering all the viewpoints of the issue, th
or might not be pleasing to the persons involved

F To have moral autonomy in all the aspects, one should have
inter One should adhere to the basic principles of humanity and should be strict with
the Don'ts he has in mind and liberal with his Do's.

) A Person must have adequate knowledge and understanding about the use of ethical

tiohs a .Moral

ea of bJilding
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language so as to defend or support his views with others. He must have better
'knowledge in understanding the importance of suglestions and better solutions
while resolving moral problems and also about the importance of tolerance on some
ctitical situations. a

F The kindness towards his fellow beings is also an important concept to be kept in
mind. lnculcation of all these important qualities enhances the skills of Moral
autonomy in a person.

F Tolerance while giving moral judgment, which may cause trouble - When the whole
analysis is made considering all the viewpoints of the issue, the final output might be
or might not be pleasing to the persons involved.

F ln the western tradition, the view that individual autonomy is a basic moral and
political value is very much a modern development.

Code of ethics of Pharmacists.

Code of ethics for pharmacists :

> Pharmacists are health professionals who assist individuals in making the best use of
medicuations with a caring attitude and a compassionate spirit, a pharmacist focuses

on serving the patient in a private and confidential manner.
F A pharmacist respects the covenantal relationship between the patient and

pharmacist.

> Considering the patient-pha rmacist relationship as a covenant means that a

pharmacist has moral obligations in response to the gift of trust received from
society.

> ln return for this gift ,a pharmacist promises to help individuals achieve optimum
benefit from their medications, to be committed to their welfare, and to maintain
their trust.

F A pharmacist promotes the good of every patient in a caring compassionate and

confidential manner.
F A pharmacist places concern for the well-belng of the patient at the center of

professional practice.

F ln doing so, a pharmacist considers needs stated by the patient as well as those
defined by hea lth science.

F A pharmacist is dedicated to protecting the dignity of the patient.

> With a caring attitude and a compassionate spirit, a pharmacist focuses on serving
the patient in a private and confidential manner. I

F A pharmacist respects the autonomy and dignity of each patient.

F A pharmacist promotes the right of self-determination and recognizes individual self-
worth by encouraging patients to participate in decisions about theirle{Qr.i}..,.

F A pharmacist communicates with patients in terms that are u ndery.i[d5&e . I
F ln all cases, a pharmacist respects personal and cultural differen/E$dnong patisfiti\

t I idi . :..,s i
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Professional objectives of a pharmacist as an employee.
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> To craft a winning resume for a job as a pharmacist, you need to show your expertise
in dispensing medications and educating patients on proper usage of prescriptions.

Examine the employer's job descriptioR to identify the exact skills the company
needs most. Here are a few qualifications you could mention in your own pharmacist

resume objective:

F Skilled in overseeing the work of pharmacy technicians and pharmacist

F Well-versed with advising patients about general health topics

F Experience administering flu shots

F Thorough understanding of prescription drug interactions

) Extensive background in running a retail pharmacy

F Working knowledge of compounding a variety of prescriptions

F Conversant with implementing initiatives to increase profitability

) Good communication skills

F Superior clinical judgment

> Strong attention to detail

F Proficient in using Pyxis System

F Ability to read and interpret prescriptions from physicians' orders

inte rns

Professional objectives of a pharmacist as a business man?

> lntegrity of character and ethical behavior are indispensable to the
profession of pharmacy.

> lt is the general opinion that the primary concern of the business is to serve

the society.
) Business must have a social concern and commitment to enjoy social

wellbeing.
F A major attribute towards transformation in business aptitude is change.

! The basic purpose of business is optimization of various economic activities
which is concerned for evaluation of business techniques

) Economic environment, a complex phenomenon deals the business with
government, public, society and community which can influence the structure
and system of country.

! Pharmacy has never been a profession for "gold-diggers. It

I

people who have genuine compassion and conce t

t
pharmaceutical care in their quest for good health

> it is important that this area of aitivitV receive i
regulation by federal and state departments of health re

f I

of u nscru pulous elements
to
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Pharmacists can trace their professional heritage to the Apothecaries of middle age who
functioned as diagnosticians while they are also mixed and dispensed therapeutic agents.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF A PROFESSIONAL AT THE WORK PLACE?

l(
) lntroduction;

) Our national library associations have a long history with most close to or having
already reached their centenary yet disruptions, from information and
communication technologies (lCT) to publishing continue to change the nature of
the profession they were established to support.

F Librarianship has become more complex through convergence with other
disciplines/professions including information and/or communications technology,
information systems, content management, web design and development, information
architecture, records management and knowledge management.

F . The complexity is further exacerbated by the tension between occupational and
organizational professionalism as libraries and information units are subsumed into their
parent organizations and commitment to the employing organization overtakes conflicts
with, and often overwhelms the commitment to the profession (Noordegraaf, 2011b;
Watson,2002).

F For a profession that has had a longstanding battle with being comfortable in its own
skin, these challenges can potentially impact significantly on the professional identity
and professionalism of its members.

) Professional identity and professionalism;

F As evidenced by the professional literature professional identity and professionalism are
inextricably linked. A professional, within a profession. This underpins their
professionalism through the behaviours, attitudes and values that underpin their
approach to their work. person's professional identity is how they see themselves as a

F Professionalidentity;

F How a person sees themselves as a professional within their profession influences how
they view their work and how they behave as they do their job (Hall, 1968). A person's
professional identity is one's professional self- concept based on attributes, beliefs,
values, motives, and experiences (lbarra, L999).

F lt is well documented in the sociological studies by Evetts (1995, 2003, 2011, 2013) that
professional identity construction begins during the educational process and is

consolidated through occupational and professional socialization.
F Professional associations plly a key role in professional identity constructionl and

maintenance through their involvement in the formal education processes and
continuing professional development (CPD), as well as in the ways they facilitate
professional socialization by connecting with their members and enabling members to
con nect with one another.

> Occupational socialization occurs both within and external to the workplace as

professionals socialize U/ith organizational and industry colleagues rather outside
their own profession. I t

. Studies that have attempted to measure professionalism have found that although both
types of socialization influence professional identity, professional socialization influences

Ethics related to Research

a
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F Minimizing the risk of harm.

> Obtainins informed consent.t"
> Protecting anonymity and confidentiality

F Avoiding deceptive practices.

) Providing the right to withdraw.

F Disclosure

) Understanding

> Voluntariness

F Competence

F Consent

F Exculpatory language

Ethics of a author of a research article?

Each person listed as an author on an author should have significantly contributed to
both the research and writing.
In addition all listed authors must be prepared to accept full responsibility for the
content of research a rticle.

The international committee of medical journal editors (ICMJE) is the recognized
international expert organization when it comes through guidelines regarding
biomedical resea rch a uthorship.
There website e.or ) lists allthe requirements for authorship

Substantial contributions to conception and design or acquisition of data or analysis
and interpretation of data.

Drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content

Policies at most scientific journals states that the person should be listed as the
author of the paper only if that person made a direct and substantial intellectual
contribution to design of the research, the interpretation of the data or drafting of
the paper.

The acknourledgments section can be used to thank those who indirectly contributed
to the work
All the authors are aware of submission and agree with content and support
submission.

Agree that the manuscript can be examined by anonymous reviewers.

Ethics of reviewing and editing a research article ?

l lnform$d consent is the prime responsibility of the rese{rcher. A standard
procedure in professional codes of ethics is 'informed consent' (Resnik 1998:
133). Seek consent for the participation from people. ln the case of children and
few other exceptional cases, the informed consent of participants, as well as

their guardians must be obtained.
F The researcher must reveal all the risks associated with the research to the

participants. She should highlight all the negative and positive aspects of the
research during the consent process. Aim, objectives and nature of the research,

I
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duration of the study, sponsors and other important information must be
revealed to the participa nts.

F The knowledge gap between the researcher and the participants must be
considered. I

) The privacy, anonymity and confidentiality of the participants and data must be
given due consideration (Jensen,2002). As professional guidelines and some
form of a cultural consensus are still being negotiated, research projects need to
consider carefully issues of anonymity, confidentia lity, and 'informed consent.

> Participants must be given an option of rejecting data-gathering devices like
camcorders, audio recorders etc.

) To make them convenient and easily understandable, the questionnaire and

other forms of rating scales must be designed in the native language of the
pa rticipants\

> Participants' safety is the prime concern. They should not be exposed to risks
greater than they encounter in their normal lifestyle.

) ln case, it's the responsibility of the researcher to protect participants from the
risks arising from their research.

) The researcher should protect and promote the rights and interests of the
participants.

) To uphold the ethical standards in the research process, the researcher must
accept and respect the principles of integrity, honesty, objectivity and openness.

Steps for sustainable development o, ecosystem

> Sustainable development is the organizing principle for meeting human
development goals while at the same time sustaining the ability of natural
system to provide the natural resources and ecosystem services up on which
the economy and society depend.

use continue to meet human needs without undermining the integrity and stability
of the natura I system.
> Sustainable development can be classified as development the needs of the
Present with out compromising the ability of future generations.

from the 1987 Brundtland Report,it ls also rooted in earlier ideas about
sustainable forest management and twentieth century environment concerns.

development, social development and environmental protection for future
generations.

humanity Target goal of human-ecosystem eqtilibrium (homeostasis), while'
sustainable development 'refers to the holiatic approach and temporal
processes that lead us to the end point of sustainability".

development and obligations of preserving the natural resources and ecosystem, the
two are traditionally seen as a of conflicting nature.
> lnstead of holding climate change commitments and other sustainability
measures as a drug to economic development, turning and leveraging them into

I
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market opportunities will do greater good.

practices in an economy is called managed sustainable development.

ciriticism, inculding the question of what is to be sunstained in sustainable
development.

a
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R17 B, PHARMACY III YEAR

*MC500: ENVIRoNMENTAL SCIENcES

B.Pharm. lll Year I Sem. LT/PI C
'l otot 0

Course Ob.jectives: Environmental Sciences is the scientific study of the environmental system and
the status of its inherent or induced changes on organisms. lt includes not only the study of physical
and biological characters of the environment but also the social and cultural factors and the impact of
man on environment.

UNIT - I

The N/ultidisciplinary nature of environmental studies
Natural Resources
Renewable and non-renewable resources:
Natural resources and associated problems

a) Forest resources: b) Water resourcesi c) Mineral resourcesl d) Food resources: e) Energy
resources; f) Land resources: Role of an individual in conservation of natural resources.

UNIT _ II
Ecosystems
Concept of an ecosystem.
Structure and function of an ecosystem.
lntroduction, types, characteristic features, structure and function ofthe ecosystems: Forest ecosystem;
Grassland ecosystem; Desert ecosystemi Aquatic ecosystems (ponds, streams, lakes, rivers, oceans,
estuaries)

uNlT - lll
Biodiversity and Biotic Resources: lntroduction. Definition. genetic, species and ecosystem diversity.
Value of biodlversity: consumptive use, productive use, social, ethical. aesthetic and optional values.
lndia as a mega diversity nation, Hot spots of biodiversity. Field visit. Threats to biodiversity: habitat
loss, poaching of wildlife, man-wildlife conflicts; conservation of biodiversity: ln-Situ and Ex-situ

conservation. National Biodiversity act.

Unit - lV
Environmental Pollution: Air pollutioniWater pollution: Soil pollution, Noise Pollution

UNIT -- V
Environmental Policy, Legislation & EIA: Environmental Protection act, Legal aspects Air Act- 1981 ,

Warer Act, Forest Act, Wild lile Act. -

Towards Sustainable Future: Concept of Sustainable Development, Population and its explosion,
Crazy Consumerism, Environmental Education, Urban Sprawl, Human health, Environmental Ethics,
Concept of Green Building, Ecological Foot Pdnt, Life Cycle assessment (LCA), Low carbon life style.

\

Course Outcomes: Upon completion of the course the student shall be able to:
. Create the awareness about environmental problems among leamers.
. lmpart basic knowledge abofut the environment and its allied problems.
. Develop an attitude of concern for the environment.
. lvotivate learner to participate in environment protection and environment improvement.
. Acquire skills to help the concerned individuals in identifying and solving environmental

problems.
. Strive to attain harmony with Nalure.



Recommended Books (Latest edition):
1. Y.K. Sing, Environmental Science, New Age lnternational Pvt, Publishers, Bangalore
2. Aga.wal, K.C.2OO1 Envaronmental Biology, Nida Publ. Ltd. Bikaner.
3. Bharucha Erach, The Biodiversity of lndia, lvlapin Publishing Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad - 380 013,

lndia,
4. Text book of environmental science and technology, Dr. M. Anji Reddy.
5. Brunner R.C., 1989. Hazardous Waste lncineration, Mccraw Hill lnc. 480p
6. Clark R.S., Marine Pollution, Clanderson Press Oxford
7. Cunninqham, W.P. Cooper, T. H. Gorhani, E & Hepwofth, M.T.2001, Environmental

Encyclopedia, Jaico Publ. House, Mumbai, 1 196p

8. De A.K., Environmental Chemistry, Wiley Eastern Ltd.

9. Down of Earth, Centre for Science and Environment
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COURSE FILE INDEX

s. No TITLE

1. VISION AND MISSION

1.1 VISION OF INSTITUTE

1.2 MISSION OF INSTITUTE

1.3 VISION OF DEPARTMENT

1.4 MISSION OF DEPARTMENT

2. PROGRAM EDUCATION OBJECTIVES, PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

2.1 pROGRAM EDUCATION OBJECTIVES (PEO',S)

2.2 pROGRAM SPECTFTC OUTCOMES (PSO)

3. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

3.1 PROGRAM OBJECTTVES (POs)

3.2 pROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOS)

4. ACADEMIC CALENDER FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2021

5, TIME TABLES FOR CLINICAL PHARMACOKIN ETICS & PHARMACOTH ERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2021

6. CLINICAL RESEARCH SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2021

7. GENERAL OBJECTIVES, SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THE IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O 2021

7.1 G EN ERAL OBJECTIVES

7.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

8. COURSE OUTCOMES FOR THE CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS & PHARMACOTH E RAPEUTICS DRUG

MONITORING IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2O21

9. CO AND PO MAPING FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020.2021

9.1 RELATIONSHIP OF COURSE OUTCOMES TO PROGRAM OUTCOMES

9.2 RELATIONSHIP OF COURSE OUTCOMES TO PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

10. COURSE PLAN FOR CLINICAL PHARMACOKIN ETICS & PHARMACOTH ERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORIN6

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2021

11, RESU LT ANALYSIS

12. QUESTION BANK

12.1 UNIT WISE SHORT QUESTIONS

12.2 UNIT WISE IONG QUESTIONS

12.3 UNIVERSIry OUESTION PAPER

13. LECTURE NOTES

13.1 UNIT WISE LECTURE NOTES .
13,2 ADD ON COURSE MATERIAT

14. MID QU ESTION PAPERS

14.1 MID QUESTION PAPERS WITH KEY

14.2 SAMPLE ANSWER SCRIPTS , - --'-...-':'-..

15. UNITTESTQUESTION PAPERS WITH KEY : '"'
15-1 SAMPLE UNIT TEST PAPERS 1,



CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS TO CLINICAL PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC DRUG

MONITORING
UNIT -1:

INTRODUCIION IO CLINICAL PHARMACOKIN ETICS

UNIT-2:
DEISGN OF DOSAG E REGIMENS

2.1 Monograms and Tabulations in designing dosage regimen

2.2 Conversion from lntravenous to oraldosing

2.3 Determination of dosage and dosing intervals

2.4 Drug dosing in the elderly and pediatrics and obese patients

UNIT.3:
PHARMACOKIN ETICS OF DRUG INTERACTION

3.1 Pharmacokinetic drug interactlons

Inhibition and lnduction of Drug metabolism3.2

3.3 ln hibition of Bilia ry Excretion

Unit-4:
THERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING

4.1, lntrod uction

4.2 lndividualization of drug dosage regimen (Variability- Genetic, Age and

ht, disease, lnteracting drugs )

4.3 lndications for TDM, Protocol for TDM

4.4 Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamic Correlation in drug therapy

4.5 TDM of drug used in the following disease conditions: cardiovascular disease,

Seizures disorders, Psychiatric conditions,and Organ transplantations

2.L Renal im pa irme nt

5.2 P ha rmaco inetic considerations

Ge ne ral a pproach for dosage adjustment in renal d tse a se

Measurement of Glomerular Filtration rate and creatinine clearance

5.5 Dosa8e adjustment for uremic patients

5.6 Extracorporeal removal of drugs

5.1 Effect of Hepatic disease on pharmacokinetics

U NIT,5

DOSAGE ADJUSTMENT IN RENAL AND HEPATIC DISEASE

5.3

5.4

UNIT-6
POPU LATION PHARMACO KIN ETICS

6.1 lntroduction to Bayesian Theory

6.2 Adaptive method or dosing with feed back

6.3 Analysis of Population pharmacokinetic data
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UNIT-7

PHARMACOG EN ETICS

7 .1, Genetics polymorphism in drug metabolism:Cytochrome P-450 lsoenzy me5

Genetic polymorphism in drug transport and d rug targets

Pha rmacogenetics and p harmacokinetics / Pharmacodynamic considerations
1.2

7.3
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1.1 vISION OF INSTITUTION

> To become an eminent institut€ by providing excellent pharmaceutical education and research

to improve healthcare needs of community and technological aspects of industries

1.,2 MISSION OF INSTITUION

> To set up the institution with academic excellence by imparting education through high quality

inf rastructure and technologies in pharmaceutical sciences.

> To train pharmacy students through student-centric teaching and learning processes to

accomplish industrial research and social needs

> To develop pharmacy professionals as responsible citizens of a society with ethical valves

QUALTl'Y POLICY
Samskruti College of Pharmacy strides towards excellence, by adopting a system of qualitative

policies and processes with continueimprovements to enhance student's skills and talents for their

exemplary contribution to the society, the nation and the world. The college sha ll strive to become an

"lnstitution of Excellence" in the field of pharmacy studies.

1.3 VISION OF DEPARTMENT
2 To be a recognized global leader in developing solutions for evolving healthcare challenges

1.4 MISSION OF DEPARTMENT
> To improve healthcare quality and outcomes through educating the next generation of

pharmacists and pharmaceutical scientists in an environment fostering intellectual curiosity,

through pursuing impactful basic and applied research, and through developing and

evaluating models of clinical practice.

2. PROGRAM OUTCOMES (PO',S)

PO1: Describe the Etiopathogenesis of selected of selected disease states

PO2: Discuss the various methods involved in the diagnosis selected disease statue

Po3: lnterpret and analyze the selected laboratory results of specific disease states

Po4: Describe the therapeutic approach to manaBe the selected diseases

PO5: Discuss the rationale for drug therapy of the selected disease

PO6: ldentify the controversies in drug therapy
PO7: Develop the individualized therap€utic plans based on diagnosis

PO8: ldentify the p atie nt-s pecific parameters relevant in initiating the drug therapy

POg: Describe evidence based medicine
F- (),,
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3. PROGRAM SPECIFICF OUTCOMES

> To understand therapeutic Soals of the drugs used in different diseases.

i To check & analyze drug interactions, adverse drug reactions

,- To understand dose and frequency ofthe medications
> To understand the time-course of clinical and laboratory indices of therapeutic response and

adverse effects

5, TIME TABLE FOR PHARMD 5 YEAR 20211-2022
PRACTICALS

(9:30am-.
12:30pm)

L

U

N

c
H

THEORY( 1:15PM TO 4:15PM )

MON DAY 1 3

TU ESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THU RSDAY

FRIDAY

CLINICAL

PHARMACOKIN ETICS &
PHARMACOTH E RAPEUTIC

DRUG MONITORING

DAY

CLINICAL RESEARCH _ DT. SURYA DEVARAKONDA

6. CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS & PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC DRUG

MONITORING SYLLABUS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR2021,-2022

Theory : 2 Hrs./Week

1. lntroductiontoclinicalPharmacokinetics.

2. Design of dosage regimens: Nomograms and Tabulations in designing dosage regimen,

Conversion from intravenous to oral dosing, Determination of dose and dosing intervals, Drug

dosing in the elderly and pediatrics and obese patients.

F. ()p
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2.

C L IN ICAL

PHARMACOKIN ETICS &
lpuaRvacorHrRnpruttc

DRUG MONITORING

Fsarunoav

3. Pharmacokinetics of Drug lnteractions:

a. Pha rmacokinetic drug interactions

b. lnhibition and induction of Drug metabolism



c. lnhibition of Biliary Excretion

4. Therapeutic Drug MonitorinS:

a. lntroduction

b. lndividualization of drug dosage regimen (Va ria bility-Ge net ic, Age and Weight, disease,

lnteracting drugs)

c. lndications for TDM,'Protocol forTDM

d. TDM of drugs used in the following disease conditions: cardiovascular disease, Seizure

disorders, Psychiatric conditions, and Oral transplantations.

5. Dosage adjustment in renal and hepatic disease.

a. Rena I impa irment

b. Pharmacokineticconsiderations

c. General approach for dosage adjustment in renal disease

d. Measurement of Glomerular Filtration rate and creatinine clearance

e. Dosage adjustments for uremic patients

f. Extracorporeal removal of drugs

g. Effect of Hepatic disease on pharmacokinetics.

6. Population Pharmacokinetics

a. lntroduction to Bayesian Theory

b. Adaptive method or dosing with feedback,

c. Analysis of population pharmacokinetic Data

7. Pharmacogenetics

a. Genetic polymorphism in drug metabolism:Cytochrome P-450 lsoenzymes.

b. Genetic polymorphism in drug transport and drug targets.

c. Pharmacogenetics and Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics considerations.

7 GENERAL OBJECTIVES, SPECIFIC OBIECTIVES FOR CLINICAL

PHARMACOKINETICS & PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING

IN THE ACADEMIC YEARzO2I-2022

YEAR & BRANCH : llI-PHARM D

ACADEMIC YEAR :2O2O - 2021
NAME OF THE SUBJECT : CLINICAL PHARMACOKIN ETICS & PHARMACOTH ERAPEUTIC DRUG

MONITORING
NAME OF THE FACULTY : DR.SURYADEVARAKONDA

DESIGNATION: PROFESSOR

DEPARTMENT: PHARMACY PRACTICE

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to impart knowledge and skills necessary for contribution

to quality use of medicines. Chapters dealt cover briefly Pathophysiology and mostly therapeutics of
various diseases. This wi!l enable the student to understand the Pathophysiology of common diseases

and their ma nagement.
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7. 1 GENERAL Otsl tiCTI\zES:
This course is designed to impart knowledge and skills necessary for contribution to quality use of
medicines. Chapters dealt cover briefly Pathophysiology and mostly therapeutics of various diseases

This will enable the student to understand the pathophvsiology of common diseases and their
management. At completion of this subject it is expected that students will be able to understand -

1. The pathophysiology of selected disease state and the rationale for drug therapy;
2. The therapeutic approach to management of these diseases;

3. The controversies in drug therapy;
4. The importance of preparation of individualized therapeutic plans based on diagnosis;

To study identify the patient-specific parameters relevant in initiating drug therapy, and monitoring

therapy (including alternative, time-course of clinical and laboratory indices of therapeutic response and

adverse effects)

B, COURSE OUTCOMES

PD 5.lJ : CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS AN D PHARMACOT'H IlliAl']Elll'lC D RUG

MONITORING [Theory)
CO 1 : To get basic information on clinical pharmacokinetics and design of a dosage regimen and

application of concepts of pha rma cokin etics to individua lize the drug dosage reSimen.

CO 2 :To asses and manage the drug interactions with clinically significant PK-PD drug interactions

CO 3 : To get knowledge on design and implementation of therapeutic drug monitoring services for

va rious drugs

CO 4 : To attain information on adjustment of the dosage regimen for patients with renal / hepatic

impairments

CO 5 :To understand the concept regarding population pharmacokinetics aryl-P@penetics
..' q '.': rt,

*J/



9. CO AND PO MAPPING FOR THE CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS AND

PHARMACOTHERAPEUETIC DRUG MONITORING FOR THE

ACADEMIC YEAF. 2O2O-202I

COURSE NAME :CLINICAL PHARAMCOKIN ETICS AND PHARMACOTH E RAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING FOR

THF ACA DE M IC Y E AR 2O2O-2O21

CLINICAL PHARMACOKIN ETICS AND PHARMACOTH E RAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING

9.2 RELATIONSHIP OF COURSt.] OUTCOMES AND I'ItOGRAM OtI'I'COMIIS

COURSE NAME : CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS AND

PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING FOR THE ACDEMIC YEAR 2O2O-

2021
co. PD503 psol PSO2

C1, PD5O3 7

C2, PD5O3 3 2

c3. PD503 3 2

c4. P0503 3 2

c5. PDs03 2

AVERAGE 3 2

Faculty ln-CharBe
t

I
ll

li

//t
/7,l ,.,7

PO12PO8 PO9 PO10 PO 11PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7PO1 PO2 PO3

33 3 3 3 32 3 33 3c1 PD503
22 3 3 3 3 22 3 32C2 PD503
32 2 2" 2 3 33 3 3C3 PD5O3
322 3 3 3C4 PD5O3
23 3 3 2 2 23 2 32C5 PD5O3

2.6 2.6 2.63 2.6 2.8 2.8 2.62.6 3 2.6AVE RAG E 2.6

33

3 13 lr

.7^\



10. COURS E PLAN FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-20'27

YEAR & BRANCH :lll- PHARM D

ACADE M lC YEAR : 2020'2021
NAME OF THE SUBJECT :CLINICAI PHARMACOKINETICS AND PHARMACOTH ERAPEUTIC DRUG

MONITORING
NAIV]E OF THE FACULTY : DR,SURYA DEVARAKONDA

DESIGNATION : PROFESSOR

DEPARTMENET : PHARMACY PRACTICE

TEXT BOOKS:

1, TEXI BOOK OF CTINICAL PHARMACOKIN ETICS AND PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC DRUG

MONITORING BY DT. SHIVASHAKTI.

2. CONCEPTS lN CUNICAL PHARMACOKINETICS BY ROBIN SOUTHWOOD (AUTHOR), VIRGINIA H

FLEMING (AUTHOR), GARY HUCKABY 9AUTHOR) l AUGUST 2018

S. NO T-BOOK
R-BOOK

PROPOSED

NO OF

PERIODS

PROPOSED

DATE

1

2 T-1

T-2

1

1

1

13-8 202

21-8-2022

27 -8-2021rO 28-8 2021.

24 -9 -2021- r O 25 -9 - 2021

8,10-20 21

22- L0-2021- 1 0 23 - 10-202r

26 - 1L-202 L r O 27 -1-1--2021

4-12-2021,

Monograms and Tabulations in

designation dosage regimen

2

1

8

2

TOPIC TO BE COVERED

lntroduction to clinical pharmacokinetics

r-2 2from intravenous to oral

dosing
3 I Conversion

T-1 2 3 -O9 -2021- r O 4-09 -2021Determination of dose and dosing

inte rva ls

4

17 -9-202L TO 18-9-2021,T1 2Drug dosing in the elderly and pediatrics

and obese patients.

Pharmacokinetics drug interactions6

T-1lnhibition and lnduction of drug
metabolism

1

2r-2Therapeutic drug monitorinB
i I zg-to-2021 To 30-10-2021T-2lndividualization of drug dosage regimen

6-11,-20211T-1Va ria bility-Genetic, ABe and Weight,

disease, lnteracting drugs
10

19- 11-2021 TO 20-11-2021T-1lndications for TDM, Protocol for TDM11

r-2

I2

72 Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic
Correlation in drug therapy
TDM of drugs used in the following
disease conditions: ca rdiovascular
d isease,

T-2 174 Seizure disorders
17 -r2-2 _Tq18-12-2021T-1 2Psychiatric conditions15

1 {EE-t4apzrr-2Organ transplantationst6
T-1 1Dosag e adjustment in Renal and hepatict7 31:12-2021- ..

T-1

l

2

[-"

10-12-2021,

I

2-,-\



D isea se

18 Renalimpairment T1 2 7 -1_ 20?2 rO 8-1,-2022

19 Pharmacokinetic considerations T-1 2 ) 1 -"1 -) o22 T O 22-1-2022

20 General approach for dosage

adj ustment in Rena disease

T1 2 28-1 2022 rO 29-1,-2022

21 Measurement of Glomerula r Filtration
rate and creatitine clearance

r-2 2 4-)-)O22TO 5-2-2022

22 Dosage adjustment for uremic patients T-1 2 rr-2-2022 ro 12-2-2022

23 Extracorporeal removal of drugs I2 2 25-2-2022 rO 26-2-2022

Effect of Hepatic disease on
pha rmacokinetics

T-1 )

lntroduction to Bayesian Theory T-1 2

26 Adaptive method or dosing with
feedback

7 19-3-2022

27 Adaptive method or dosing with
feed ba c k

2 25-3-2022 rO 26-3-2022

28 Analysis of popu lation pharmacokinetic

d ata
T-1

1,

2Genetic polymorphism in drug

metabolism: Cytochrome P-450

lsoenzymes

30 Genetic polymorphism in drug
meta bolism: Cytochrome P-450

lsoe nzymes

r-2 2 1_s -o 4 -2022 r O 16-0 4- 2022

31 Genetic polymorphism in drug transport
and drug targets

T-1 2 22- 0 4 -2022 T O 23 - 04-2022

32 Genetic polymorphism in drug transport
and drug targets

r-2 1 29 -03 -2022 T O 30- 3- 2022

33 Pha rmacogenetics and
pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamic
conside rations

T1, 2 6-5-2022 rO 7 5-2022

2!

25

4 3-2022rO 5-3-2022

71-3 2022 fO 1,2-3-2022

1--4-2022

8-4-2022 rO 9-4-2422

*, d. .j

\

r-2

I2
___.1
29

T-1

.7
r/



I fheropoc.tc d*X mo-nitoring ('rOrrl) is neoerally cle-|ined as the
6lrn;ca.l la6oratpn/ roeasureroenl ol a chemiccrl Taramden lral,
cpitb approprf ale rn<dical irtterpre tatclr) crri tl dirrcttH ir-rjlueoce
d-X prcscrbrng procedurrs. Cthertpise: TDn.l r(bers to the

ind;vi&o.[ira-to, ab d.u? aosane !6 mat6l66nin7 plasrna or.
ltood dru{ Coocentracftons toiLhin a +aVkd tberapeulic
t-ar'lqe crh t-oindo,o. 87 cotn[:pip, knou:ted6e O-U phorr,aceuliq
phorrn6l6gkioekcs and pharrna666lTnamicS.

TDI'4 enables the o-ssessrnerrt of 1ie etticocy ond salreJ./

4-
-rhe

o. parkcular rnedica*ion in

nol "t thrs Process ;s
o. Vari€{y of ctr6;..r1 Settngs

1D',ndivi<lualile tterapruli{-
beoef;{.lenivr''eos t ' Opt;rno.l paireri-l

-l'radihooall.d,TDM i'nvolv€s roeostrrinT drcrg
Concerrl.ra*ions in various L>tolo6;cal $lulds ard rrltrpeko1
tbtse colCe nka-tions in *e rr', s rt re lerrarrl ell n',c al pa ra rDe+ers.

Cllo;cal phorrr-,ocis-ls aod phorrn6165[og;S{S Lrse plarrt'>acOt;ne}iC
pv?oc',ples to agsess th€se irrkrpr< tobons,

OBJFCTIVES:

-)-To a.tLain rapid anql sde coocerrhaton of d-g io plosma

Nithin the desirecl Lherapecrt,c rloqr- in order lo Pnvidetre
s.tr<st approacb to optirnal dru6 tberapf,

-) TD COordinale 6tinical pharma.cotogy, patfiotogy, chenf,.SLn],

-toucotogT, o.oa.lg.t;cal chem:st3 ood roedicioe.

-! TO rernove empirrco,f trial and e.ror apFroach.

t

,ifl
Sa

Ko
IG

'4

I

#'





(?)

POEPOSE OF THERflPEL]TIC DRT) q fvlo^trloPlNt cI .

Per$orroioX IOt'1 reqluites a routtidiscrplinorg apprDach.

Drcural e aM CliolCall? rrleaDiD3bul drug concerrbraf,o.s cre

attainable ontV u7 cornplet€ coltaboro.too bg o. rD[4 teorn,tlpicalt{

Cornpr?sed on sciedrs*s, ClinicicrnS, nurSe!., ond pbar.",acists.
E,{cellen-t corn rouoicoti on cL.r)o-,:l A team roerDbers is n€cess@f?

to enstrfe that lrtst Pract,ces iD rDt'4 dr€ .trct',ieved.

The lndiczLioo. tp- d'u? rocroi'LorioV l->ove tr;;denecl to

inc(ude ef!;cacc6 , cornpliance' dru1-d"'A ;rrlet'ctcttctns-' toxicil-<6 
I

avoidance, and therapX CeSSatcrn .'-or.,1fp'rinfl'

plasroa dt,6 cctnceottation roeoscrf€ rDe

hetplul in Several C;'rcurnstaoces ' oJthou'q b

c6 not oPPl% ealuolll to ewr,tr drctn'

l4e c.Surtog ptosrna corre#-atOt S -c rl ae hetpbul, l-o<-oever

as a louo roeoscrrerne nt reflects eitber poor recent

CornPliance ur uoder Lreatroen{. pooh coroPli6.nce rs rropltccrled

it tne pihe.rf is Pr-€scrib€d q cfose Lhql is rrnlikclT to be

61s socia1ad b: th a r.reasured loco cor) centrat on on it- a

pk€v;cus r-easc.remeril Sct3TeSttcl t}lal -the ptrzsma aotceOtratrOn

Shou ld be b1qhe'r for tf-,e, q,veo dose ,

, t.t h"., ;oita-kng drct6 tberaplrfire pbusician rr)a(d|

, +r", it urseful 1o FneaSclt€ the plast':a drctT cooceotrotior'l

I and toitor -11'>e dosagq to fhe incl;vi dual . Tl-lig c{rreclivC

, applies to all d'rtrgs, a.lthough ?t is rnos-t i.rrpoztant fur"

those LDit-h halt?(rJ a7>erQpt cr*C "v-aDgcs scrch as li t6turn,

o-ls "ilot,e
€ctcb iod

rr..tr
lca{roq

be
l^r)a

tao kb

q

o

/
I

( c'_

\

Sarn ,t t"l,
,./Kon

,l

I{

;*

:.i,r,ri)
,/$.,\.

6gctosprir>e, cld arr>:noqlTcos't[e
r





o
NlEc ESs ITV / rNlDlctr\Ttol-ts O F 'i-D M:

lrtthich dru1s reapired rnonitoriog ancl kJhere it is indicoled?

a. pbarr>a.cokirrhc \rari ah;tl.r\. e.X, aspir?D, dinoxin,
Q. Conc. reLakd thercrpruf,6 6,.16 adverse al6cts e.g: pbenT;oio:

A+a'ti a, Ver|,.q6, d focrtsi n eSS .

Z. Ntarroco Tberapeukc f,nd.e^r : dtlo.rin-

4. E|fecl d-,f1icutt to msn;tc,-r.

5' lnlrv Jndivrdual v^ayfatiDyrs in roetttbolisrn-

6. Safuration kinehc5 lo.',qprcfiple.- pq5o 2-(i-q.

X. Drffircult tD VecoAnited *ox;crl-t1 cl:.niCaltX; CTclospoyin,

Se.-rure S.

ahcl lerral diseo-ses: arrllrrofll?CosSiJe.

drcq tferaeg a^d d*X irl-erachon, prolcenicid

level o$ fxniclllin"

I prllenfs cornplianc{ -

OruX assaUs a-re costlT, So tl-p reasb't) tc|.-' rnrnrlor'.n?
ancl the addttional in$o'rnatio-rr to Le. ?aioed (,$ anr|)

Shocrld be Carefuill cons;dered. ftr *>rva druXs, tl-,eraputi4

drcr2 '.r->a>ila,',nq helps +o incl-eas€ efifitcac? Cvdo.onHaA,

1o rlecrease {ox;cl*g Cporcteel r"ol) aod -to atssis{ diagunsis

(salrcl(akO. go.rt;6" rrox-:itot'..n7 ls not crclvoczlted t-"

hoost d*7s' o-n

be P€rfo"rned -

lg atinicatlg rY->€anintbu I11s outd

W,,
t{i, /

6. ute p.rtic

1. 1Y.!tlple

:ncfeasS

to. pouEttd

.il,

q
o'i

;j,lil1

t
I

col :/
ln;:

-..-_i,--*l-l*-lt
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o
'fbe oeprDprfdrle indiccrkons to-, therapeut. d.t rnor;i-tozi

Caod e*amplrs) include:

T-cotlc,+?;

- dioXnosin? {61rci\ 'rbme iS
pofit rrturnd $9zre n-t<o-led Ctrne'< p

tak:nq clr qozio).

Fvoid:ng {ozici*<4 Cornino6licos'tdes, ct6ctos poain) -

Dts'tr,€ |

-Bblrr 716ea ad1uslment Cusuatlg af-Le- recLchrnX q
stcadg st.o.+e).

.-..A<sessr.€n+ q oAeq*ak toodr.rT dose Catk- sLattlng

phehftoin t'reatroent).

-Dpse forecasting +o ktp predi6'f o potien*( doSe

l-eqrutremerrk Car,,ino ,1.psid.O,
Moo''Foriogl

u.:hen tbe

lcrined

clinrcal S

naLrsea i Y)

x"d
(1

- Os sessioT

in pcrtien'fs

Dla.gnoSin?

$ot propbgloctic drufs
j rorncrno S.l ppre s eo o-l S) 

"

co.n plionc 6 fao*;coovulsan*f coocerrl"r-crk ons

havioX n<a1uertl se;zul-eSJ.

u.,det treqtm"o{ C parkcutarlT rm,Po-rtarrt

such as ao-li coovu-lsan-fs,

- l)iaSnos;ng -b-ailed

Cao hetp drstroquish
no-D*Cornpliooca and adwxe efr6ec.ls

tne undertging 6[tSeaSe).

tt-rrapg C tberapectLc d ru6 mo-nitcntng
EeLt^ren ?rcbfi<clve druX,lrea*rnen{:

.)
C

-i.

+
it

t$-dd," c;fllarn'ar

llFtj!.90t:o,,





'J. f)ecisrot't to feqzuest'

{ -o^nt7 tcrxrc:\r

V Lack * respo-nse

./ Pss"ss r.rent at cc..nPl iaD'e'

t/Assess tl,erapg aftcr rcq"rnen ahaoqe

/ polcn-tlal drug ;n{eractiops'

v c hroric od6.;nis-trCrtron oee/.ed,

: , pat:en1 d"rnog'.aphtcs.

B. -T-irne tf- Sornpte tr:itM-raura0-

Ar- Collerlic,n "h 
brologtccrl Sarnple-

5. Lc.boro-totr7 rneo-s.rrernent-

certain d s

c.
.i.' ot P(arPt

tx'egao &l--
c:.1m5

Ko.'rdaPd
M.:(l c lr lli -5]'l3c I

Thevapeufi c ter,1(
Cfi ln',r]-.

+1" cb)D*x

Qerrlanlcirt€ rf,- 6

-f) rni ka.cio Lo-25z.a

L

2q-q o tt- ILCar$1p4Lg1n

o-n- zna 16!
Dqn'Xino-

.tclospotioe
-aoo -aro ne/rrl0

The ophgtlin6 1-t2 4 o-a

5-6

-''--
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.r-1

o'8-7 z.n*qly
Ldhium

46-
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qlgqY PRorocol FoR TDM;

r. l-?ttle .t S" s+.,ag/pto;cr{

2. Tnvesti6abozs.

1. chief invesf.gator.
P. fotnt investgafu'>
5 co- ;n vest,gato'r a) clinica I

b) Research $elloco.

3, Ptace of stuclT'

q. Poterrl reou-{..,err[ Ple ce.

5' Need to- -rOrq S-kiC?.

6. oasective ts studg.

+ CriJeria to- Sel"ckon o[ Fatre rrls

6. Pc.tient hrstorq

€. lzl-tithdrqt,:al 6t btood sampl€ and Sto.rag.

lo tns*rurnenta.l 5o.r
a) r.,reasuremen+ cf d-? levets

b) rqeasurerrenl aY clioica.l Vr,rar,.,ek

C EcA, EEG, ResPr'-atoo efc )
I l' Re po-rt p-,epiration,

ta Clin;cal irrlerpre*ab s6 -
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(4)

2t tDlvtDt>ALIdATIDNI OF DOSR AE PEGI n.lEl\J.

D.rt ?" Reg;men -Dosctqe reqimrn ,s
in Loh?ch tlre d*X tS tqkeo.

de-!;ned as tbe t.rlo.or)

.-)For some dr.r?S tlke a.nalges:cs Sio6te dose is eJficiertt
Optiroa-l fherapeutic e$$ect [-,a,cever tbe duroton o-[ rn
illnesses are Lon3e-' than the tberapeutc e$fect prod

osL

CrCC

bj G, $oqLe dose, 2-n Such cascs drugs are recyu,ittqJ
to be tqten oll a Yepetthve bases over a y-riod of
*;rne depeodioX uporr the natu"re crD rllness.

-5 .Dn Optrr.ol rout.lrple dosaXe l.egirnen iS Lt-re Oroe ;o i
I

1,^.r6ich the drug iS odrnro;stered iD Suitoble doseS roith 
:
I

Su!'[rcren* \requencl $at €nsqres rno;n*646666 91 ptosrno.l

cozrc, LDlth'in the therapeutrc u,rinda-o F.y eohre clt,rotrotj
of theraP,T- ;

J nrotvrDLroLrzoroNl.

-) Rat,onc.l dl'ug theraVy Teqlc{i?es ?ndivic.lucrtifahO,n o}-
Dosage YeltmQo tD +tt o. par|..cula--, patieoYs neec,l s *rhe

apflicafion $ pborrnacok.;ne-kc priociplrs irl the dosage
feqiyDeo design -b-o-y the Sale qrd ei-bech\.e rnanoT<rr>eol
crt itlness io :odlvietual fzttren{ iS colled os Clrn;6611

phcrrmoccr k;oeftcs .

--> Sorrre dose crf

pbarrnaco lo9 ;c

d*g roa-g 1>-,-oduce la-r1e difserenCeS in
7e SPor)s€ in Cl i$.ge.rt n{

Cc.tled as fu!::g_trs.+
roeans tbat the dose
l.€SporSe L.-a2ieS *.i-orn

variab-, li* .d [.
requi-r€d 1D p-ao

in{ivrdqql tO i

incl iv,dcrats; tbis ,iS

olber t:ro'ods tf
d..ce o CerLqii)

ahn

.!

()





-fbere orre tf.z'te

Pharrnaco kroetirs

fes?oose to d*n

loloo tcAL PccroRs
F?e

Gencler
qENErlcs
DiSc ase S ,

rr-)a";o sources

o| druqs ood
"b wa(,c.brl;+7

Co-n Sequentlc6

n

pati eo l/s

s

D-rt-rg absotPtion

SgSL<rni c Ci'7cula ol')

sr..le of ac&onr

J
r)iLra etbecls.r

()iStT LT on
M€tabo lis
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SoStrrt
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BIO LOG, IC O L trRCTDR-S:

l.Fee'.
:} -lbe $'actcrrs -ttat cttfcct d*g
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-; -thcrS r in tbe neona{e

P€r6,S+S $o: tt e $:r-sb
ot dqe Sastaic o.ctd
r-fa-lcre.

(")

o Coldikon ot achlozhgdrio
c^:eek ct [ib€, and olt g afte.r 3gea
Sec-o-etton ctpFrrp61ches tbe adutt-

-) Gastarc
ivre gala'v

-) S keletal
rnusc{e

empl.-4:nX

duvinV

musc[€

iS a-oso

the ea.'rl

hr)ass i S

P.}-otonged and Pelistalsls is

? roonlbs crb t'rbe '

also rDuch red.rced, ond

{end to prr:rncrFe botb blood
ao ioLrarnLrscula.rlg adrn;nt5{<4"f

gcrslrr6 erol:tgiog, ooc{
qnd btood $tou: orq

Corrbrzacho-nS., tohl ch
ftoc, and Sp-<ading of
drcrq, are reta-hvely brebte,

*! Pn e le"rated gaslorc pl-l -1 a detaT in

both clirn?n;Shed irr*cstrnal rnoht;tg
also seen in the etderlg.

*J Difile"tnces ',n dw;tX c'-bso'r'phoz'r ar4o-rl? adults, the Ve:_2

rdoun? and the e tcle'r{g , ore -there fiort €repec E<d.

-_\ Qenerallg-l chronges in 'rale

ctbso"rptton Qre totr-'d .

-) Tbese CbaoX

thcen in tbe

-! chl tdren ofite n

-) e cco-,rd.iaglg , rn Su bSeqTuerll

Ob ctb S6zp-fi6-r-2 rS assurnecl

.-> 1q rrra.jcrY eaccepioo r5 fcrr

+o ti",e e lde'rr tg , cr-: beze O'ral

al€.

'ratbeT fP-ror-, i rl e-xtent ofi

es *eod to be [ess apparenl in the elcleTl6

\...ry \our->fl.

d.Pp€ak Lcl a-Erso-tb drugs as cornPlek16

adutts.ctndl if an2tt'>lnflt rnor€ fapicltg than

ca-.iccrIatcns

no1 Lo tro"]X

Soroe -fits.t

ofr dosage, €x Lent

F;,

d i u€s. €iven
No

t,.; i +h

(ondaPur {v )' Gha
Medcl..:' Dtst. Pll

broawriIab,li

I
I

I





tl

+The ho.$ l;!" is sbor{cst around a gecnr o}.age; i-[ ts
to'ogesa in bcrLh rrcobo.rn arcl eldetlc. pahenlS.

._) Xn prernat r'" 6ecob5r'os, .Jr6 urinar(, e*cr€hcr, is eyen
mote deprcssed p<r pilog-,ctrn a,., bdy coeight tt-,an in

neo-oa'tesfull-tc-'r',
_) f\4etobolic

-time y<qlu

ac& vt{'7

iYed -bo-r

r-a V toke rno-ntlos to rna.Lu.re, tbq
matura-hon tfo'z-res q)i t-h *betrl I
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pharmacokrnedrc Dos;nX Method

CLEARNNCE E9TIMRTE

a4closporine ?s alrnost completel^/ rnc{abolreed t*{ ht tiuo('

t)n{ortunotclq, +here rs no qoocl uraq to estmate +hc elirnihotion
i

characterrskcs o.[ l'vot rnctabolized' drtrqs uSlriq on endqtnous

matkcr o{ lruex m {unchon .,,1-r *he <amc {'aEh:orL thaL serum

Crrotinine and esf;rnar.41 creaininc cleoranc€ are used to

Cshmatcthee|irninohonofaqcnL<thatareg{enoltYelirn.;naFd
Because o{ Lhrs-, a pahcnt is cokqoriL€d accordinq {o the

dlseose g{otes ond condtfions {hat are knouun lo chonqe

Cqc[ospotinectea.oncgand+hccleorancePg(eutougtq.ncasured
ln thcsc 6tudtes rs uSea os an eSfima+e o*thc c-utrent

paticnL's clcoronc€ :tate' F1r etornptc' an adutt 'ttonspbnt

Patrcnt u;tth ^"''-oi 
;t'* function urocrtd bt assiQncd a

cqctosPorin e c\(ato"t" '*c 
eQuot 

'to 
6r^L /"oln1gq' urt'ltc a

ptdiarn c trorLePt;"; ;;""t 
u:ith thc (arnc p'rohlt- woutd

be&(!urncr-{ 
+" ttlut G cqctoEPorinc cLtar4nce 6l romtf'rr:n/f1

jelectioru o& AwroPliate pharrnacoKineftc rnodcJ and

E4uo'tons.
in{us',on ot oroltq' cqclotPor;ne

ruherL qtucn bq irdrrovehous

corn?drtrneh t rnodcl
absor beC cr::th votioble
r,lhcn orat thcrOPtl

d Sornc Pakentt mcY
,'11g5fi6lion "'t6[sor tzhon xGtt5, on

o.' OCCuf tuh CSt( A fnOI.'(rnUrv.\ CO

c adrninis'lr oUon tPith o
hen ornan

|Lcr dosoq
hou'g a+E-r'

-fot19Lrr5 a +u)O
rs o.{tcn err-otca(tt1

cho stn, druqthc

Scco

eued
nd rnall

& -3 hourg o
rnUrf- cO

bsorPb,on Pt

nccnttofion &-tJ

oftte ond
ac l''i

have a "double -?@Yn

thaL because

S

?

{ -th.c corng\e* o
4fie
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0
,4 usu6'lhd

odrnintSLered 4t-rrtce doitg' G UC13
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pharrnarckr nct,c e,ltlat;on 4ha'l catrutlo.9ct *he ave-raqe

Cqchospofi.nc Steodq - LlaLc Scrurn c-oncrntraton ICES1n nqlmL=

)tqlu)u widett{ uecd and attours 66i1-{enance dosc

6P6nPrr{aton'

' Css = [r co/-r! ,/cror 6 = fcss'ct'rJf e

F rs thc 6'.oavoitabit':tr1 -tracfion &r thc orald"lQ: -f"

{'F avera4c: o'z ot 
'o'i'+o' 

rnost Patient PoPutations

l,or dosaqe 'fo'msl'

rm

oh d

D is the dose o{ cqdosporine in rnitliqroms'

CLr: cqctosporinc cttoranc' in ltters per frouv;

irtclvol th flo''" s

T is.the dosaqt t::'":..--' .,-+rauer\ouslul a5 ;ntermi{EnL
al the' dr''rq " 

*'4" q"'* inttoucnoustq a5 in{-r

in.flutslons' thc *;'""tti eq'ua{ion 4or thot :routc o'[

adrnin;Straton ig, crs = [plr] l:t ol ,rr^r':.;;.ro,rs 
,.,t ovehorrs

a'[ the drul ls 'Lo t'}e qiven Gs o

infuslon. ttrc eauaton -for thoL method ol odminiS4ra'hon

1S

Css - Ko/cl ' ot Ko = Cgs- Ll- '
'Hlhtxe'ko is th1 tnfu:ion' gtate'

SfeaOY - STffT E, co!'lcENTRaTroK) SELECTToN\ '

clinrciang should bccome '-fo"'lltot 'r:i{'h 
thc cqctoePorih(

Proto'coL5 used of +he vctjou:insf'klb'or's ot t.Df ich  hci

giact;,gl' rqt{Kouqt' 'i 
ls untlKctL{ +hct rteadq stote has b'en

ihr".r.d, Lq clo r p ot','^' t, tot'*ntva'hc^s qte ttl\ot tl- 
:6no' 

n t'

on d darrg 6osrs, Iv;;;* 
':1i0" 

ehqnqes :*j'' -de the

?ye-vious 
doq' o'^r"nq -bo'l*re cnbico't nab'i o{ the



therapeuti c e4lec\' provlded 69 thc druQ'

Literah.rr e- %.seA Rccornrncnded Dolinq

Because o't t-he torqe arnount o* varta{::lrt1 rn cqctotPorina

Pfi atmacof-'n ehcs-, ev'n

N,hcn concr-rrrent dlsease s+.otts orrcl ondi-hons ore

l6gntri+1cd, marul ctintcians belte'"rc +f''oi the us-e ol sl'andord

cUClosPorine dOseJ f' vo'tou! situafiOhE is u:orr6nted lfndeed'

rnost *tonsPlan[ ce'nlcrs useg doses +halote dakrmincJ

usinqacL{c'osPorincdo'taq3protocol'Theor:grn6{compurtottot"E
o{ -thcse Joses u:ere balcd on the pho"nac-okinct'< dos"'nq

rnethod described in thc PTeuioue sechon' and subceq'uenHt4

rnoclltcd bosetl or'' ct'?hico( erPeIr(hce' Th qeneral' thc erpecJfd

ct{clolPolih( Skadq-StaK concenttotong used to comPu[e

-Lhe:t doses is ';H.li 
;;;:I' +vo' ot ttansptan{cl +'tE(uc

ard +he po't *olttelontoton f'mt tine'&enctattq spe4k;nq-,

,inital orat doseg o* s'tB rnq /rXld or intro'venous doles ol

?-c rlq tKqtd i'f' nit o'ot aott -{p a'ccount *o' -ao'/" orat

b',oavaltabrlttl) o'e. '*a 
and t'o'U 

"tobq 
&orn' instltuton 4o

insti+uton ' t -' ;: l,|"; ri-'aru,f i"is 
[2ao'l'' ove" "''Aeo,t bolg

Loeiqhq, raeot boay "rerqt't 
lhoutd be *i'a l" compute init'al

doses

TPM OF PHEN}OBAR'BITflL

AN\TROOUCTIOT{

henobarbilal :s a bor lrltl; rotr' The m echonisrn acfon of

seifiire thrcshotd 6t'1 int{tachnl?

pht.tobarbitol ''s e\avof
dAt &aBffffl TolteqnoPhc

r,,:',t.h y- o.rnlnobutrlro'c Gci
r,apLc in hibihon

on ol

,4/-rrecePtot s tr:1..,i1f., potcntia tes sq w,



Clrnical Pharmacok''ncfi cs 
"

AbsorPtion:

x Thc -vrate and etLtrr L ol absorPh,on ol phenoborbital rndicottd

thc p[enhol lor d"ssoluhon- 'vtate -tim;teJ 
.obsor 

fron

* phqnoborb',tat ts absotbed stapldlq and complc'teq 
,

x TI-re absolutc bioavailab''tiq 'od pt'cnobatb'tol uuas rneasured

:retahve -to, int'rarnuscu(art and inttavcnous adrn"niEtratton

o^a +"""d -Lo be clbse to """'i'
* -Ihr, Absotu+L btoavoi:tabil'iti ol oral phcnobatbit6l it'

f1u.''a"'S oPPrOacho tOO' l"

Distibuton z -"'

*-Thesteodq-stateuol,r.rrneo|dt.ltribufignigpt]++-1.,&tlmi.
)t phc.,obatbiitol dtstributes 

'!nto cerebtosptnal 4tulJ and "

' 3ol:va

* Il^e cet.lbto spinal Jlutd : ptasma conccrrha*on gto{:o Lo'q+J

.15 ctose +" 4";t 4tat?'on of P"f-rcno6arb"'tot ln Ptotma L"'tlo]

)r -The druq o bound -t'c rnainttl '{o ptosrna alburnt" ahd

',ts -t-ee 'hacbon incf(4sc9 in 4ltlpoatburflinernia'

N,Jetabof,sm i-

N4eto6ollrrn s1

fu='l' ' 6'"f
epoesentl an

of St dosel

irnPor{ont:xoutc o{ eltmino-hon

)+

*

*

*

'The {llat bodq

minf rnz'
The g,enol c[corance i5

u<il os Ph dcPendenL'

pt-,enoBar b'tol

hotl - Ii le '

cleoronce o{ phcnobarhtal ts z'5 + - o'sr'l/

r rnl /rnrn / mz -.,s ur?nc -floo - as

ethibifs thc tonqesl ellinlnOtton



* The har* 1",1e in aduttr [e s - r&6 l'ot-rrd :s {t or ter t hon ;n

neonate5 ohd tonqert $ran ln c$,lBten.

* The +qA:cal maintencnce dose.fov pheno$orbihl fs a's-5rc1lL9,d

-for neonates, z- q-smq /rql a 4or Pedrab;c PoF'cr*s I troieatc

oldl,6p.l r's-& *qllqld -tor ot.lcr pahcnts' .FoI 
thc ac'r'ttc

*realm<n"t, ol s+otus epileefcus ' inkavenans pf'cnobarktal dose s

o{ ls-do nq lkq o:ta uJcd

Therapeutic ond *or-tc concentratons :

-x -Thc -ther,o?icrrlc,'(anqe,ol d-''cnobarb"'tol rs-uoq/mL

*::rnchitdrenptthlebnleconvutsion5,pt,cnobarbl|o.]
corrccnt'ta{ions of t6rncq /rn['

* Jha nr,ost comrnoD cmcentraton - 'flel..ct(d 6lJverse et teck ol

phenobotbrtal rnvolva the ccr'hal neruous sq(tLm : atozla'

headacl',e., uhsteodincss' Sedof'o6' con*uston ond letharqg-

othex concen{raf'on- 'edated Side ellectt Orr naus(o' ot'J

in children, irro+tbitiq ond hq pexa{f,rutQ

x Rb Phcnoba'bliol 
Concentrahot'tlt6oPqlmL' 

s*uPo' atd @rn't

Kove $sqn xePott(d'

* d\ourrncss ond Gtor-iO- ooLul ir! chronicattq ttaVd pot'ent oE

phenobarb'r+ot 

-rt'urt' 
concen trcrtion oL zs'?omcfllrn I'

E.{{ects o{ drseare stoks ancl cond;tons on phot'nacokincf'cg

Gnd dostnq

dotrnal cnobarbrlal clearance Yrate [crl4or olde childret'
ph

f> taueate otdl and adutB is rrrnl/hlkq'

henoborb',tol volurne

ond *ot younqex

cf-,itdrcn is f mL /hltq' P
o-[ digtr'ib-rt,nlu]

and its f.,61{ tr'{ g o'v eraq( S tao {'', r5'\h

equots o'+ t-f Kq

neonGtc: fo-u u: .sks oldl' 6o lours '.n c[,itJgg-t(

Sanotd I orul too hct-rrg tn adutH'

months



tl f:n pcifienh .p",th hepatcdisease a 5o'/' tnoeosl 'tn hot'f '

It{e rs seen in adutts wttt\ livg6 cirthos'S or o.orte vital

hepotiLs.
-TEt.s toss o/ -turnctonal t-'epalic ceLts AeAucc't tha arnount of

"n*r**qvai(abte*orne{atolite+}'cdruq61nddeoea'scrcl?atanc,e' ,

* Phe.'obatbltat "s 
atso elirninateJ bq thr tu'tdnq ' pa{ianLs u'ith

,reno.l dqe*unahon fcreotininc cleataryce Lion\Lltttl]

* Arr ander. e{ livex dqsfunc{l'on can bc qained '6q anptUtnq thc

chitd - Pu{h ttlnrcal ctass'*tof'on sY(tcrn *o {hc paticnt'

* A chlta- Pn-^qh 
scote qteater {hon I is qrounds -[or a Jccreage

g{ rE-:0"/' ln thc in;kat daitq dvug dose tor rhcnoborbita-r

Dtuq 'rrterochons +

x ptenobartcrtol is o PQtent 'inducept oi l^lepatlc druq rnetobot;srn

&r the cyPlflg ' 6yp7CQ ' ara Lle3€q ena{mt sq(ternE

* -Ihe compounds tr:hose me{obotlsrn o'nd cleoronce ot(

increosedh-1cor,cutrantphenoborb:tat-Lreatrnen.t-includes
Cor b ornatapine, larnotriqlne' valproic acid ' cqclogPorin'

ni t edipin p, Ji l +'G+ern' verct Pa -il' 6 rol controcepfi u es 
"h 

i cqcli c

qnudepressants, 4u;hidihe' thcophq lhne' and ruoi-tcrin

* ,1he decrease the rnttobolisrn oi c-l"atonce o{ phenobotb'ltoJ

4etbamate and valProic acid

phenqtoin m4{ o[so er-htbit on 'interoctot't u:ith phenobatbital

'tr:ku,e borh ctqent< chonqe '+he melaboli$n ahd clcaronca

ol each otha I '

INITIAL IfOgflOE DETERM INRTIPN METHOD69

, t. phorrnacoLine'tic Doging qet'hod

B. Litrrotr-rte- Bo'sed Recornmended Doeinq '
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Nhcre F"is thc broavailab: t'itq *ractron 4on LFc ov'o'J

dosaqc futm lF'-L)

O'is the iose of the -ant'convulsant in mq r

cl- is ankconvt'rlsant clEarance rn L/h' and

r rs-th. dosaqe intcYval in f'touts'

t,tthcn inhavenous'tharapLl u'ith phcnoborb'{al

Csg = LDlt] lc'l' or

o= Gs'clr

Literafure- Boscd Recommendcd ooslnX :

a.r qcharal , the erpec{rd fteOdq-State sc}um concepprd1:?oh(

used -bo comput€ '*hese doSes tr'oE in the tot-txrt e"'d ol thr

-theraPeufi , nonqt '{or each d"'q' :f tht Pat'a$' has siqw*cant

hepatic dqe*r'r.'.tio'' fchila-ruqh score >-8) or pena( d:sease

f .'pn#nihe clearanc e?-SomL/rnin],, rna'n'thnce doses ptescrrbed
LLr LL 

:eas..d 6t1 zs -5o"1' deperrd;nX
uslnq t.his rnethod shoutd be det

on hou: a?qress?v€ +hetafl :S 
ele4uttd tu be for -fhe indiu"dual

USe o{ phenobarbr&al Serurn conaen{ratons -to a[&r 
"

* Becaurse o$ phatrnccok,net.c variabit''&1'.I". naYrow

+heroPeufit '^a"t 
o't phet'obarbitat and thc desirc -Eo avoid

gLducree side e'['f ecLs' measuvement! of serurn conccptra'tions

-tor tt'esc 6lSticonvLrtsantg i9 conduc'kd +ot molt Pof,^u-rtr

+o eosure +ha+ therapeut''c' hon'toric levelg Ote fre-]er]+"

* Tn addi'tion to phenobatbital Scn-rnu concentra'{:ons"'roPo*4ht

pahent patamJkrs [geizurg +te4ucnq' potenhoJ stAe -fP.c!

" ' .k.lshould bc 4otrow LA 'b con*rrn that {ne pa'tlen'L tr

xespond.q ;;;;ent aqd nor'leva:"tnq; odvari;e

druq:teoctonS' '. t i



.* Nhcru phanobarbital {elurn concenhafions crte rneolural in

po'f.ents ond a dosaqe chanqe is ncces(akJ'clinicians ghoLt]d

;;; * urse thc Simplest ' rnost shoiqhrh ru:crd rnethod

avaitabte'b deterrnine adose -that tr:P'tl ptovidc sa*ca,d

e-41ec+ruttreatrocnt

* Tn rrrrst coscs' a simple closaqe flofto can b' ustd tp chanqe

doses since Phenobatbital -tottou-: hheor pharrnacok;netics -

sornetirnes, ',t ts not Possible to s:mphtr cAanqe the dox bcco-use

ol ttre (irnitetl numbc 6f orot dosaqe Sttenqths' and the doaqt

ih*erval rnust U' thonqod' An sorn€ {itlJotronE' ''t moq be

neccssdtL-l or desirable 'to compute tha phenobatbital Phatrnacok;nefc

Pararndter E 4o"tt'" pol:itnt ond uttli+e 'Lf'esc 42 catcutate

+hc best dvuq dose '

J

c Jpal

Samsltrttti ilr
KorldaPrlr i

" -,,:': ,li Phalmai"Y
', ' .Jl''ttkcilr (lvl'|'

l;,;1. jlil lii';t' t

L€-cJ





* an add,{toool br€.fi+ d {hxo do*on aetbcJ tS -thot a com;Cet€

CDqtrDoccKrr,etic cDoAuP (deternoirdron oP ctaotcroce , volume o6

dStrrbultOo , ar>d bof - tine) Can g dA->e c^ith, OrP cro rrrol,e cr6SLrrAJ

cooceotrotiou tflr.I & nd l-crve -1g be at *eadd sta[€ '

l-rneor pborrncokinetcs Me.thod'.

Phrrebo:biLal {otlc.o lir@) , closc - proportrdnoJ Fho}rnocoLir'rhr*

Stok selcrrn Ccrrcer,tra+ior't Cl-nner n propoohbn b doSe octOdirl
to tl^,e {olla-",n? q,(rohor::

Doer: /css, nccD = oold f cJs, old or

Dneu.: = &ss ) r\eur / Css , ob ) fxld ,
u:l-e'oe D tS +E dose ,

\-SD {S tt^re SLeadt4

tt^od" producecl

state corlLenfuEioo, Dotd frdi'co-bes the

*)e 5 ' correnttohoo -that -tb€ Potient
dose

e,,

to
cuYter-rttY achie\lir€

prod,rce kt-p desi red

ail Dn€lu der-lctes the dose

t*."t 6+cL{€ Coore-ntto-hoo '

pt^otrrncokiceLrc Poetarnete'- rnetbod i

. 'Ibr! fs +re -ftr61 techoig,ue$ curlrlablt to ,*rc doseE

usint 5P"Qro 6eD6gr)trc*(ons '
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